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1 HR. TURNER: Your Honor, before the jury 
2 comes back, we would offer what has been marked as 
3 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 134-A, which is several pages of a 
4 product problem summary from Cadillac Servica 
5 Engineering, for the purpose of notice, ad•nission, ano 
6 the other reasons stated yesterday, and their failure to 
7 respond to that. 
8 Til E COURT : I h a v e that bef or e me , and 
9 it's a docuraent co \'lhich \"le made reference at ldngtn 
10 y~sterday, and I have marked this refused and note 
11 counsels' objection and a~;c.aption to tnt:: court's ruling. 
12 He nave e:"tr ~cted frora tnis document a number of 
13 en t r i e s , \-1 l1i c n t.h e c0 u r t w i 11 r e ce i v e in t o ev i de n c e £ or 
14 the limiced purpose of showing notice. And do we l1av~ 
15 ch~t? 
16 IlR. TURNER: Yes, sir, that has i.>een 
1 7 mar k e a as P 1 a i r .. t i if s • 13 4 • An a if t!l e co u r t: \·lou 1 u 
18 pl ~a se note our e;~ce pti on th u c \le have al ~o offer t:!d 
19 these ,:;pecif ic ont::s ~s to the issue of an adi,li5sion oy 
20 General Hotors antl =t.::i subst.~ncive ·~viCJeacr: of that 
21 adm i s s ion. 
22 
23 not rt::ceive t..no3e icems for the pur:t:Jose oi .sho\'ling 3!1 
24 admission, anci note a the objection ano ~xception. \le 
25 also note the overall objection by c.leie;1se counsel to 
COi·HiONt·l EP,LTH .REPOR 'l' IUG SERVICES A '"509 
1 the admission of any of this material for any purpose 
2 whatsoever, but we do intend to receive Exhibit 134, the 







(Whereupon, the document referred to was 
marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit Number 134 
and received in evidence.) 
HR. TURNER: Your Honor, also I have 
10 discussed with Hr. Reynolds and Mr. Farnham, and they 
11 have no objections to us marking and having entered into 
12 evidence a -- how would you describe this, 
13 Mr. Drouillard? What would you call this, a --
14 l1R. DROUILLARD: Steering graphic of a 
15 1978 Monte Carlo. 
16 MR. TURNER: \'le would offer this steering ' 
17 graphic as Plaintiffs' E~hibit No. 138, and we would 
18 offer the exploded view of the power steering gear which 
19 appears on page 3B-19 of the service manual as 
2 o P 1 ai nt 1 f f s • 13 9 • 
21 THE COURT: If you will let me have a 
22 sticker, I will do it now. 
23 MR. FARNHAl4: One thirty-nine is the 
24 exploded view of the pump? 
25 l·lR. TURNER: Yes. 
COMf·10NWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A '"510 
5 
1 MR. PARNBAM: Pump or gear? 
2 l'IR• DROUILLARD: Gear, right. 
3 f.IR. TURNER: So, Your ,Honor, 13 8 will be -· 
4 we have marked it into evidence, will be the schematic 
5 of the f.lonte Carlo showing t.he relevant steering gear 
6 parts and linkage. And the exploded view of the gear 
7 I may have said pump earlier -- you have.marked as 
a received as Plaintiffs• 139. 

















(Whereupon, the documents referrea to were 
mar ked Plaintiffs • Exhibits 13 8 and. 13 9 and 
received in evidence.) 
* * * * * * 
COl·1lo10UWEAL'l'B REPORTING SERVICES A '"511 
6 
-------------------------------------------------------.15 
1 suggested retail price was six dollars and twenty cents. 
2 There are no current prices as these are inactive parts. 
3 And one other item, Your Honor, I think 
4 the record should reflect that a stipulation was entered 
5 by the parties 
6 THE COURT: Let's see it. 
7 MR. FARNHAM: Show us what_ you are 
8 referring to. 
9 MR. TURNER: -- on February 24th, 1986. 
10 Came the parties plaintiffs, Peter J. 
11 Lupica and Luann K. Roane, and the defendant, General 
12 Motors Corporation, by counsel and pursuant to Rule 4:13 
13 of the Rules of the Supreme Court, represented to the 
14 court that t:hey had agreed to the following 
. 15 stipulations, and it is therefore ajudged, ordered, and 
16 decreed that these parties have stipulated to the 
17 following: one, that the steering gear bearing housing 
18 casting part number 7826692 is the one that was in the 
19 subject vehicle at the time of the accident, and that it 
20 is in the reasonably same condition that it was at tne 
21 time of clle accident and at the time of Iilcinufacture 
22 except for accident damage; number two, that the two 
23 metal particles found in the control valv~ of the 
24 steering gear, by and accoraing to Dr. Moore, were 
25 delivered to George Aseff for examination, subsequently, 
COl+1l10UWEALTH REPOR~IIJG SERVICES A ~513 
- ·- -· ----------------- -·------------------
Drouillard - called as an 
~~· .. -.--.o td; ~ft6aC!! 18 
1 
2 
* * * * * * 
3 
4 Q Good morning, llr. Drouillard. I woula 
5 like co sh0\1 you Plaintiffs' ·Exhibit 134; and since th1s 
6 is one ~f the f~w copie!.i \ie nave, I would l1ke to be 
7 able to read over your shoulder, ii I may. 
8 rtr. Drouillard, this is :1 product problem 
9 sucmary from th~ C~dillac s~rvice Engineering Division 
10 of General Motors, is it not? 
11 A 'l'i1at's wn.lt it says at t:.he top, yes, sir. 
12 Q AnJ tn~ items tn~c app&ar on tae product 
13 i)robl ~m su:.,~!l~r:t woul u .ipJ:)~ar to oe tnos~ probl e:Js th..:tt 
14 h:iv e been i ci·Z! atii i~d by t!ngi necr i ng-type personnel at 
15 Cadillac Service En·:;ineering Division, are they not? 
16 A Ut!ll, it ssy~ t:hdt tn~se are c.ae ite.ns 
17 tn:1t are r::porteu r.o tn~ S·~rvice p~c.>J?l~, \.tna this i3 t:.l~ 
18 u~:.; cri pti on :.ts r ~l?OI c.;~ tCJ t:l u5~ se.rv i c~ p~opl .::. 
20 it says herE: under ~.G·? re)O!t:.(:d ccl:.lmn. 
21 Q .a ~; ;1 y • : ·l a at. I ~u.1 try i n s to s'"' y i s t r:-~ c i :a: 
23 a cor.1plairrc .lollo·.·.'E::d oy .l .rc:.1eay, \lnich rc;-,-:-1\':ciy coulc noc 
24 ha7e t~~en ~lace unle~3 SOhlci person in Caoillac Servic~ 
A \.515 
Drouillard - called as ~~ 
adver~~ wiT.ness 19 ~----------------------------------------------------, 
1 A I believe it was done by a dealer, sir, 
2 not a Cadillac person, a dealer. 
3 Q A dealer is not a Cadillac person? 
4 A No, sir. 
5 Q I see. It wouldn't have been done by the 
6 service engineer 
···-
·. ·'"· 7 A No. 
8 Q or the service rep that goes down? 
9 A He may have seen the parts. I do not 
10 know. It doesn't detail that information. 
11 0 I see. And as the representative of 
12 General Motors in this case, you can't help us 
13 illuminate, cast some light on this? · 
14 1'1R. FARNHJU.l: Your Honor, I object. He 
15 is a representative of General Motors for this trial, 
16 but he has not been proffered as someone who has all 
17 knowledge of all parts from General Motors from pricing 
18 and everything else. 
19 THE COURT: If the specific question can 
20 be asked about any part of that, we will see. 
21 MR. FARNHAi-1: I don • ~ object to tne 
22 question. It's the characterization that prefaced the 
23 question suggesting that this man is put in here to know 
24 all things about all parts of General Motors. That's 
2 5 simply not the fact. 
COI-tHOl~WEAL'l'H REPORTING SERVICES A ,516 
----------
---·--- --- .. -
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse witness 
--------------------------------------------------------.20 
1 THE COURT: Very well. I understand. 
2 MR. FARNHAM: He is a representative for 
3 the corporation at this trial, and there is no dispute 
4 about that. 
5 THE COURT: All right. If you have a 
6 specific question, if you can ask to see if 
·:;,.·}:..:_• 
...... ~- .. 
7 Mr. Drouillard can answer, we will aee vb•~~results. 
8 
9 BY MR. HARLAN: 
10 Q Let's take line one, if you will. 
11 A Yes, sir. 
12 Q The first -- the material goes across the 
13 page. 
14 A Correct. 
15 Q So you will follow what we are doing, on 
16 the left-hand column is the VIN number, the vehicle 
17 identification number; is that correct? 
18 A Yes, sir. 
19 Q That would represent a vehicle? 
20 A A specific vehicle. 
21 Q Specific vehicle which was -- is being 
22 talked about across the other columns in the same line, 
23 right? 
24 A Yes, sir. 
25 Q Next one shows the mileage on the 
COP.UiONWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A 517 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse ":.ri tness 21 
1 vehicle, does it not? 
A 2 That's right. 
3 The next one shows the dealer and where 0 
4 he would be? 
5 A Well, it's the dealer location, yes, sir. 
6 Q Okay. Says •dealer,• however? 
7 A Doesn't give the name of tbe· dealer, but 
8 it does give the dealer's location ~s city and state, 
9 yes, sir. 
10 Q Then it gives the next column, report 
11 received. In this particular one it's August 25, 1969? 
12 A Yes, sir. 
13 Q Okay. Now le~'s see what appears 
14 alongside this entry; and as we look at it, what I want 
15 you to do, if you can for me, separate out mentally 
16 those items which appear to be a complaint anq those 
17 items which seem to be other than complaint; in other 
18 words, something that a customer wouldn't know until the 
19 gear was gone into. 
20 For example, first sentence, self-steers 
21 to left when hot. Now, exercising your knowledge of 
22 this gear, exercising your knowledge of the manner in 
23 which complaints are made, would you not agree with me 
24 that that was probaoly most logically stated by the 
25 person that owned the car? 
COMl-iON~iEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A 518 
Drouillard - called as an 
adversP. witn~c;q ----------------------------------------------------------~22 
1 A Yes, the person that brought the car into 
2 the dealership would have stated a thing of that nature. 
3 Q All right, sir. Now let's take the 
4 second sentence. 
5 A Yes, sir. 
6 Q I didn't mean to cut you off. 
•:· ·"'" 
• • ':7 ··~;. . 
7 A No, that• s all I have to ay·~.about that. 
8 Q You are sure? 
9 A That statement would be the type of thing 
10 that a man or wife operating the car, or the owner, 
11 would bring in and say, It steers by itself when it's 
12 hot, or what have you. 
13 Q Okay. It applies to single people too? 
14 A Well, whoever owned the car, but 
15 sometimes the man will say to his wife, take the car in. 
16 She doesn't know anything about it. She will report 
17 what her husband said to tell the fellow on the drive. 
18 Q Right. 
19 A You know, the service writer. The 
20 service writer wr1tes down exactly what the customer 
21 says. 
22 Q All right. Now, the next sentence reads, 
23 Needle from thrust bearing jammed in spool valve. Now, 
24 with your knowledge of the machine itself, a casual 
25 operator of a GM vehicle would not be able to see a 
COt-UiONWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A 519 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse witness ~------------------------------~--~~--~~----------~23 
1 needle bearing jammed in a spool valve unless they 
2 disassembled it; isn't that correct? 
3 A That's true. 
4 Q So that's probably a comment· made by the 
5 service writer, is it not? 
6 A Probably by the mechanic. 
... 
7 Q f.techani c. And confirmed. ~C;~:bec0me 
-
... 
8 confirmed by the service rep, in all likelihood, in 
9 order for it to become a product problem summary. 
10 Wouldn't you agree with me? 
11 A No, sir. 
12 Q Would not? 
13 A No. I would agree with you as far as the 
14 mechanic or perhaps the service manager would have made 
15 such a statement. 
16 Q Would you agree with me that a problem 
17 product summary is not kept by the dealership? 
18 A Yes. 
19 Q Is that because --
20 A But results would be would be thE: 
21 result of dealer communications or dealer reports. 
22 Q Sure. Let • s see let's understand. 
23 The dealer makes the report? 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q And that then goes to the Cadillac 
COlillOUvlEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A .. 520 
----·-------- Drouillard - called as an 
adverc;e witness 
-------------------------------------------------------.24 
1 division where the product problem summary is kept. 
2 Isn't that what it says? 
3 A That's what it says, but this would be a 
' 
4 summary of reports that may have come in over a period 
5 of time. If you will notice, they start at '69 and go 
6 to '71. .. 
7 Q I notice that it also comes in from all 
8 parts of the country. 
9 A Surely. 
10 0 This is probably at the main Cadillac 
11 division, is it not? 
12 A That's where the reports ended up, yes. 
13 Q Right. And doesn't it seem to identify a 
14 problem when it's-- by the General Motors very 
15 language, it's a product problem summary? 
16 A It's a report of a summary of similar 
17 types of problems reported by dealers. That's what it 
18 is. 
19 Q And the ioentified -- somebody identified 
20 here that the needle f ron the bearing jammed ill the 
21 spool valve, didn't they? 
22 A That's what a mechanic would find if he 
23 took it apart. 
24 Q An, okay. Now, the next line is gear 
25 A At least that's what he.reported he 
COI.fl'lONvlEALTH REPOR'i'ING SERVICES A-~521 
·----- Drouillard - called as an 
adver~e T~~Ti +:!tess 
~--------------------------------------------------------~25 
1 found. 
2 Q I know you don't believe that. 
3 A I didn't say that. 
4 Q Well, you don't believe that? 
5 A I'm not saying that. I'm saying that is 
6 what the mechanic reported. 
7 Q Now --
8 A So that's where it originated. 
9 Q I understand, but I'm saying you don't 
10 believe that a needle could jam in the spool valve, do 
11 you? 
12 A I didn't say that. You said that, sir. 
13 Q I'm asking you, Mr·. ·Drouillard, isn't it 
14 true 
15 A In today's spool valve you cannot get a 
16 needle from the bearings in this particular gear. 
17 Q All right. So you don't believe it, do 
18 you? 
19 MR. FARNHAl1: Your Honor please 
20 THE WITNESS: This is a 19 
21 THE COURT: Just a minute. We are 
22 talking about two different things, it's obvious from 
23 what you are saying and from what the witness is saying, 
24 so let's not be confused. He said •today•s.• Now I 
25 think that should be clarified. 
COl-U10NWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse witness ------------------------------------~~----~------------~26 
1 BY MR. HARLAN: 
2 Q All right. Let • s go to the next one. 
3 The next one says -- it's a different ID on the car, is 
4 it not? 
5 A A different VIN? 
6 Q Yes. 
7 A Yes, sir. 
8 Q And the mileage, six thousand one hundred 
9 and ten. 
10 A Yes, sir. 
11 Q It would have been within warranty, would 
12 it not 
13 A Yes, sir. 
14 Q -- frum Titusville, Pennsylvania? 
15 A Yes, correct. 
16 Q The one previous to that was in Ohio? 
17 A Yes, and out of warranty. There is a 
18 possibility the man purchased an extended warranty. I 
19 don't know if it was available at that time. At this 
20 time you could purchase thirty-six-thousand- ana 
21 forty-eight-thousand-mile warranty additional to the 
22 free warranty. 
23 Q This time being 1969? 
24 A It's possible. I don•t know that for a 
25 fact. Today you can purchase an extended warranty. 
COMI·lONt'lEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A ~523 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverr::;e '•7i +:~eC3~ 
1 Q Por extra money? 
2 A Yes, correct. 
Q By the VIN number can you tell this is a 3 
4 1 70 
--
'64 automobile, or what is the year of that car? 
5 A I can't tell you because there isn't 
6 enough information. 
7 Q Bow can you say a six-tbou.and-mile car 
·_, 
8 is out of warranty? 
9 A It's miles, whatever the miles. I didn't 
10 say that. I said the first one, seventeen thousand nine 
11 hundred and forty-eight miles is beyond the 
12 twelve-thousand-mile warranty. 
13 Q I see, but that wasn't the question I 
.14 asked you. 
15 A That was the answer I gave you 
16 previously, sir. I'm sorry. 
17 Q loiy question is is the six thousand miles 
18 on the second vehicle indicated still in warranty? 
19 A Yes, sir. 
20 Q The one from Titusville? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 Q All right. The report was received on 
23 September lOth, 1969; is that right? 
24 A Yes, s1.r. 
25 Q Now let's look ana see, .there is a line 
COMMONWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES 
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Drouillarti - called as an 
adverse ~it~ess 2 a ------------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 that's underlined there, says gear locked at times. 
2 Now, most likely that was the customer's observation of 
3 what happenedJ isn't that true? 
4 A That's what I would assume, yes, sir. 
5 Q And then chips throughout the system, 
6 chips from housing went into spool valve .and caused 
., .. :·~ 
.- .·· . 
7 lockup. Is that what the --
8 A That's what the mechanic de~ided when he 
9 took it apart, yes, sir. 
10 Q That would certainly not oe the 
11 observation of the driver of the car, because he would 
12 have to disassemble the gear most likely; isn't that 
13 true? 
14 A In order to see what's insiae, he would 
15 have to remove it from the vehicle and disassemble it; 
16 that is correct. 
17 Q The chips caused the spool valve to lock 
18 up; do you disagree with that? 
19 A Yes, sir, absolutely. 
20 Q Next one is San Antonio, Texas. Under 
21 mileage they have got not applicable. Is that 
22 customarily used in a brand new car? 
23 A I can't answer that. 
24 Q All right, sir. 
25 A I do not know. 
COHl·10NWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse witness 9 ----------------------------------------~----------------~2 
1 Q Can you tell by the VIN number the year 
2 of the car there? 
3 A No, sir. There isn't-- the number --
4 the year number is missing. It's in front of the H, and 
5 I can't tell you. 
6 Q So the answer is you can • t .. tell ? 
. ~ . 
~ .. 
7 A No, sir. ... 
•:'-· 
: 
8 Q Now, the comment is gear bi-nds. That, 
9 again, would be most likely what the customer said. 
10 Would you agree with me? 
11 A Yes, if there was a customer. That's 
12 what bothers me. In that particular instance, with the 
13 NA, it might mean that the car had not been sold. 
14 Q So it might have bound up on the service 
15 rep as he drove it around the block; is that correct? 
16 A I have no idea. It doesn't-- it doesn't 
17 detail any other information, sir. 
18 Q The observation is chips all through the 
19 system; isn't that true? 
20 A That's what it says. That's what the 
21 mechanic found when he disassembled it. 
22 Q Do you agree with that that it could 
23 happen? 
24 A Chips through a system? 
25 Q No, gear binds because Qf chips. 
C0!1l-10NWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse wi~ness --------------------------------------------------------~30 
1 A No, sir. It could be chips, but it 
2 wouldn't bind. 
3 Q The next one is, Gear l~cks on turns, and 
4 then the next sentence is, Chips in system. Do you 
5 agree that chips in the syste~ could cause a gear like 
6 this to lock on turns? 
..... 
7 A No, sir, a gear does not· lock. 
8 Q The mechanic is in error? 
9 A No. The mechanic reported what he saw, 
10 but his observation of what he thought made it do this 
11 is incorrect. 
12 Q I see. Are these people trained by GM, 
13 these mechanics and these dealerships? 
14 A Some of them. 
15 Q Do they have a service manager in most of 
16 the dealerships and cities such as --
17 A 1-tost of them. 
18 Q You would expect it to be a rather large 
19 dealership in Toledo, Ohio, wouldn•t you? 
20 A Well, I don•t know. It might be. 
21 Q How about San Antonio? 
22 A There are all sizes of dealerships. 
23 Q In larger cities tne Cadillac dealerships 
24 tend to be larger rather than like a small city like 
25 Suffolk, Virginia? 
COMltiONWEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A ·527 
Drouillard - called as an 
adver~e '·!i t!less 31 
1 A My experience on dealerships of Cadillac 
2 is they are usually multiple dealerships because the 
3 Cadillac wouldn't support most dealers. 
4 Q Unless it's in a large city, right? 
5 A It has to be a locality that will support 
6 only a Cadillac, such as Florida. 
•• !.. • 
7 Q All right. But in any ~v·a~, even if it 
8 sells other cars, the dealerships do have ~ervice reps. 
9 You don't get to be a service rep unless you are trained 
10 as a mechanic by General Motors at their courses that 
11 teach you how to disassemble and repair these gears; 
12 isn't that true? 
13 A No, it's not. A lot of people are named 
14 as service managers and as service representatives in 
15 dealerships that are dirty-hands people that learned the 
16 mechanical trade by just starting out and working as an 
17 apprentice and working through it wjthout going to any 
18 schools. 
19 Q You mean to say if a customer could 
20 afford an expensive car like a Cadillac ana driving it 
21 into a service dealership, that some person, as you 
22 classified him as a dirty-hands person, not knowing or 
23 not ever having been to a Cadillac course on how to 
24 repair this gear, could get into this gear and do things 
25 to it which he thought he should be ao~ng without the 
COf.U~Ol*lEALTH REPORTING SERVICES A ~. 528 
Drouillard - called as an 
adverse wit~ess - 32 
1 appropriate instruction and guidance from C~dillac? 
2 MR. FARNHAM: I object, Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: Sustained. 
4 MR. HARLAN: Could I have the reason for 
5 that objection, Your Honor, so I can correct the error 
6 of my ways? 
7 THE COURT: Do you have another question? 
8 l·1R. HARLAN: Yes, sir. 
9 
10 BY MR. HARLAN: 
11 0 Are you saying that a dirty-nands 
12 mechanic can operate on a new Cadillac vehicle, and 
13 telling us that that so-called dirty-hands mechanic 
14 would not have any training by General Motors service 
15 instruction? 
16 A First of all, yes, it's possible; and 
17 secondly, dirty hands is not a derogatory term. These 
18 are the kind of people that learn the trade from their 
19 youth and work at it all their lives, and some of them 
20 are excellent mechanics. 
21 0 But these apparently are not because they 
22 didn't 
23 A I d1dn't say that. I didn't say they are 
24 not. I just said that they -- they do not know all the 
25 reasons for the things they see. 
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1 Q Okay. Now, why don't they know that? 
2 A They don't have enough experience. Some 
3 of them only have limited experience in some areas. 
4 0 Well you-all put out these service books 
5 to help them? 
6 A That's for them to read. ~hat doesn't 
7 mean they go to school. 
·-.r.:~~ . 
A lot of them ·r••CJ·_ the· service 
8 manuals and don't go to the schools. 
9 Q Why don't you put out in your service 
10 manual instructing these dirty-hand mechanics when they 
11 are taking apart a gear, when they find metal chips in 
12 them, pay no attention to that because that has no 
13 effect on this gear? 
14 rm. FARNHAM: Your Honor please, I object 
- 15 to that. 
16 ~lR. HARLAN: What is the objection? 
17 ftlR. FARUHAI-1: It' s an ar gumenta ti v e 
18 question which is not intended to elicit a factual 
19 response. 
20 THE COURT: Sustain the objection. 
21 
22 BY MR. HARLAN: 
23 Q Did you tell us yesterday, irrespective 
24 of the size of the particle, irrespective of the 
25 composition from which it's made, it c•nnot cause this 
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1 gear to bind? 
2 A I said yesterday that if it was too large 
3 to get in the space between the valve ~ody and the 
4 spool, it would not go in. If it was too small and did 
5 go in, it would have no effect. That was what I said. 
6 Q In either case it would have no effect on 
":~ .. 
7 the binding of this gear; isn't that wbat you told us? 
8 A That's correct. 
9 Q All right. My _question to you is wny 
10 isn't that information from you at Saginaw, who bas 
11 input into the service manual, put into the service 
12 manual so that these people don't have to disassemble 
13 the gear an~ wast~ customers' money in cleaning out 
14 metal particles when they cannot possibly cause a 
15 dangerous condition to exist in this gear? 
16 MR. FARNHAM: I object to that question. 
17 THE COURT: Sustain the objection. 
18 MR. HARL~~= Your Honor, could I have the 
19 purpose -- the reason for the objection? I am on cross, 
20 and I would do my best to correct it if I knew what his 
21 reasons were. 
22 THE COURT: It • s an inappropriate 
23 question. Move on to the next, please. 
24 HR. HARLAN: l·iy exception please, Your 
25 Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
2 
3 BY MR. HARLAN: 
4 Q There are ten, if you will count them, 
5 please 
6 A Yes, sir. 
7 Q -- product problem summariia; involving 
8 ten different vehicles, are there not? 
9 A Yes, sir. 
10 0 Each of them have either self-steering, 
11 locking, or binding as a complaint in them, do they not? 
12 A Excuse me. Those words are used as 
13 reported in one or the other of those words is used 
14 in each of these ten items, yes, sir. 
15 Q All right. Ana each of these are from 
16 different parts of the country -- for example, Ohio, 
17 Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, another two from Ohio, 
18 Indiana, California, Nevada and the last one from Ohio. 
19 Isn't that correct? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q Is it your supposition that all of these 
22 mechanics that made these observations aren't trained in 
23 the sense of having gone through a General Motors 
24 program to train mechanics? 
25 A No, sir. 
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Q Is it your position that all of these 
2 mechanics made the wrong conclusion? 
3 A Yes. 
4 MR. HARLAN: All right, sir. Your Honor 
5 please, if I may offer this as --
6 THE COURT: That exhibit ·will be received 
7 in evidence as Exhibit 13 4. And, member a ·:-9-f ~the jury, 
8 this exhibit -- Plaintiffs' Exhibit 134, t:·o which 
9 reference has just been made in the ~estimony, is being 
10 received under the same limitation as was explained to 
11 you yesterday. The court is permitting this document to 
12 be offered and received solely on the issue of notice to 
13 General Motors that other persons claim to have 
14 experienced difficulty with power steering gears. The 
15 plaintiffs do not offer this document and will not atgue 
16 that the document proves that another driver did, in 
17 fact, experience power steering difficulty. The 
18 document is being received solely as evidence on the 
19 issue of notice. And I believe that we have now 
20 encompassed all of those items which are under that 
21 limited -- received for that limited purpose. 
22 
23 BY MR. HARLAN: 
24 Q Now, is there provision for these type of 
25 complaints, since they are under Cadil~ac Division, to 
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1 get to the Saginaw Gear Division where you and your 
2 engineers are? 
3 A There are provisions for dissemination of 
4 information on complaints throughout the corporation 
5 from the various leading car divisions. 
6 Q Well, line by line, each one of these ten 
7 complaints, are you telling us that eacb ~~-them did, in 
8 fact, reach your saginaw Gear Division? 
9 A I cannot answer that. 
10 Q Why not? 
11 A I do not know. Because I don't know. I 
12 don't know everything that goes on in the corporation. 
13 I can't -- I cannot answer it unless it came to me. 
14 Q Okay. Do you have any provisions for the 
lS Cadillac dealerships reporting to them -- repor~ing to 
16 you everything that they report to the Cadillac main 
17 office? 
18 A No, sir. 
19 Q You do not? 
20 A No, sir. Cadillac takes care of their 
21 own routing of information within their division. 
22 Q Why wouldn't you be interested in these 
23 comments by these ten mechanics at diversified points of 
24 the country? 
25 A I would be if they were routed to me. 
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1 Q I see. But what I'm saying is that they 
2 could be routed to you if you suggested and asked? 
3 A You are talking about something that 
4 happened almost twenty years ago. 
5 Q Well, I am --
6 A I had no control over that et that time. 














How about 1970? 
No. 
You had no input at all? 
13 A I had no control. I do not set corporate 
14 policy. I never did. 
15 Q Okay. When I use •youa now -- why 
16 doesn•t Saginaw Gear Division do that? Even though 
17 Mr. Drouillard doesn't set corporate policy, why isn't 
18 Saginaw interested enough to say, Hey, look, Cadillac, 
19 when anything involves a safety-related feature, this 
20 steering gear, we want to know about it. Do you know 
21 why? 
22 A We do get information. We do ask for 
23 inforiaiation about our products, ana we generate 
24 inspections and generate return of field materials of 
25 our own products within our own division. 
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1 Q Do you ask for it on a regular basis that 
2 all of these safety-related problems occurring in the 
3 field are, indeed, reported to Saginaw? 
4 A They are not all reported to us. 
5 Q You don't know the reason why? 
6 A Well, it's an impos.sibili·t.Y ... to .handle 
. ·-.:... '1·~:-r!"-'":_\:.. ~ 
7 every one from every division. _<::{~f~ . 
8 Q Are there that many complaints? 
9 A No. It's not that many complaints. It's 
10 just that the the way it's handled, it's not possible 
11 to do it without getting the parts back. They mean 
12 nothing to us without actually having the parts to 
13 evaluate in a vehicle and actually inspect the parts. 
14 Q These Cadillac gears since 1964 are 
15 functionally identical -- functionally identical to the 
16 Lupica gear, are they not? 
17 A They function the same as the Lupica 
18 gear. 
19 Q They are 808 series and the piston is a 
20 little larger? 
21 A Three-and-one-eighth inches in diameter 
22 and this one is two-and-three-quarters. 
23 Q That's the only difference significant 
24 difference? 
25 A Yes, it's a great-- the gear -- the 
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1 Cadillac gear has a greacer capacity 
2 Q '10 handle --
3 A :for a heavier, larger vehicle. It 
4 coulri go in a Caaillac or could go in a truck. 
5 I·IR. HA.."q,LAN: All right, sir. Your Honor, 
6 thank you • 'L'h an k you , 11 r • Dr o u i 11 a r d. 
7 Your Honor, dt ehis point in eime 
































* * * * * * 
MR. TURNER: May it please the court, on 
12 behalf of plaintiff Lupica I would like to respond first 
13 to Mr. Reynolds' motion to strike the plaintiffs' claim 
14 for punitiv~ damages. I remind the court that at this 
- 15 stage on this motion the evidence must be viewed in the 
16 light most favorable to the plaintiff. 
17 Mr. Reynolds has cited several cases that 
18 are out of date in that they said at one time the law of 
19 Virginia was that actual malice need be proved as to 
20 this particular individual. Well, the Supreme Court of 
21 Virginia has recognized, as has most other states, that 
22 when you are manufacturing products for the masses, 
23 there is no way that the masses are ever going to prove 
24 that there was actual malice towards that individual; 
25 that the standard has changed, and tha~ it is a question 
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1 of willfulness or wantonness or gross negligence as to 
2 the class of people that the plaintiff is a member o£1 
3 and obviously Mr. Lupica, as a purchaser of this 
4 vehicle, is a member of that class. 
5 There is no question in this case that 
6 Saginaw Steering Gear Division's decision to remove or 
7 not place a filter on this system was willful. They 
8 have admitted that. Filters were in systems in the 
9 fifties. Filters have been in various systems in the 
10 sixties. Filters have been in the system as late as 
11 1980 or '81 in the El Dorado Cadillac. They have been 
12 available, several kinds of filters. A screen over the 
13 reservoir used to be there, no longer there. A filter 
14 in the pump used to be there, no longer there. A fil~er 
- 15 is available made by A. c., which is a division of 
16 General Motors, that could be spliced into the return 
17 line. Very simple. There is no question that this is a 
18 willful act. 
19 Now we move to whetfier it is a wanton act 
20 or a grossly negligent act. The case law is, Your 
21 Honor, that this is a subjective test. It is not to be 
22 measured by the amount of complaints that I am able to 
23 produce or the amount of en~ine~rs that I am able to say 
24 disagree with Mr. Drouillaru. This is a subjective test 
25 that their willtulness, which I submit is not a 
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1 question, is, also in the light most favorable to the 
2 plaintiff, a wanton disregard and a conscious disregard 
3 for the rights of Mr. Lupica. 
I 
4 Mr. Reynolds says there is no motive that 
5 we have proven. Mr. Deford said that the systems 
6 between somewhere in the sixties and to 1973 contain no 
7 filter and no magnet; and that as of 1973,· in response 
8 to multiple Cadillac complaints, a magnet was inserted 
9 into the pump; and in 1974 a magnet was inserted into 
10 the pump of all General Motors vehicles; and he 
11 testified that that magnet cost is somewhere between ten 
12 cents and twenty-five cents per vehicle. The a&aission 
13 that I reao today was that the -- and this was not the 
14 manufacturi~g cost; this was the cost to the dealer, and 
· 15 then the subsequent retail price to the consumer -- that 
16 a filter could be purchased for between three and six 
17 dollars. Quite a difference. I don't know how that 
18 multiplies out, but the difference between twenty-five 
19 cents, giving them the benefit of the doubt, and three 
20 dollars, giving them the benefit of the doubt, is twelve 
21 times more. Twelve hundred percent more is the 
22 difference in cost between the magnet and the filter. 
23 So we have showed a motive, in the light most favorable 
24 to the plaintiff. 
25 The intent does not have to be inferred 
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1 here. We have shown evidence of a breach of the 
2 warranty, evidence of negligence, evidence of the 
3 proximate cause, and evidence of damage. We have shown 
4 that it is willful. We have shown a motive. We have 
5 shown that malice need not be required. 
6 It's interesting that Mr. Reynolds pulls 
7 out the Ford v. Bartholomew case, found ·at· ·224 'Ia. 421. 
8 In that case the plaintiff was able to produce evidence, 
9 very similar to Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 133, Plaintiffs' 
10 Exhibit No. 112, Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 113, all which 
11 have been admitted by Your Honor as.an admission by 
12 General Motors. 
13 In that case she produced documents 
14 similar to these saying one Ford engineer told the other 
- 15 Ford engineer, You have got to change the way this 
16 transmission's shifting because we are having accidents 
17 and injuries and deaehs all over the country~ Engineer 
18 number two apparently disregards that. 
19 In Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 112, D. L. 
20 Flescher, senior project engineer from Oldsmobile, 
21 writes this Oldsmobile form and says that metal 
22 particles were found; they are -- they were soft; there 
23 was damage to the lands; foreign material passed through 
24 the valve; that he concluded -- project engineering of 
25 Oldsmobile concludes that power steering gear valve 
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1 appeared to have passed foreign material, and under the 
2 circumstances of this incident the driver may have 
3 needed added steering control to negotiate the curve. 
4 Senior project engineer, Oldsmobile senior project 
5 engineer, Saginaw. 
6 Plaintiff's ~xhibit No. li3, Tom Laurel, 
7 Engineer, Cadillac, I have seen cases .like~· this one time 
8 and time again. We need more dirt screens.in the 
9 system. July 17th, 1970. Cadillac engipeer, Saginaw 
engineer. 10 
11 Plaintiffs'· Exhibit No. 113 written by 
12 Mr. Jackman, the man in charge of Cadillac whose name 
13 appears on many of these documents, says -- believes the 
14 complaint is a dirt problem. Car self-steering in both 
- 15 directions. Cadillac, Saginaw. 
16 Now, if these complaints don't reach 
17 Saginaw, I submit to the court that that's gross 
18 negligence that within General Motors Corporation they 
19 don't have a system. They have got fifteen blanks here 
20 where they could send copies and add more and put on 
21 here Saginaw Steering Gear Division so engineers at 
22 Cadillac are able to com~unicat~ with their counterparts 
23 who design this geur and moaify this gear, ana there is 
24 evidence 1t was.helpea to be designed by Mr. Drouillard 
25 and has been modified over the years. If they don•t do 
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1 that, it's gross negligence, in the ~ight most favorable 
2 to the plaintiff. 
3 If they do communicate, then the question 
4 remains unanswered at this point in time as to why 
5 Mr. Drouillard or other engineers at Saginaw disregarded 
6 it. All he has said so far is it's imposs~ble for it to 
·"'· ~ 
7 happen; that this is the perfect machine wben it comes 
8 to thfs type of allegation. And we have· also shown that 
9 General Motors had notice. 
10 These aren't-- these are the product 
11 problem summaries, the reports, 1241 forms. I would 
12 submit that this is notice to General Motors, and they 
13 have totally disregarded not only notice from the 
14 outside, but notice from the inside of their own 
- 15 company. 
16 Now, in Ford v. Bartholomew it is correct 
17 that at the end of the entire case, the trial judge 
18 struck Mr. Bartholomew's claim for punitive damages, but 
19 it is misleading, as stated by Mr •. Reynolds, because at 
20 the end of the plaintiff's case, where we are at this 
21 point, Ford Motor Company stoo6 up and said, Strike the 
22 punitive damages. These things that the plaintiff has 
23 produced don't prove gross negligence, willfulness, or 
24 wantonness. The judge said denied. 
25 Ford put on evidence to explain away 
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1 those things to the satisfaction of the trial judge. At 
2 the end of the defendant's case, Ford renewed its motion 
3 to strike. The trial court, after hearing the evidence 
4 in the defendant's case, was satisfied that the conduct 
5 of Ford amounted to an error in judgment and simple 
6 negligence, and sent that issue to the jury. The 
7 supreme court upheld the 1:rial judge. ~.···· 
8 That's the very same point we are in this 
9 trial, and I would submit it's the court's ~uty at this 
10 time to look at the evidence in the light most favorable 
11 to the plaintiff and put the burden on General Motors, 
12 just as the trial judge in Bartholomew•s case did, and 
13 put the burden on General Motors to get up here and 
14 explain why they have ignored since 1969 -- and our car 
15 was manufactured in 1977 -- why for eight years they 
16 have ignored consumer complaints, they have ignored 
17 their own engineers, and why there is not communication 
18 between Saginaw and the other divisions of General 
19 Motors. And we would submit that the issue of punitive 
20 damages should remain in this case at this time. 
21 As to the issue of whetner our claims of 
22 negligence and breach of warranty should be struck at 
23 this time, Your Honor, I call the court's at~ention to 
24 the case of Featherall v. Firestone at 219 Va. 949, and 
25 Logan v. Montgomery Ward, 216 Va. 425, and I would like 
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1 to read from those cases. 
2 THE COURT: Let me write those two down. 
3 MR. TURNER: Two nineteen Va. 949, which 
4 is 1979, and 216 Va. 425, which is 1975. 
5 THE COURT: Thank you. 
6 MR. TURNER: And also Bly v. Otis 
7 Elevator Company. That's a fourth circu~t case applying 
8 Virginia law. I don't know that you have a copy. I 
9 have Featherall. The supreme court said at page 963, 
10 under the breach of warranty theory, the burden is upon 
11 the plaintiff to show, number one, that the goods were 
12 unreasonably dangerous either for the use to wh1ch they 
13 would ordinarily be put -- and I would submit that•s 
14 what Mr. Lu~1ca was doing a~ the time of this accident, 
- 15 ordinarily putting his vehicle to the purpose that it 
16 was intended -- or for some other reasonably foreseeable 
17 purpose; and two, that the unreasonably dangerous 
18 condition existed when the goods left the defendant•s 
19 hands, and those are tne two standards. 
20 We have put on Dr. Moore, Mr. Talbott. 
21 They have stipulated as to the chain of custody. There 
22 is no question that the goods were in the same condition 
23 at the time of th~ accident as they were when they --
24 when the accident -- when they left the defendant's 
25 hands, so we are at the point as to whether they were 
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1 unreasonably dangerous for their ordinary use. 
2 We have had two imminently qualified 
3 engineers express their opinion that it was unreasonably 
4 dangerous in that a filter would have removed the 
5 particles found in the gear. Mr. Reynolds says mere 
6 speculation on the part of plaintiffs' experts. All 
7 they have done is eliminate the other possible causes of 
-~I: • . 
... 
8 the accident and say it can't be anything else. I 
9 submit that that is absolutely false. 
10 Later on in this case, and in the Logan 
11 v. Montgomery Ward case, it says that the plaintiff has 
12 the burden to eliminate other possible causes. Well, we 
13 have done tuat. And Mr. Reynolds has said, Well, 
14 because you nave done that, you are saying that because 
- 15 you have eliminated every other possible cause, such as 
16 heart attack or epileptic seizure by Mr. Lupica, or his 
17 falling asleep -- and Luann Roane said that didn't 
18 happen -- a flat tire, which Gary Rudolph said, I am 
19 almost positive that none of the tires were blown; and 
20 Dr. Moore said the only one was the left front caused by 
21 the impact with the tre~; that there were no linkage 
22 problems with the steering as testified to by the 
23 trooper who examined it along with the mechanic. 
24 Dr. Moore, wno looked at the left front wheel bearing 
25 and the left front brake, said that they did not seize 
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1 up causing ·the vehicle to veer. We have eliminated all 
2 the other possibilitie~, but that is our duty under the 
3 case law in Virginia. 
I 
4 But in addition to that, Dr. Moore has 
5 found two metal particulates in the inner sanctum of 
6 what is the brain or the control valve of this system, 
..• ·, 
7 two small items which control the movea~nt@~of this car 
..,_ 
. . .. 
8 which weighs a ton, a ton and a half, two tons. This 
9 small thing controls the movement of the .vehicle. It is 
10 the brain. They were found in the inner sanctum. Be is 
11 not speculating. Be's qualified to render opinions, and 
12 the court has so stated. He has eliminated the other 
13 possibilities. He knows the theory and the function of 
14 the gear. He has said when particles jam, this is what 
· 15 happens, exactly what the state trooper has said and 
16 what Ms. Roane has said happened in this incident; that 
17 if this develops, the phenomenon you will expect is thus 
18 and so; and these witnesses have said the thus and so 
19 actually happened, so we are not merely speculating as 
20 to what happened in this case. 
21 We have not only carried our burden 
22 insofar as getting past this motion to strike, but I 
23 believe that we have carriea our burden as far as the 
24 jury's determination will be concerned, and that is by a 
25 preponderance or a greater weight of the evidence, and 
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1 submit that this is a question for the fact finder to 
2 determine, not only on negligence and breach of implied 
3 warranty, of merchantability, but also as to gross 
4 negligence or willful and wanton negligence. 
5 THE COURT: Bear with me just a moment, 




Did you want to respond? 
MR. REYNOLDS: Briefly. 
1_ ••. • 
. _ ..... , 
MR. O'BRIEN: May I respond? I will try 
10 as best as I can not to be repetitive. 
11 THE COURT: There is no need for you to 
12 repeat the things that have already been said. 
13 MR. O'BRIEN: No, sir. I would just like 
14 to say -- and the court, I think, has read that 
· 15 Bartholomew case, and in that situation, as Mr. Turner 
16 said, it wa$ an analogous situation. Subsequent to the 
17 motion to strike the plaintiff's evidence, there was 
18 significant evidence put on in the defendant's case that 
19 all these complaints were checked and verified, to at 
20 least the trial court's satisfaction, that there was 
21 shown to be consumer error or fault and there were also 
22 some efforts made to try to correct the problem. 
23 The only thing we have now before this 
24 court, before this jury, are a series, over a long 
25 period of time, of allegations and complaints, problems 
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1 that are very similar to the prob~ems that have been 
2 incurred here. The only thing the defendant has said to 
3 date in this case is it could not have happened. The 
4 barest -- I don't think that this court or the law 
5 allows him to stand behind that bare, simple assertion 
6 without more. And I would refer the court to a case 
7 Jordan v. Sauve and Koons that I have here ·that's 
8 referred to in the Bartholomew case. 
9 There was also a motion made in this case 
10 to strike the plaintiff's evidence as to punitive 
11 damage. This case was not on all fours as a products 
12 liability matter, but it was a case involving the sale 
13 of the car. There was misrepresentations as to the 
14 mileage on the car and sales price and other things, and 
- 15 the case went ~P on the question the trial court struck 
16 the plaintiff's evidence, plaintiff's claim for punitive 
17 damages. 
18 In this the trial court says, Considered 
19 in a light most -- the appellate court said, Considered 
20 in a light most favorable to the plaintiff, the evidence 
21 of Sauve's misrepresentation that the car was new, 
22 coupled with his misstatements about the accumulated 
23 mileage, price sticker, brakes, sticker price and 
24 discount, and financing, would have justified the jury 
25 in finding Sauve•s misconduct to be of such a reckless 
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1 and negligent character as to evince a conscious 
2 disregard of Jordan's rights. Though not inevitable, 
3 this was a possible conclusion, making the punitive 
I 
4 damage issue one for the jury to decide on proper 
5 instructions. 
6 I think it's exactly what we have here. 
1 There is evidence that a. ceasonable jury 
8 could find that this activity on behalf ·of the defendant 
9 GM was willful. I think there is no question about 
10 that. They had allegations of problems over a long 
11 period of time from all ·over the country in numerou·s 
12 allegations, so their act, not putting a filter on this 
13 car, was willful. 
14 The question is is it wanton? As 
· 15 Mr. Turner has said, that is not objective criteria. It 
16 doesn't take four complaints, forty, or four hundred. 
17 It's subjective. And the jury ought to have the right 
18 to consider this information, and I think that this 
19 would be properly before the jury·with regard to 
20 punitive damages. If the defendant comes in in their 
21 case in chief and explains away these problems, and we 
22 are not able to counteract chose explanations in 
23 rebuttal, that may be a subject for an appropriate 
24 motion at that time, but not at the present time. 
25 Mr. Reynolds stated, I think, very 
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1 correctly that an award of punitive damages requires a 
2 fairly high burden of proof and is looked upon with some 
3 caution by the courts, but also the motion to take 
I 
4 matters away from the jury is looked at with great 
5 caution by the appellate courts and should be only 
6 meeded out by a trial court under the most extraordinary 
7 of circumstances. I think there is suff~cient evidence 
. -
. . 
8 in this case for the jury to consider this·question and 
9 would ask the court to overrule that motion. 
10 THE COURT: What was that citation? 
11 MR. O'BRIEN: Jordan v. Sauve and Koons, 
12 219 Va. 448. 
13 With regard to Mr. Turner's statements 
14 regarding tne liability portion of this case, on behalf 
. 15 of Ms. Roane, who was a passenger, I would concur with 
16 his remarks and just state that she, too, comes into the ' 
17 category of a user, a foreseeable user in this vehicle, 
18. and should be afforded the same benefits as the driver 
19 of the car was. 
20 MR. REYNOLDS: Responding briefly, 
21 Mr. Turner seemed to· suggest that gross negligence was 
22 all that he had to prove, and I note that he did not 
23 cite any authority for that proposition; and I think the 
24 authority going back a long ways is to the contrary, 
25 quoting from the Boward, B-o-w-a-r-d, case. Gross 
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1 negligence,. quote, falls short of being such reckless 
2 disregard of probable consequences as is equivalent to a 
3 willful and intentional wrong. 
I 
4 Also with regard to the distinction in 
5 the Bartholomew case as to when the .action's taken, I 
6 would point out to the court that here the p~aintiff has 
7 called Mr. Drouillard as an adverse wltnea•, and 
, .. ·.'· 
........ ·.·. 
8 inasmuch as the evidence from him is not contradicted, 
9 it is the evidence in the case; and it tells you that 
10 Ford has not acted in any reckless manner, that they 
11 have tested, they have done fleet testing, they get 
12 gears back, they look at them, and all of the things 
13 that have been done, and they have made a decision, 
14 based upon cesting, as to what should or shouldn't be 
- 15 included in this gear. And again, I say, if they have 
16 made a mistake, that's one thing. But that does not 
17 rise to the level of a willful and wanton disregard of 
18 the rights of anybody, including these plaintiffs, and 
19 it forms no basis for punitive damages, and there is no 
20 reason for it to go on to the jury at this time. 
21 Did I say Ford? 
22 THE COURT: You have been referring 
23 MR. REYNOLDS: The Bartholomew case 
24 involved Ford, and I inadvertently said •rord.• I 
25 meant, of course, GM. 
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1 Also I would point out that the 
2 contention that there is a long string of complaints 
3 over a period of time is just not a fair 
' 4 characterization of the evidence. We have ten 
5 complaints between August of 1969 and March 15, 1971, 
6 plus three 1241 forms, and -- I can't remember, but four 
7 or five product problem reports that came. i.n, and 
8 contrasted with evidence that hundreds of· millions of 
9 these things have been manufactured and have been on the 
10 roads in this country for over twenty-five years, as I 
11 recall, so I don't think they can point to this evidence 
12 as suggesting that there is a big problem out there that 
13 General Motors has ignored. 
14 THE COURT: It's so difficult sometimes 
· 15 to separate statements made by counsel, material which 
16 may have come in in in camera discussions, material that 
17 may have come in at hearings not in the presence of the 
18 jury, from what h.as actually gone to the jury; and with 
19 all that we have been doing in these last fourteen days, 
20 that's even more difficult. 
21 What evidence do we have about General 
22 Motors' investigation and activities in regard to 
23 testing, all of those things to which you were 
24 referring? Help me with recalling that to mind, if you 
25 can. 
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1 MR. REYNOLDS: All right. Mr. Drouillard 
2 testified that there was testing of prototype vehicles; 
3 that before the gear ever went into production, there 
4 was testing; that there was field testing; that the gear 
5 was put in fleets where it was to receive heavy use, 
6 such as police and taxicab fleets, that.the gears were 
7 brought back; that they have a system wbe~eby certain 
8 dealers in the country send back all gears that are 
9 replaced under warranty, that any time there is a 
10 problem, the dealers and service representatives can 
11 send gears back to Saginaw for testing; that they do 
12 have facilities there where they test these parts that 
13 are returned to them; and that from their experience, in 
14 running these vehicles with insertions of metal 
· 15 particles, theY. have determined over a number of years 
16 and a number of tests that particles in the gear do not 
17 present a safety hazard. So there is a lot of evidence 
18 already before this jury that would belie the suggestion 
19 that General Motors has ignored what plaintiffs 
20 characterize as a nationwide, long-standing problem. 
21 The evidence is just not that way. 
22 THE COURT: Now, on the question of the 
23 cost factor, do you have any particular comment about 
24 that in response to arguruent? 
25 MR. REYNOLDS: Well, there's been no --
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1 there's been ev1dence as to what the cost would be, but 
2 there's been no evidence whatsoever that cost was ever 
3 considered by General Motors in a decision not to put in 
I 
4 a filter. There is just no evidence on that point at 
5 all. 
6 THE COURT: And in this.Ford against 
7 Bartholomew case there was some. There w•a·a letter, 
•. ~ ''"':. ·-- . 
8 which apparently was put in evidence, which there were a 
9 couple of lines which could have been taken to mean cost 
10 was a factor. As it happened, the supreme court said 
11 they read it differently, but I think that was true. 
12 MR. REYNOLDS: Well, the line was, Based 
13 on cost and vehicle try-out, we will determine if the 
14 first propo~al is saeisfactory. And if it is if this 
· 15 is satisfactory, the second proposal will not be pursued 
16 past layout steps. 
17 There was apparently in that case a 
18 definite reference to cost, which the plaintiffs tried 
19 to argue made it a reasonable inference that cost was a 
20 factor. You don•t have any of that kind of evidence in 
21 this case. 
22 THE COURT: Apparently, that's all they 
23 had in that case. The opinion says the plaintiff relied 
24 solely upon that. In this case the plaintiff relies 
25 upon the inference, namely that it would cost three to 
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1 six dollars; and the testimony has been that there are 
2 between fifty million and a hundred million of these 
3 gears that have been manufactured. I suppose if you 
4 multiply that, you come up with a pretty high figure. 
5 By inference that would mean that cost would be a factor 




MR. HARLAN: We have labor ·_coats, too. 
:-·~ ~ . 
-;. ... :--· 
THE COURT: Yeah, labor coats. 
MR. REYNOLDS: But there is no evidence 
10 that that was a consideration by General Motors in its 
11 decision. There is none at all. And I don't think it's 
12 a reasonable in~erence, because there would be an 
13 additional cost, that that would be a net expense to 
14 General Motors, not something that they could pass on. 
. 15 THE COURT: Any time I ask questions, I 
16 always like to give both counsel an opportunity to 
17 comment on the question that I have asked. I don't want 
18 to go back over the same ground again -- I would prefer 
19 not. If you have something to add in response to the 
20 question that I have asked --
21 MR. O'BRIEN: Judge, if it please the 
22 court, and after fourteen days of trial and in camera 
23 hearings and all kinds of other things, I hope that my 
24 representations to the court are accurate. But I 
25 believe a lot of the information that Mr. Reynolds 
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1 talked about to the court was actually done out of the 
2 presence of the jury and was done in regard tQ the 
3 questioning of Mr. Drouillard as regards the film. 
4 Things about the types of tests that were done, the 
5 numbers of tests that were done, and all those things, I 
6 believe, were not as a result of examination as a 
7 witness, but were done at a prior time out':o·f tbe 
8 presence of the jury. 
9 I am really aware of -- I .think in that 
10 Bartholomew case there is language that all of the 
11 complaints were checked out by engineers from Ford, ana 
12 that there was a determination made that customer error 
13 was involvea in each one of those7 and also there is 
14 some evidence that as a result of some recommendations 
- 15 by Ford engineers, that some activity and some action 
16 was taken. That's not the case before this jury. And, 
17 as I said, I hope I am being accurate with the court, 
18 and I believe that I am being. 
19 There have been assertions by 
20 Mr. Drouillard that this is impossible; this could not 
21 have happened. But they are merely bare assertions, and 
22 I don't think there's been any factual evidence to . 
23 substantiate that before this jury at the present time. 
24 As I said, I think that case is very clear in the fact 
25 that in that Bartholomew case the defendant put on 
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1 evidence explaining away a number of the allegations in 
2 a lot of the evidence that was offered by the plaintiff, 
3 and that was not successfully rebutted by the plaintiff. 
4 And as I said, that motion is still available to General 
5 Motors. At the conclusion of their case or after we put 
6 on rebuttal evidence, they can renew that motion again, 
. . ... . .:.: "~ ...,! . 
. -.. ~.\. 
7 and it may be more proper at that time. ::Wi .. are 
.. · .:~: 
8 speculating. I don't think it's proper now with the 
9 evidence that's before this jury. 
10 THE COURT: Mr. Turner? 
11 MR. TURNER: Yes, sir, Your Honor, just 
. 
12 briefly. Mr. Reynolds went through a litany of all the 
13 tests that he said Mr. Drouillard testified to, and I 




matters, but he did not go into detail about fleet 
testing; he.didn't go into all these tests he 1 s done for 
all these lawsuits, he didn't go into prototype testing 
18 during Mr. Harlan•s examination. They were brought up 
19 during the in camera testimony, I submit, that was given 
20 to you to decide whether this test and film should come 
21 in or not. It did not come in during the plaintiffs• 
22 case in chief and shouldn 1 t be considered by you at this 
23 time. 
24 Second, Mr. Reynolds says I am trying to 
25 get you to go on a gros~ negligence standard versus 
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1 something else. If you will read the Bartholomew case 
2 very closely, in that area that Mr. Reynolds cited, you 
3 will see that the court said that contrasting the two 
4 standards by which whether the instruction should go to 
5 the jury as to punitive damages, it said that her 
6 evidence was only showing an error in judgment rising to 
... ": 
7 tbe level of simple negligence. 
8 What is the opposite of aimple 
9 negligence? I submit that that case says that one of 
10 the standards by which a punitive damage motion should 
11 be considered is conscious, willful, wanton disregard 
12 for the rights of another, and it is also gross 
13 negligence. 
14 I don't think that -- I think the law has 
- 15 now merged the terms willful, wanton, and gross 
16 negligence into one. If you have simple negligence, you 
17 only have compensatory damages. If you have something 
18 other than simple negligence, such as willful, wanton, 
19 or gross, the opposite of what the court says in that 
20 case, then you have a chance to get an instruction as to 
21 punitive damages. 
22 Mr. Reynolds cites the fact -- number 
23 three, Mr. Reynolds cites the fact that a hundred 
24 million of these vehicles are on the road and we have 
25 only been able to get a few complaints in. Your Honor, 
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1 that is trying to switch the-standard from the 
2 subjective standard that it is to tbe objective standard 
3 that be would like to have you think it was. 
4 Number four, with regard to the claim 
5 that Mr. Reynolds made -- if I am in error, Your Honor, 
6 and Mr. Drouillard did testify as to all o~. this great 
7 testing that they do, there is absolutely no evidence 
8 from Mr. Drouillard that this was done in response to 
9 any one of these specific complaints and engineering 
10 recommendations made. And I submit that those tests, if 
11 he did testify to them, shouldn't be considered by you 
12 at this time because he has not laid a foundation that 
13 they were in response to the specific complaints that we 
14 have been- able to bring before· the court. 
- 15 Number five, he's mentioned the fact that 
16 Mr. Drouillard testified as to the returned parts 
17 program the dealers participated in. If the court will 
18 remember, you gave me the leave to file an amended 
19 motion for judgment when we returned from Saginaw in 
20 Marcn when we found out about this for the first time to 
21 allege a willful, wanton behavior for the returned parts 
22 program. Only one to one-and-a-half percent of the 
23 dealers in the country participate in sending the gears 
24 back to Saginaw. That's point zero zero fifteen. It is 
25 only good for the first twelve thousand miles of the 








1 vehicle, and they have said that the gear is made to 
2 last more than one hundred thousand miles. But giving 
3 them the benefit of the doubt -- we will say twelve 
4 percent of total mileage -- that converts into decimal 
5 point twelve. If you multiply point zero fifteen by 
6 point twelve, you will see an extremely ..• ~all fraction, 
.. ·~· •. ·-
7 extremely small fraction of the tota~·nuab,~ that they 
:· · .. ;~-~~''. 
8 claim of hundreds of millions of these gears that are 
9 ever returned to Saginaw for a look, and we submit tnat 
10 that, in and of itself, is sufficient to show a 
11 conscious disregard for the rights of Lupica and Roane. 
12 With regard to their cost, Your Honor, at 
13 this time you must look at the light -- you must look at 
14 the evidence in the light most favorable to the 
15 plaintiff, that is, circumstantial evidence. The law of 
16 Virginia is that any reasonable inference that may be 
17 d~awn from direct evidence may also be drawn from 
18 circumstantial evidence, and I submit that that 
19 inference is that cost is certainly a motive when we are 
20 talking about a twelve-hundred-percent increase in 
21 filtration devices times hunareds of millions of 
22 steering gears. 
23 THE COURT: Mr. Reynolds, if you want to 
24 respond, you may. This will be the last argument we 
25 will hear. 
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l MR. REYNOLDS: I think it's all been 
2 said, Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: A major concern that I have 
4 at this point is whether or not some of those things 
5 which came in in in camera hearings has actually been 
6 presented to the jury. I just can't ·~•oall. And I 
·. ·. 
7 think it's likely that some of that -baa·~· in at a 
8 different stage and not on the examination as an adver.se 
9 witness. 
10 MR. HARL~~= The only time Mr. Drouillard 
11 has testified is yesterday in front of the jury, and we 
12 did not go into any of this that he was the -- any 
13 aspects of tne film, any aspects of his tests and so 
14 forth. 
15 · THE COURT: I think that 1 s probably 
16 correct. That would not be completely controlling. 
17 There are other factors to be considered. But I will 





















Drouillard - Direct ------------------------------------------------------------~~00 
* * * * * * 
Q All right. Uo\v I want to direct your 
attention to ci1e mechanics in the f ielo, the $~·rv i·ce 





accepted parlance among the service pe.:>ple as to th~ 
meaning of any of these ter~s cnac we nave just 
described here? 
A I don't think ci1ert: is. I don't nave any 
lE knowledge chat they ~ave a com~on tianoninator aQong 
19 m~ctlanics all over the country. 
20 
21 
Q ~ow, fir~t lee's c~~e the tern 
"self-steerifig," ana :want you to tul! c~e jury in the 
22 automotive indu~Lry -- I ~hl t~lki~g ~o~uc Ford, 
23 Chrysler, Ge:ner:a.l Ilotors 
24 "self-steering" mean? 
25 
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1 for self-steering. One is called motoring, one is 
2 called auto-steer, and one is called self-steering. The 
3 way it manifests itself is aa follows& When a car 1a --
4 bas the engine running and it's standing still in a 
5 garage or in a street, and you take &hold of the 
6 steering wheel and turn it either ~o tbe·e~bt or to the 
-. I' .~..:~ . 
•. • .• -<~· 
7 left, tbe wheel will slowly contiQue to·~~A in the 
.. _, 
--. ~-- . 
8 direction in which the driver starts tbe vbeel, and it 
9 will continue to turn usually around unttl it comes to 
10 the stop at the end of travel. If At any time the 
11 driver just touches tne wheel with hia finger, it will 
12 stop moving. No~, that's the way se1t-steerin9, 
13 motoring, or. auto-steer manifestD itself to a driver. 
14 Most drivers don't even know ~bey have it. 
15 Q All right. now would it manitest itnelt --
16 in other words, you say you are parkea in a garage; you 
17 atart the steering wheel and take your hand off and it 
18 continues to move? 
19 A You have to take your hand oft. If ~'OU 
20 touch ~t, it stopu moving. Ii you take your hanu oft, 
J 
21 start it turnin9 t.o the rignt, it will just continue 
22 very slowly to tne rignt ~ntil it comen to the end of 
23 travel. Ana I have discussed this with Pord engineers, 
24 with Chrysler engineers. I have diacuaaed it with 
25 engineers from otner compa~ies, and ve all cecognize the 
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1 same situation with rotary valve gears. And Pord not 
2 only recognizes it vitb Saginaw's rotary valve gear, but 
3 witb their own rotary valve gears. 
4 Q Now, wbat about the term •power steering 
5 bind• or •poor assist.• What does thAt refer to? 
6 A It refers to a situation wbereby you have 
.. lr.~·":':··· 
7 either loss of entire loss or partlal~O.a of power 
a assist due to the power steering pump not being able to 
9 furnish the required pressure and flow due to whatever 
10 reason. It may be that tbe pump is just worn out. It 
11 may bo that the leakage of tbe pump is too great to 
12 deliver the pressure.that is required. But generally 
·13 it's felt like, to the driver: -- well, an e~ample I 
14 could give you, driving out of your driveway in tne 
15 morning, the engine is cold. You started up and 
16 immediately·you start out for work and the engine stalls 
17 as you are backing up and it feels like it's locked. At 
18 least tbat•s the aescription tha~ people will say, My 
19 steering locked. Well, actually it didn't lock up. All 
20 it did was stop turning, because they have manual 
21 steering now instead of power steering. Stop the C.it, 
2~ put on the brake, sta't the engine, let it warm a 
23 second, and it goe~ on just as if it nev~r happened. 
24 Tnat is an exacple of so-called lockup or what it really 
25 was, loss of· power assist. 


























Drouillard - Direct 1 0 3 
Q How can you lose·power assist in a aystem 
such as this system we are talking about here today? 
A One way you can lose it is have -- either 
your belt comes off or you lose your belt or you bav& a 
loose belt. That could be par~ial loss of power assist. 
Frequently a very loose belt will not ~-~tioeable 
until you stop and turn sharply t.o go lato:.· .. ~a parking 
.-. 
. ,. 
space where you have -- you have the moat -- the most 
steerinq effort takes place when you are standstill 
parking. The least steering effort takes place when you 
ace driving at a relatively high speed~ fifty to 
fifty-five, sixty rnilea an hour, anci that takes the 
least effort. ·But the most effort is taken at 
standstill parking, and that is the effort -- whether it 
be power steering or manual steering, you can realize 
if you have ever driven a manual steering car, it's 
harder to steer if you are not moving, especially if you 
have your foot on the brake to try to park in a tight 
spot. 
0 If you -- wb~t wuuld happen if you 
violated the seal~? In other words, by whatever means, 
the seals that channel the flow of luoricant -- I mean, 
of the power steering fluid in this gear, if those seals 
were torn or bothered 
A Let's take th~ rack pis~OA seal, which is 
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1 the one on the big rack piston. It's the white seal on 
2 tne gear that's in front of us, the cut-away. 
3 Q 




To save time, you are referring to this 
That's the rack piston seal, and it's a --
7 Now, if that were cut fo~ •••• reason 
8 when it wa1! installed or a little nibble came out wben 
9 it was pushea in for some reas~n, and it leaked, you 
10 would have loss of ASSist because you would by-pass 
11 fluid from the high pressure side to the low pressure 











cut in one ci the seals on the valve -- ~here are thtee 
seals on the valve and an •o• ring on the inside. 
Q Let me stop yuu there. I am lookin~ at 
what has been marked as Detendanl's Exhibit 7. The 
beige coloreu stripes around there, are those tho seals? 
A Yes. Those ar~ the outside seals, and 
then there is an •o• ring that yoes in here on top of 
the valve cap between the valv~ cap And the worm --
Q All right.. 
A which acts as another seal. If any 
23 one of tnooe four seals n~s a cut in it or a nioble out 
24 OI it ot a ~it~ -- you know what I mean? When you push 
25 it 1u, you may n4ve --
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l 0 Tear it? 
2 A -- torn it a little bit. Then you will 
3 by-pass fluid or short-circuit fluid, and you will h~ve 
4 a feeling of loss of power assist. 
5 0 You use the term •oa cing. You don't 
G have one here. 
7 A Yeah, you have one 1n your ~nd. 
.... 
B 0 Showing you the spool, which was 
9 previously markea as Defendant's Exhibit 8, is this -- I 
10 will let you get it out, if you can. 
11 A This is an example of an •o• ring, ana 
12 this we Cilll a damper •o• ring tor the spool. 
l3 Q So ~hG black &tr~pe arouno the spool 
14 turns out t0 be a soft piece of material fashioned in a 
15 circle, and it functions as an •o• ring in this 
16 location? 
17 A Yes. It's a seal and it -- the pressure 
18 forces it outwara and causes it to seal. 
19 a All right. Ana do these seals that you 
20 have just described operat~ so as to channel the power 
21 steeriny fluid to ~he poGition that the valve callH for? 
Yes. 
All ri9ht. Now, if you had an 
24 interruption or violation or tear, o~ whatever, of those 
2~ seals ~o th~t you got the fluid moving_froa tbe high 
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1 pressure to tbe low pressure area where it ahoulan•t be, 
2 bow would a driver perceive tbat violation of tbe seals? 
3 A Well, depending on wbich one it was, and 
4 it could be analyzed and we could determine that, but he 
5 would have the feeling of loss of assist. Sometimes 
6 it's -- he bas a feeling of full aaaiat in ~igbt turn 
7 and loss of assist in left turn. 
\•' 
.... . : 
: ·~· 
8 0 Because of the possibility where the seal 
9 is? 
10 A Because of the particular seal that was 
ll leaking. And what he's doing is leaking or by-passing 
12 fluid from one chagber to another without being valved 
13 through the rotary valve. So that is a possibility for 
14 partiAl or tull loss of power assist. 
15 Q Now, another term that waa referred to 
16 was cold weather problems. Can you tell us the kinds of 
17 problems that are referred to in these as cold weather 
18 problems? 
19 A Yes. 
20 Q Please do. 
21 A There's two things that happen in cold 
22 weather that are usually re~ognized by tne driver of the 
23 vehicle. One is that in colu weather -- I'm thinking in 
24 terms of ten to forty below zero, which we have these 
25 problems in Hinneso~a, we nave them in.the aoutbern part 
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1 of Canada and the northern part of Canada and aome of 
2 the northern states. And cold weather problems exist 
3 becAuse we leave a cat out all night long in the 
4 out4oors. When you go out to start tne car wnen it's 
5 ten, twenty, thirty below zero, you do have some 
6 problems. 
7 The cole weather probleaa·~at manifest 
8 1n the steering system are thesea ~hat tbe pump doesn•t 
9 prime right away because at the cold weather 
10 temperatures the fluid of the steering systeu is about 
ll the consistency of caramel candy. At ten below you can 
12 pick up our ateering fluid in your band. It's not a 
13 liquid any;.1ore. lc takes a few seconds or may&.>e a 
14 minute to g~ner•te enough beat by running the ~ump to 
15 start to get a flow. If you try to start steerlng it 
16 right away,·you can't steer the vehicle. It just 
17 doesn't have the flow oi fluid establisheu at ~hat 
18 point. 
19 Now, sometimes, because in cold weather 
20 people are im~atient or they get stuct on ice or deep 
21 snow or off tho road in soft earth where there is ice 
22 and snow, anu they will rock their car forward and oack 
23 to rock it out of a snowdrift or out of a place where 
24 they are atucK. Anu so tney go througb a ~ock cycle, 
25 whicn is put their foot down on the acqelerator and push 
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tbe transmission in forward and tben reverse, forward 
and then reverse; and they continue to do that, quite 
frequently running the engine as high as three thousand 
r.p.m.•s, and the pump runs about twenty-five percent 
faster than tbe engine does. And in this mode, if they 
put a little steer into the system one way or tbe other, 
tbey can put a pressure requirement on tbe pamp that 
will cause tbe pump to erode very rapidly. 
Q What do you mean •erode•? 
A It will heat up and erode the metal in 
the cam ring, which is the ring around the rotor that 
where the pressure is generated, in the vanes, in the 
thrust plate and pres~ure plate, which are -- hold 
contain the sides of the rotor, and even the rotor 
itself. These parts will scuff a11U they will tend t.o 
get too hot. And if this continues -- this process 
continues too long, you can actually melt parts of the 
pump or you can burn the hoses. Generally speaking, it 
doesn't go to that extent. Ano so we have a condition 
where we scuff and generate wear macerial in the pump 
because it's ero6ed at this high-speed us~. 
Q What are the materials w~th1n tbe pu~p 
under tn~se conditions you have just deacribed tbat 
erode? 
Well, the vaneo are made of steel, tooled 
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1 steel. The cam ring is a centered iron. The pressure 
2 plAte and thrust plates are also made out of centered 
3 iron. And these are the ones things that are 
4 involved -- &xcept the rotor, which is a mild steel. 
5 Those are the items that are involved in this process of 
6 erosion which take place in cola weatbe~. And we have 
7 this type of thing happening as soon aa ~··temperature 
8 gets down to zero or a few below in various parts of tne 
9 countri', and after -- it happel)a pretty near everywhere. 
10 Q All right. When you s~y •erode,• do you 
11 mean accually pieces come off of those parts? 
12 A Wear particles, small we~r particles. It 
13 doesn't mak~ big p1eces. It makes very, very tiny wear 
14 particles which are -- well, to give you an idea how big 
15 wear particles fro~ the pump are, if you put this -- ~f 
16 you took some of this out and put it in your hands ana 
17 rubbed your fingers together, the parcicles almost 
18 disappear into the pores of your fingers. 
19 Q If you g~t enough of tnat kind of 
20 material in tbis valve, this very fine wear material you 




-- now could that or would that affect 
24 tfie operation of the g~ar? 
25 A Okay. If· this happens, _ tbe gear -- you 
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1 get a condition we call silting, s-1-l-t-1-n-g, silting, 
2 and this condition is due to very fine wear particles 
3 which g~t in the lower part of the valve spool and valve 
4 body, and it causes a condition that I described · 
5 previously called sticking. It could be from varnish, 
6 but we no longer use those oils wh1cb bav~.aperm oil in 
7 theg, so it couldn•t happen today witb ape~a oil, but it 
8 could happen with silting. And what happens is tiae 
9 final result is a gear which will motor or self-steer or 
10 auto-steer, and it will only do it as I describea it. 
11 You can stop this rotation of the s~eering wheel by just 
12 touching it wi~n one finger. 
13 l-tR. FAf<NUAH: One last question, Judge. 
14 I know we are operating on time. 
15 
16 BY HR. PARNHAH& 
17 Q You described one condition where if you 
18 operate the car, rocking it back and forth with steering 
19 on it in the snow, you can, in effect, de~enerate the 
20 components within the steering system. Do you r~call 
21 that? 
22 A Yes, uecause it runs in relief pressure 
23 pretty near all the time un~er those conditions. 
24 Q Are thete conditions in not cold weather 
25 wnere people operate ~heir car in aucb_a vay ao as to 
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1 cause the same problem? 
2 A Yes, sir, it can be done. If you park 
3 close to a curb and turn your wheel slightly into a curb ·-
4 for example, in hilly country, in Los Angeles -- I me4n, 
5 San Francisco, everybody parks and they turn tbeir 
6 wheels into the curb. When they a~art ~· oar, before 
7 they unlock the wheels, they have a biaa •A-tbe valve. 
8 If they run the engine at high speed with bias on the 
9 valve with the wheels turned into the cutb, they could 
10 burn the pump up. They could do this when the car is in 
11 deep sand or against a curb where tbere is a bias. You 
12 continue to run the pump. 
13 Q What is it within the system that causes 
14 this eros1ou? In ather words, what happens inside the 
15 power steering system? 
16 A Well, the temperature goes u~ to --
17 Q Temperature of what? 
18 A The temperature of the parts, the 
19 temperature I nave measured fluid temperatures at 
20 over six hundrea degrees Panrenheit, and it 1 s below 
21 those temperatures th~t some of the components will 
22 actually melt: Babbitt, wuich is the beating metal, at 
23 four hundre~ and eignty degreea1 tne pump cap, which is 
24 nylon, melts at just under four hundred degrees, ana 
25 hoses -- at six hundted degrees tbe boaea will just 
COIUiOi~WEALTH REPORTING SERVICES 
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1 burst and pop right off because they don't-~ they are 
2 not designed to stand that kind of temperature. They 
3 are designed to operate in the neighborhood of two 
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5 THE COURT: Woula it be best to proceed 
6 l-Tith questioning of the witness now or to go into this 
7 other material? 
8 i·IR. FARNHAH: l!y guesstimate is that 
9 within 10 to 15 minutes, I'm going to be there. I'll 
10 leave that up to your --
11 THE COU3T: Let's see ii w~ can talk 
12 a~out it for :1 few minutes ao\·1. Just \vhat is it that 
13 you are ~roposir.g to do? 
14 r·iR. FAR~!rihii: If Your Honor ple:a.se, f>·:trt 
15 oi the material, the bulk of the ~aterial that has gone 
16 in from the pl ai nti:ff s, ei tn~r on the issue oi notice or 
17 with respect to che alleged aa.nission~ or \'llth rE:spect 
10 to air~ct eviaenct2: Of t:h~ facts ,:lllege:d in t.ui.:.i C~.Se 
19 Cime iroht thE: investig:..s.ticr• t~~t w:is co•lduct~u 'uy t.r:.e: 
2 0 Nat i on al H 1 s h \-1 =1 y 'J! r ~ j: i i c s .:tf' ::=.! t y 1,_ c.lm i n i strati c n • .!\ ~ t h E.! 
21 record is no~" i;OJtureu, .:.1n<l it \~:.ts our underst;;:tHuii:g 
22 tn:t-:. none of tn~: mat~rial in cn~tt ro::ord Houln come ia, 
23 thac \ve wvull~ !1..lve ncicnc:r tne bane·tics oi t:h~ 
24 conclusions nor the burdens o:C tne I;"tat~rials that ca.!a~ 
25 in. It i'lao bean proffer ~d ov~r our objection =tna 
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1 admitted by the court as part of the testimony that I 
2 expect to elicit from this witness. I'm going to ask 
3 him whether or not in response to I'm going to ask 
4 him about testing, generally, and the kind of ongoing 
5 evaluation-that takes place of all products and some 
6 particulars with respect to a steering ge•r that took 
7 place before the Jack Anderson thing ever:~~me up. 
···. 
8 I',m going to ask him whether or not in 
9 response to the ~aterial that was referred to in the 
10 column that's now before the jury, and in response to· 
11 the specific customer complaints, whatever you want to 
12 call it, some of which are before the jury that the 
13 National Highway Traffic Safety Commission conducted an 
14 inquiry into the allegations contained in those customer 
15 complaints. I would expect to put into evidence the 
16 document which commenced the· inquiry. I would expect to 
17 put into evidence at least one, the April 26th response, 
18 which Your Honor has up there. You will recall it's the 
19 one that summarizes various work that had been done. It 
20 defines the self-steering motoring in the manner that 
21 Mr. Drouillard has defined for the jury, and then I 
22 would expect definitely to put in the concluding 
23 document in that investigation which took place in 1978 
24 in which the chief engineer, if I recall his title, 
25 writes that upon investigation of the ~!legations in the 
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1 customer complaints and the phenomena alleged that it 
2 was determined that there was no -- and I don't want to 
3 paraphrase it. 
4 THE COURT: Whatever tney determined. 
5 HR. FARHHAH: Yeah. Yeah. And I can 
6 tell you that the 1978 set of documents that conclude 
7 this talks about what has happene6, who all they've 
8 talked to, all th~ car manufa~turers, NHTSA, the C~nter 
9 ior Auto Safety, et cetera, all the sources oi 
10 information and input that th~y•ve had, litigacion 
11 reports, et cetera, conclusions. No trend of lockup, 
12 bir.oing, or self-steeriGg or of injuries, property 
13 d~rnage, accidents or other safety related problems has 
14 been demonstrated in the past by the subjecc power 
15 steering gear, spool V.:ilve in tae Sugii~..lw pO\'Ier steering 
16 gear assemblies. There's no basis for bel1eving th3t 
17 such a tr(;:nd diu, in tact, e;-,:ist or tHat onG \·Jl.ll 
18 d~v~lop in the future. It is r~co;:lL\~nuE:!J th:1.t. t.nt: case 
19 0e closed. 
20 l:~oH, I li•l just giving yo~ th~ c:na oi tne 
21 matter, but ch~ way the record is po3ture6 risht now, 
22 this evidence icl being offared for at least two anci 
23 ~ernaps thr~~ purpos~~. On~, it has been ofierea on the 
24 issue of notice. tlc ;tttt!!"Jpt.:<.l to stipulate notice. 
25 Your Honor concluded that you could no~ force th~m to 
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1 stipulate, although I thought you put them on· terms, but 
2 in any event, it's been offered for that purpose. 
3 Secondly, it's being offered, as I 
4 understand it, to prove the fact alleged in this case or 
5 the conclusion alleged in this case, namely, that there 
6 can be a lockup or an inoperable condition of the power 
7 steering gear, such as was on the Lupica vehicle, and 
8 that _that did, in fact, happen in this case. That's the 
9 inference they want the jury to draw from the 
10 information they have put before the jury. 
11 Thirdly, they are urging that the fact of 
12 these reports, product problem reports and others that 
13 they have put intti evidence on various theories without 
14 any apparent reaction by General Motors, which would 
15 justify the continued decision by General Motors not to 
16 put screens or filters on, that that constitutes gross 
17 negligence and is sufficient to take this case to the 
18 jury on punitive damages. Next, they say that that is 
19 evidence that there was no plan or procedure for testing 
20 the instrumentality here in question, the part here in 
21 question, and that the response of General Motors when 
22 faced with these complaints was no response, that they 
23 cavalierly sat by and did nothing. 
24 Now, I believe that we're entitled to 
25 show under these circumstances not only. the testing that 
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1 we, in fact, did, without regard to the NHTSA 
2 investigation but also the fact of the NHTSA 
3 investigation, the scope of that investigation, and the 
4 conclusions reached in that investigation, and the 
5 reasons are these. 
6 First of all, on all of the issues that 
7 they have offered the other evidence, this evidence 
8 would be probative in the minds of the jury as to the 
9 other side of the coin, if you will. If they want to 
10 argue that General Motors bamboozled NHTSA, that this 
11 was a totally unfounded conclusion, presumably they can 
12 make that argument, but they are not entitled under 
13 these circumstances to come in and put in half of the 
14 picture. Tnat is the complaines, et cetera, the Jack 
15 Anderson column; and then say, and what does General 
16 Motors do? Nothing. I submit to the court that they 
17 have now put us in a position where we're clearly 
18 entitled to put in the fact of the investigation and the 
19 .. results in the investigation. 
20 THE COURT: All right. Now, let's be 
21 sure that we know what we're talking about. I would 
22 just like for Mr. Turner to show me one more time the 
23 provisions through which they -- take a look at it. 
24 Part of the stipulation to which 
25 reference is made is Item 4, which reaqs as follows: 
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1 That neither plaintiffs nor defendant will offer 
2 evidence concerning the National Highway Transportation 
3 Safety Administration study, ODI, Case Number C4-26. 
4 Now, let me make a few observations, and then we'll see 
5 where we can go from there. In the Jack Anderson 
6 article, there were a number of references to tbe fact 
': ... ·. 
7 that Anderson had turned this over to Bal~h Hader. 
8 MR. TURNER: Center for Auto Safety. 
9 THE COURT: And it ultimately had gotten 
10 to National Transportation Safety or that they were --
11 that National Highway Transportation Safety 
12 Administration was going to be asked to make a study or 
13 something like that. 
14 MR. HARLAN: By the Center for Auto 
15 Safety. 
16 THE COURT: Correct. I struck all of 
17 that out. There's no-- I don't believe-- I certainly 
18 made an effort to be sure that there was nothing 
19 mentioned in the part of the article that went to the 
20 jury about Ralph Nader, about the Center for Auto 
21 Safety, or about the National Highway Transportation 
22 Safety Administration. 
23 l~R. TURNER: You did, Your Honor. 
24 THE COURT: I don't think that there has 
25 been any mention made of that study be~ore the jury 
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1 except in a comment that was made by ~1r. Drouillard 
2 yesterday. 
3 MR. HARLAN: Unsolicited, and I pointed 
4 that out to the bench when I came up to it. 
5 THE COURT: He used the initials. He 
6 didn't describe it in detail. I doubt .. riously if 
7 anybody who was not familiar with it woul.d -know what 
8 we're talking about. 
9 fo'~. HARLAN: He merely said, We got this 
10 document from NHTSA, period. 
THE COURT: That he brought the document 
I 
11 
12 from them. I would think that it would be perfectly 
13 appropriate for the defense to offer all the evidence 
14 that they have available as to studies made by General 
15 Motors and as to reaction by General Motors, how they 
16 reacted, if at all to the Jack Anderson article, how 
' 17 they were already treating this subject. Some reference 
18 was ma~e by defense counsel to the fact that they 
19 already had something under way before the article came 
20 out. 
21 In other words, every last thing they did 
22 in the way of investigating, studying, examining, 
23 reacting to the Jack Anderson article, to complaints 
24 from individual customers, to information received from 
25 eheir dealers, anywhere at all, really, perhaps even 
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1 things that they undertook to do as a result of having 
2 been requested to do so by National Highway 
3 Transportation Safety without stating the source from 
4 which the request came. I mean, I'm not saying there 
5 should be any limitation. This is just my initial 
6 reaction to it. I'm not saying there sbould be any 
7 limitation on their relating everything they've done, 
8 but I don't see why we have to get into the fact that 
9 they did so at the request of National Highway 
10 Transportation Safety Administration, nor do we have to 
11 get into the conclusion reached by National Highway 
12 Transportation Safety Administration. 
13 We certainly will want to hear what their 
14 conclusion was, I mean GM, but I think, basically, what 
15 I'm saying is, I believe you can put in all kinds of 
16 information about efforts that have been made by GM, 
17 which resulted in their conclusion that there was not a 
18 problem or efforts made by GM to correct a problem that 
19 they if they thought there was such a problem, any of 
20 that without talking about National Highway 
21 Transportation Safety Administration's study, ODI, Case 
22 Number C4-26. 
23 MR. FARNHAM: If Your Honor please, I 
24 have a case which I would tender to the court. It's 
25 Elsworth -- versus General Motors. I have a copy for 
, 



























counsel, and it involves this very issue. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. FARNHAM: And what happened in 
Elsworth, and I will give a copy of the case to the 
court -- but what happened in Elsworth was the 
complaints that were contained in the NBTSA study came 
in. The court ref used to permit General _llotors to put. 




THE COURT: Is this the very same study? 
MR. FARNHAM: (Nods head.) 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: All right. 
Okay. Tell me about it. 
MR. FARNHAM: The trial court refused to 
permitted the complaints to go in but did not 
permit the conclusion to go in. On appeal, the 
intermediate appellate court in New York held that it 
was error to admit the complaints and not admit the 
results. Maybe I'll shut up and just let you scan the 
case briefly. 
THE COURT: That's all right. Go ahead. 
Well, that's basically -- I guess that's 
what you want to tell me about it. My initial reaction 
was, I wish I'd -known about that befor~ I let some of 
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1 this other stuff in yesterday. 






THE COURT: You mean a difference in this 
MR. TURNER: we got these ~ocuments out 
7 of the NBTSA study, that is correct, aome ··~f them, and I 
8 will call the court's attention that's certainly not all 
9 of them, but the difference is that we asked General 
10 Motors for this type of stuff. I came over here on 
11 countless motions to compel. They don't give it to me. 













These documents were generated in 1969, 
five years before the NHTSA investigation, 1970, four 
years before. the NHTSA investigation and so on and so 
on. Three of the things that you have admitted, 
Plaintiffs' 112, Plaintiffs' 113 and Plaintiffs' 133 
were not taken out of the NHTSA study, and they were 
entered as substantive admissions. The others, some of 
which do bear the NHTSA page number on the copy, were 
admitted only for the purpose of notice. 
THE COURT: Well, let me see what this 
case says. 
Well, actually what this case says is, 
25 and I am reading now on page 440, under Item 2, We also 
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1 conclude that error was committed by the trial court 




MR. HARLAN: Yeah, you haven't done that. 
THE COURT: -- to the National Highway 
6 Traffic and Safety Administration concerning customer 
7 complaints related to the power steering aechanism, it 
8 refused to admit NHTSA 1 s closing memorandum, which found 
9 no trend of lockup, binding, or self-steering in the 
10 Saginaw power steering assemblies. There is no basis 
11 for believing that such a trend did, in fact, exist, or 
12 that one would develop in the future. 
13 I think that•s a different story. I 
14 think that if I had admitted Special Exnibits 2, 3, and 
15 4, which is probably what these were, in all 
16 probability, we might have a different situation. 
17 Now, the end result of all of this, I 
18 think, is that if we let you do this, we're going to be 
19 going back and looking at a lot more stuff in this NHTSA 
20 investigation, including these three letters that were 
21 held -- that are in as special exhibits and maybe any 
22 others that might b6 outstanding. 
23 MR. FARNHAM: Judge, let me point out to 
24 you the issues that are before Your Honor that we would 
25 be depriving both the defendant and the jury of the 
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1 benefit of what's in this, if you keep that out. They 
2 are being asked to find that the decision by General 
3 Motors not to put any kind of screen or filter on the 
4 cars after this rash of documents that they've put in 
5 was a callous, wanton disregard. Now, the fact is that 
6 the conclusion reached by -- and if Your Honor will 
7 look, I will show you here the closing memorandum, which 
G is par~ of what I would offer. 
9 THE COURT: Right. 
10 MR. FARNHA"1: It is a memorandum of 
11 October 18, '77 from the acting chief of the 
12 investigations division, and I would ask Your Honor just 
13 to look at that and see the scope of what is contained 
14 in that closing memoranda. And I will 




18 document first. 
19 
MR. FARNHru1: Would you let him read the 
lwlR. HARLAN: I think, Mr. Farnham, you 
20 have taken a lot of time with this court in my evidence, 
21 and I'm sure you did it with the best of intentions, but 
22 nevertheless, you've expended a lot of time. I have a 
23 suggestion, Your Honor, that if I may say just a couple 
24 of things, this can be made short shrift of without the 
25 court having to go through a lot of legal machinations 
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1 and so forth, if I would have the privilege to do that. 
2 THE COURT: I'm going to certainly g~ve 
3 you the privilege, but let me make one other comment, 
4 and this gives it to you from my perspective, and then 
5 let's see how you react to that •. Suppose there had 
6 never been a NHTSA investigation, there'd never been 
7 one, no letters back and forth, no conolualon reached. 
8 We would still have a Jack Anderson column. We would 
9 still have these handful of letters that'have come into 
10 evidence here, this handful of reports, 1241 reports. 
11 These ten items that were on the Cadillac, they would 
12 still be there. 
13 Presumably, we would also still have all 
14 of the work that has been done by General Motors in 
15 whatever respects, either in response to the Anderson 
16 column, in response to the complaints, just in their 
17 overall general routine of testing, so the fact that 
18 we've had a NHTSA investigation doesn't change the fact 
19 that we have those few things which are in evidence on 
20 ·that subject. Now, in addition, so I'm saying, you can 
21 certainly put all of that in, everything you did in 
22 response to the Anderson letter, if anything, everyth~ng 
23 you did in response to these items that have come into 
24 evidence, and in addition, the fact that we did have a 
25 NHTSA investigation. You can put in what you did in 
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1 response to that as long as you don't say that you are 
2 doing it in response to that, and as long as you don't 
3 put in the conclusion. Now, from that perspective, I 
4 think all the information will go in. 
5 MR. FARNHAM: Here's my difficulty. You 
6 have permitted them to put in as hearsay over our 
7 objection all kinds of information which you have 
8 justified on the basis of a precautionary instruction to 
9 the jury that you should decide this only. for -- you 
10 should review this evidence only for a limited purpose. 
11 You should not reach any conclusion as to whether or not 
12 these facts were as stated in there or whether these 
13 allegations were true. It's simply to show that General 
14 Motors was on notice. 
15 Now, I submit to the court that the same 
16 kind of precautionary instruction can be given with 
17 equal force and effect with respect to the NHTSA 
18 investigation. You can say to the jury this is -- there 
19 was an investigation. This is the conclusion that they 
20 reached. 
21 THE COURT: What limitation would I place 
22 on it with such an instruction? 
23 MR. FARNHAM: You would say you are not 
24 to conclude that NHTSA was necessarily right in its 
25 conclusion, but for purposes of determ~ning whether or 
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1 not General Motors was reasonable in determining not to 
2 put on screens, it is a factor which you may consider 
3 for that limited purpose. 
4 Now, if they are going to be permitted to 
5 put very highly inflammatory prejudicial unquantified 
6 allegations of fact before the court vith~~t anybody 
:;~·· 
7 here to define the terms, without anybody.;bere to define 
8 the circumstances under which these observations were 
9 made, and they are going to do it with the justification 
10 that, well, we're going to give a precautionary 
11 instruction and that's going to make everything right, 
12 and this jury is going to be able to segregate in their 
13 mind the difference between the information as proof of 
14 the fact asserted in Lupica and issue of notice, then I 
15 submit to the court that with equal force and effect, it 
16 can be done here. And it seems to me highly, highly 
17 unfair to permit them to put in the complaints that were 
18 collected and part of the NHTSA investigation and then 
19 not to permit the defendant to say, yes, those 
20 complaints referred to in Jack Anderson resulted, and 
21 you can look at the opening letter of February 1974, one 
22 of the opening letters which says to the person at 
23 General Motors, as a result of -- for your information, 
24 one new investigation into potentially safety related 
25 motor vehicle defects concerning General Rotors products 
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1 was opened by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
2 Administration during the month of December, 1973. Your 
3 Honor can take notice of when the Jack Anderson column 
4 appeared. Por our customer and affairs and public 
5 information, we have prepared a resume covering the 
6 description and function of the componencs, component or 
7 system involved, and failure mode, as well ~s the 
8 potential consequences of such failure. 
9 Enclosed is a copy of the resume, and 
10 then it describes the phenomena that are involved here. 
11 Now, I think if we're going to adhere to the notion that 
12 evidence can come in for a limited purpose without the 
13 benefit of a witness to be cross-examined, and that 
14 we're going to proceed on the.theory that the jury has 
15 the capacity to make that distinction in their mind, 
16 then it can be done with equal force and effect here, 
17 and it would be very unfair to permit them to get the 
18 benefit of the complaints in the NHTSA study pursuant to 
19 precautionary instruction and us not to have the 
20 benefits of the conclusion with a precautionary 
21 instruction. 
22 THE COURT: You overlooked my point. The 
23 complaints were there. The complaints were there. 
24 Regardless of the fact that they went into the study, 
25 and I don't see that what you have saio is analogous to 
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1 what we've done in the situation of the limited -- in 
2 the limiting instruction. The resulting instruction 
3 came about as a result of the rules of evidence and the 
4 fact that we don't ordinarily admit hearsay. We 
5 admitted some hearsay when we admitted those documents, 
6 so that's why we limited it, but what you ~re talking 
7 about is putting in some evidence which w4uld, in fact, 
8 be telling the jury, the government has already studied 
9 this and decided there's nothing to it but you don't 
10 have to listen to that. Now, that's a different -- I 
11 don't find that analogous to what we have before us. 
12 MR. FARNHAI-1: Why is that any different 
13 than permitting a piece of paper to come in written by 
44 an extrajudicial declarant, which is couched in terms 
15 that we cannot determine what he had in mind, and say, 
16 we're going to let that come in. You don't necessarily 
17 have to believe that what he said was true. You can 
18 disregard it in its entirety, and you should consider it 
19 only for the issue of notice. 
20 Now, what I 1 m saying is for purposes of 
21 determining the reasonableness of General Motors• 
22 decision not to do that, why would not General Motors 
23 under those circumstances have been entitled to rely in 
24 part, if not entirely, on the results of the NBTSA 
25 investigation? 



























MR. BARLANa Judge, I think I can save 
the court aome time. Mr. Parnham waa abed with malaa, 
when all tbe events took place, and I respectfully 
suggest that wbat be's doing is arguing against a 
stipulation, which be is unaware of the events tbat 
transpired. 
recollection. 
And let me try to refre•b ·t:l!ae$AaOurt • a 
... ~ .. ~~~\~-·-
On the day, February 20tb~~ Dr best 
memory -- it could have been the next day -- in front of 
a court reporter, while we were in there· with Mr. 
Reynolds, the issue came up of notice and complaints and 
the stipulation. The court knew before the trial 
started, the court knew before the first document was 
introduced that we were intending to introduce these 
complaints. ~hey knew it, that we were going to do it, 
and they had that opportunity at tbe outset before the 
case began or after the case began, before they were 
harmed ~ it in any way to say, look, the stipulation is 
off. We want to bring the whole tblng in. 
What they've done, for the second time, I 
submit, has lain back until this point, until the 
plaintiffs have put in the letters, which I think the 
court is absolutely correct. The letters were not 
generated by the study. ~he letters were collected by 
the study. They were already generated letters, and I 
said to the court at that time my position is that by 



























stipulating -- by the way, I just want to mention, we 
didn't ask for the stipulation. 
Mr. Reynolds called and suggested it, 
number one. Mr. Reynolds drafted it, number two, the 
language that you see there, unaltered. That's the 
draft, Mr. Reynolds' draft. They knew fEom the outset 
~-
of the case that we intended to bring c~~plai~ts in. We 
articulated this in front of you. You were aware of 
this, and we raised the point at the time, some of the 
complaints are in the NBTSA study, and I said, I don't 
care whether all the complaints are in the NHTSA study 
as long as the NHTSA -- if they asked the people in the 
field if they did a survey. And, by the way, they did a 
survey. And whatever survey the NHTSA got, that 
certainly would be part and parcel of the stipulation 
and inadmissible. But these complaints, all they did, 
NBTSA said to General Motors is, you turn over all the 
complaints that you have. 
Now, we never got these complaints from 
these people, and we should have, but they knew it from 
the very outset that this was going to be the intention 
of the plaintiff. They could have said, okay, the 
stipulation is called off, but they didn't; and they are 
simply estopped to argue this, flat out estopped to. 
Secondly, we have deleted information. I 
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1 have told every one of my experts, and there's two of 
2 the three knew of the NBTSA study, not to mention the 
3 NBTSA study. They were supposed to have cautioned 
4 Mr. Drouillard not to mention the NHTSA study, and 
5 yesterday, I think you were the only one to perceive 
6 what I did. I came up and I said, Judge, .I didn't 
.~ • ..... 
7 invite this, and this unsolicited remark ·i:nvolving the 
8 NBTSA study was an attempt to do today what they were 
9 trying to do a little more overtly. 
10 MR. FARNHAM: Your insinuations on the 
11 record are simply not called for. We object to the 
12 insinuation. There's no foundation for it. 
13 1·1R.· HARLAN: They then foist a case in 
14 front of you, which is supposed to stand for the 
· 15 proposition that the letters that we put into evidence 
~~ 16 trigger the whole study, and the court quickly picked it 
17 up that these are not the letters at all, that's not the 
18 complaint letters by consumers to GM that weren't 
19 generated by the study. It was the letters by GM to 
20 NHTSA. It's an inappropriate case, shouldn't have even 
21 been submitted to the court, anu I submit to you that 
22 the whole issue of sitting here and arguing about 
23 something that has been waived way in the beginning, 
24 that's what I wanted to bring to the court's attention. 
25 And by the way, it's on the record. Pinky Derieux, I 
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1 think, was the court reporter. 
2 THE COURT: To be certain that everyone 
3 at least has the benefit of my own recollection, I would 
4 have to say that with ~he limited memory I have of it, 
5 the only thing that I would have been aware of that was 
6 going to be introduced would be the 124l·forms, because 
7 those were the things that we were talki~~~~bout at the 
8 time. Now, that's not to say that other people weren't 
9 fully aware, because I know there's been so much 
10 discovery back and forth here that everybody should have 
11 known everything about what was coming in. 
12 MR. HARLAN: I even mentioned to Mr. 
13 Reynolds at the time, I said, Allan, when we got on the 
14 telephone, I said to you at that time, yes, I'll enter 
15 into a stipulation, but I do not wish to put in tne 
16 complaints. 
17 Mr. Reynolds said, I don't remember that. 
18 That was his comment in front of you, in front of the 
19 court reporter, and he may not. I don't challenge that. 
20 If he didn't remember it, fine. But that's not the 
21 point. It was re-resurrected nonetheless at a point in 
22 time. My intentions were made clear before the trial 
23 started, but this was the same day that -- to the best 
24 of my recolleccion, it was the same day, it could have 
25 been the day after, that that infamous.petition for 



























removal was filed. 
THE COURT: I think the prevalent point 
made by Mr. Farnham is that these -- possibly General 
I 
Motors should be able to rely upon the conclusion 
reached by National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration as an indication that tbe~•·• no problem. 
. .• .. _;,. ..... 
. '·""'·' ·-"'.~ Would that go only to the question of pD84~ive damages, 
.. ··7;:.·-.. 
or would that go to the ultimate issue of whether there 
is such a problem? Probably only to punitive damages? 
MR. FARNHAM: It would clearly go to 
punitive damages, and I would submit to the court that 
since the standard is not a standard that thou shalt 
design a perfect product, but that thou shalt design a 
product that takes care of with reasonable engineering 
certainty foreseeable problems, that it would go to the 
standard or issue of negligence, negligent design also, 
but as the case now stands, both issues are before the 
jury, and we're in the process of putting on our case, 
and that's the reason I included that in my argument. 
THE COURT: Let me say this. If it's on 
the issue of punitive damages, I think you've got a 
stronger argument there. If it's just on the issue of 
whether or not there is a negligent design, we'd be 
taking in someone's opinion, wouldn't we, _without really 
having them here to give it to us, to -- wouldn't it be 
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1 as if we bad an expert in the form of the government 
2 who's come in and testified to the jury in this case? 
3 MR. FARNHAM: No, no. For this reason, 
4 the issue that they have succeeded in using to get all 
5 of this hearsay before the court is the issue of notice. 
6 Now, presumably 
7 THE COURT: They have tbat .~aot only on 
8 the question of damages, but they have it on the 
9 question of compensatory damages. 
10 MR. FARNHAM: Correct. I want the court 
11 to be clear. I'm making the a.rgument on both counts, 
12 but let's for the moment for purposes of discussion move 
13 punitive damages out of the discussion. 
14 THE COURT: I think it would be wise. 
15 MR. FARNHAM: All right. If the only 
16 issue before the court is, was General Motors on notice 
17 of a problem, which should have precipitated them to 
18 take some form of preventive maintenance action, 
19 whatever you want to call it, then I submit to the court 
20 that for purposes of determining whether or not General 
21 Motors had actual notice of a and remember, this 
22 NHTSA thing concludes in '78, I forget the date -- but 
23 for purposes of determining whether or not there was in 
24 the sphere of knowledge information which should have 
25 prompted General Motors to take some action that would 
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1 have prevented the Lupica vehicle from being operated on 
2 the day in question, we are entitled to include in our 
3 analysis that that was not necessary, ~he results 
4 reached by NHTSA, and that would be true with respect, 
5 not just with respect to punitive damages but with 
6 respect to whether or not our reaction to ~is alleged 
7 notice was a reasonable reaction. And .,~-~···~--Qan tell the 
8 jury, you do not need to beli.eve NBTSA. 'l'hat • s not 
9 offered for the proof to prove the truth of what they 
10 concluded. They may have been wrong, but it's offered 
11 to show that General Motors had a basis for responding 
12 to this that was not simply based upon their own 
13 allegedly callous reaction but based upon some 
14 independent inquiry. 
1 15 THE COURT: Tell me this. Wait a minute, 
16 Mr. Harlan.· How would the plaintiff ever have proved 
17 any notice in this case? 
18 MR. FARNHAl-1: If Your Honor please, we 
19 just would have excluded everything. 
20 MR. FARNHAM: No, sir. There are 124ls 
21 that were outside the arnbi t of. the NHTSA inquiry, which 
22 you are right, we knew about. 
23 THE COURT: Well, are they outside? 
24 MR. FARNHAM: Oh, yeah. ~he 124ls that 
25 they've offered, I believe, are all ones that Your Honor 
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1 has admitted are all with respect to 1978 Monte Carlos 
2 which were involved in claims of some type after 1978. 
3 Now, I can't give you the exact dates, but I can assure 
4 the court that the dates of those are beyond the 
5 dates speak for themselves, and I don't mean to make the 
6 record. Secondly, there are --
7 THE COURT: Well, then, I 9 . aess then they 
8 were not entitled to rely on that NHTSA report because 
9 they had some later reports saying we've still got a 
10 problem. 
11 MR. FARNHAM: If the only issue of notice 
12 that had gone in was the notice that they have on the 
13 124ls, which is what I thought the situation was, I 
14 admit I wasn't here, and that's why I said I didn't want 
15 to go into this without Mr. Reynolds. If that was the 
16 situation, then all we would be looking at for purposes 
17 of notice would be the 124ls after the NHTSA, and you 
18 are right, they would not be saying you've got all this 
19 back in '69 and '70, and we would not be in as good a 
20 position to say we're entitled to rely on a study which 
21 was concluded before these 124ls ever came to our 
22 attention, but that's not the situation, and that's not 
23 the way the record stands right now. The great bulk of 
24 what they are offering for the, quote, limited purpose 
25 of notice, end quote, are documents, wbich were 
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1 generated ten years in some instances, eight, nine years 
2 before. 
3 THE COURT: Before NHTSA. 
4 MR. FARNHAM: Before the NHTSA 
5 conclusion, and so the record stands in a dramatically 
6 different posture than-it would have stoo~ if we were 
7 here before Your Honor with 1241s af·ter BB'!BA as the 
8 basis for notice. 
9 THE COURT: All right. Well, now, would 
10 there not -- were you not aware with the discovery 
11 process that they intended to offer these other items? 
12 f.1R. FARNHAM: Yeah. I was going to say I 
13 was not involved in the case at that time. 
14 1-lR. REYNOLDS: If I may just speak to 
15 that, since Mr. Harlan has given his version of it. Of 
16 course, we knew that they had the NHTSA documents 
17 because they were used in connection with the 
18 examination of our expert when they are up in Saginaw, I 
19 believe. 
20 MR. HARLAN: That's part of it, yes. 
21 MR. REYNOLDS: And so we knew that they 
22 had-- in the·NHTSA study the time came, and we entered 
23 into the stipulation, and I drafted the document after 
24 talking to them that intending that the NBTSA study 
25 would not be in evidence; and then at o later date, and 
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1 I think this is what Mr. Harlan is referring to, after 
2 one of those marathon sessions, he said something to me 
3 with regard to the NHTSA study and what his intentions 
4 were. And my recollection, I said, Wait a minute. 
5 We've already got a stipulation on that. Let's don't go 
6 into that, because we spent a lot of tlae •1th regard to 
7 the other two stipulations, th..tt tber:e va~~~·-aome question 
' 
8 about whether or not it would be mentioned that we'd 
9 stipulated to anything, and it was agreed they would not 
10 mention it in court although they have. 
11 MR. TURNER: Check the date on that 
12 order, Your Honor. You will remember that you entered 
13 the order of stipulation, and that, of course, is my 
14 copy and not the court's copy. You entered it, I 
15 believe, 
16 THE COURT: Well, it 1 s written down here. 
17 MR. REYNOLDS: February 24th. 
18 THE COURT: February 24th, nunc pro tunc 
19 on February 20 
20 MR. HARLAN: See, the point is that we 
21 brought this up. What Mr. Reynolds doesn't remember is 
22 the telephone conversation. He was on the speaker 
23 phone, and Mr. Turner was in my office, and he broached 
24 tne subject aoout the stipulation about not entering 
25 into evidence any material generated by the study or 
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1 from the study. I said to him at that time, I saia, 
2 Allan, I said, I have no objection to it. I said, it's 
3 a two-edged sword. It helps us and it hurts us, but I 
4 do reserve the right regarding complaints because they 
5 weren't generated by the study. 
6 Now, I brought this up again on the 20th, 
. ·; ·----~i·. 
7 and I think it's in the court reporter ·~-~~nacript. 
0 ~ •• ;~~~-. 
8 Mr. Reynolds turned to me and said, Well, '!rom, I don • t 
9 remember that conversation. I don't remember that. And 
10 that was the stipulation. 
11 And I said, Well, I'm going to put these 
12 complaints in, and that should be on the record. They 
13 knew this. The court knew that we intended to do it. 
14 They knew it long before engineers came. They knew it 
15· before engineers left. 
16 Now, they wait until this last minute. 
17 The stipulation -- now, there's another little thing. 
18 We put in a couple of these things through 
19 Mr. Drouillard the other day. Then we took some 
20 examination of Mr. Drouillard, and yesterday, the court 
21 said, Do you have any more of that stuff? And we said, 
22 Yes, we do. They've already waived their objection 
23 because when they got up the first time, their only 
24 objection was to hearsay, all this kind of stuff, but 
25 they never objected that it came out of the NBTSA study 




























at that time, so it's waived twice. 
THE COURT: Gentlemen, let me say this. 
I understand Mr. Farnham's argument, and he has some 
' 
persuasive points. I'm sorry if this leaves anyone in a 
difficult situation, but the status of the case now is, 
we• re operating under a stipulation, vhic~.:.·'ia only three 
.... _ .. ~~·;~< 
lines long, and what it says is: Reitber~~jbe plaintiffs 
'0 ·;.:=::£t;· 
nor the defendant will offer evidence concerning the 
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration 
study. And that's what we'll do. We won't offer any 
evidence concerning the National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration study, and that includes 
correspondence between GM and National Highway 
Transportation Safety Administration and the conclusion 
reached by them. 
Now, if there was a misunderstanding 
between counsel or between the parties, I really regret 
that because I don't like things like that to control 
what happens in a case, but the language is pretty 
clear, and I don't believe we've had any evidence so far 
concerning the National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration study. And the position the court will 
have to take now is that we won't have any now. We can 
have everything else, as I've outlined it, but not about 
the study. 
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1 MR. FARNHAM: So the record will be 
2 clear, let me do two things if I could. Let me offer as 
3 exhibits --
4 THE COURT: Both of those letters. I'll 
5 add those as special exhibits, add to the ones we 
6 already have that came out of the study. 
7 MR. FARNHAM: First is a let.ter from John ·-
8 Andrew G. Detrick, D-e-t-r-i~c-k, to Mr. John c. Bates 
9 at General Motors Corporation dated February 6, 1974, 
10 has a received stamp, February 11, 1974, and includes a 
11 two-page attachment, and I would ask that that be marked 







THE COURT: We'll do that. 
(Whereupon, the document referred to was 
marked Defendant's Exhibit 19 refused.) 
THE COURT: Are you gentlemen aware of 
19 these letters? 
20 MR. HARLAN: I think that's a conclusory 
21 letter. 
22 l·lR. FARNHAU: No. I think that 1 s the 
23 beginning. 
24 MR. FARNHAM: The second one is 
25 apparently February 21, 1974 to Mr. John c. Bates from 
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1 Andrew G. Detrick, and this is a three-page letter, and 
2 I would ask that that be marked as the next defendant's 
3 exhibit. 
4 
5 (Whereupon, the document referred to was marked 
6 Defendant's Exhibit 20 refused.) 
7 
8 MR. TURNER: Your Honor, if the record 
9 would also be clear, that had your decision been 
10 otherwise, and these two letters that are now being 
11 offered had been admitted, then the plaintiffs would 
12 have requested that the plaintiffs' case be reopened; 
13 and we would have offered several hundred oth~t 
14 complaints that wece generated during the pendency of 
15 this investigation. And at this point, we have not 
16 offered anything that was generated after the 
17 investigation began except for the 1241 forms, which 
18 were produced by General Motors ana which were generated 
19 after this study was concluded. 
20 THE COURT: Well, I 1 ll make this 
21 observation, whether you offered them or not wouldn't 
22 necessarily mean they would come in. 
23 MR. TURNER: That's right, but I want the 
24 record to reflect that. 
25 MR. HARLAN: We could have made a 
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1 four-day effort anyway, Judge. 
2 MR. FARNHAM: The next proffered 
3 defendant's exhibit, I believe, is a copy of what Your 
4 Honor previously had as a special exhibit. It's a 
5 letter of April 26th, 1974, to Mr. A. G. Detrick from J. 
6 c. Bates, director of the service aection,of General 
~ .... t 
·~· 7 Motors Corporation, and that is a ai·z-ptte:letter. 
-·. ~-.""!-·- .--,6 
8 THE COURT: Right. Make that 21. 
9 MR. FARNHAM: I would ask that be marked 
10 as the next. 
11 THE COURT: Defense 21. 
12 
13 (Whereupon, the document referred to was 
14 marked as Defendant's Exhibit 21 refused.) 
15 
16 THE COURT: And after that --
17 MR. FARNHAM: The next is a letter 
18 actually, let me just refer to this as a compendium. 
19 The first page is dated May 17th, '78. It shows a 
20 received stamp of May 19, 1978. It is directed to Mr. 
21 Ralph c. Morrison at the General Motors engineering 
22 staff, and it is from Lynn L. Bradford, acting director, 
23 Office of Defects Investigation for u.s. Department of 
24 Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 
25 Administration. It includes an Octobef 26th, 1977 









memorandum from the acting chief of the Engineering 
Analysis Division of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, whose name is Bobert F. Hellmuth, 
B-e-l-1-m-u-t-h, and that is the memo that contains the 
conclusions that I read into the record earlier, that 
there's no defect, and the case should be closed; and I 
would ask that that be received as the ·nezt defendant's 
8 exhibit. 
9 THE COURT: That will be Defendant's 







(Whereupon, the document referred to was 
marked Defendant•s Exhibit 22 refused.) 
THE COURT: Any more? 
MR. FARNHAM: No, sir. But the last 
17 thing I want to put on the record on this subject, when 
18 we were arguing the other day about the question of 
19 notice, and this came up in the context of the 124ls, 
20 and Your Honor will recall we were debating how we would 
21 resolve the notice question, and there was an issue of, 
22 well, can we stipulate the issue of notice. And there 
23 were discussions back and forth, and I explained to the 
24 court at that time that we were aware that complaints 
25 existed but that we had entered into a stipulation 




















knowing that we give up the benefits of the conclusion 
but also knowing that we believed the result of the 
stipulation was to keep out the complaints referred to 
in the NHTSA investigation. 
I point that out to the court for the 
simple reason that, one, at that time tha~ ~as certainly 
~ !-1.··'"~-·J. 
my understanding as to the operation of ·~'xstipulation; 
.. _. ~ ... ;:::: ~' . .. 
. . · __ .. _. ~ --" .... 
and secondly, at that time, I was not aware that these 
documents that came in yesterday or day before when Your 
Honor said, are there any more were coming in, and at 
that time there was no comment by counsel for plaintiffs --
plaintiffs' counsel saying, Well, Mr. Farnham, if your 
understanding is that that stipulation has the effect of 
keeping out any complaints that are referred to in the 
NHTSA investigation, then you are wrong because we do 
intend to offer complaints, so I simply want --
THE COURT: They said that. They said 
18 that, I think, when they were arguing yesterday. You 
19 certainly said what you said about the earlier material, 
20 that when we were trying -- about the stipulation, but I 
21 think they did say yesterday. 
22 MR. TURUER: Your Honor, I did admit that 
23 some of these I took out of the NBTSA file because of 
24 General Hotors' failure to give them to me when 
25 requested, and as long as Mr. Farnham is cluttering up 
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1 the record, may I also call the court's attention to the 
2 fact that he doesn't offer the GM letter to NHTSA of 
3 March 31, 1977 where it says, quote, The total number of 
4 warranty claims received by General Motors through the 
5 current reply is thirty-eight thousand nine hundred 
6 thirty. 
7 THE COURT: Be doesn't bave·'to offer 
8 that. If he wants to, he may. If you want to, you may. 
9 MR. HARLAN: Only thing, we did in 
10 camera, to put it in perspective to show so you get some 
11 grasp of what we were talking about, in terms of the 
12 totality of this, otherwise, the NHTSA study to the 
13 court would have been meaningless to be able to rule on. 
14 THE COURT: Maybe the end result of all 
-.. 15 of this is that it just doesn't -- isn 1 t possible to 
16 have a meaningful stipulation in a case of this kind. 
17 There isn't any question about it that -- the fact that 
18 there is this stipulation plays a major part on the 
19 action the court takes. All right. If everyone's 
20 preserved their points on the record, I think we•re 
21 ready to go ahead with the testimony. 
22 MR. TURNER: One point that I would like 
23 to make, because there was discussion by Mr. Farnham 
24 that we could have proved notice otherwise, this is my 
25 best recollection of the discovery req~est. I asked for 
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1 all consumer complaints, and now we•ve been talking the 
2 last thirty minutes about complaints, and I think that•s 
3 inaccurate. 
4 These are General Motors internal 
5 documents, but I asked General Motors to give me all the 
6 complaints relative to power steering gea~s that were 
~,. - .· .. 
7 similar to the one in our vehicle, and tHy_ -came back 
8 and said, The only cars that have a similar gear in it 
9 are umpty-umpth, the 1 77 Buick and the '78 Pontiac and 
10 this, that, and the other. And no less than about five 
11 times during this trial, Mr. Drouillard has admitted 
12 that the gear in the Monte Carlo has been the same since 
13 1964. The~ didn't bother to tell me that when I asked 
14 them in int~rrogatories, and they didn't bother to 
- 15 produce all the complaint letters, 1241 forms that they 
16 had from 1964 to the present. They defined their own 
17 narrow, same, or similar gear for purposes of discovery, 
18 gave me about fifty 1241s, of which only seven I could 
19 reasonably present to the court and only of which three 
20 were accepted by the court; and the record should 
21 reflect that General Motors didn't go back to 1964 when 
22 this very gear has been in every vehicle and give me 
23 every 1241 since then until the day of the accident. 
24 They made their own self-limiting definition of which 
25 cars had a similar gear, and that has been refuted by 
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1 Mr. Drouillard and by their subsequent answers to 
2 request for admissions since then. So it's inaccurate 
3 for Mr. Farnham to say, well, they cou+d have proved 
4 notice by l24ls when they didn't give me but a minute 
5 portion of the 124ls that dealt with a gear similar to 
6 Mr. Lupica's gear. 
·~ ... .;; · ... ; 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Well r. .I ~ceacb no 
. . . 
\"; 
8 conclusion, and I make no comment as a result of that 
9 statement. I would observe that probably one response 
·10 might be, well, they aon•t save these things forever, 
11 probably don't have but so many of them in the files. 
12 Maybe you would like to take this 



























* * * * * * 
MR. FARNHAM: If Your Honor please, we•re 
going to now go back and refer to this schematic of the 
~ 
steering system, and I would ask that ~hat be marked as 
.. 
the next Defendant's Exhibit, which I believe is 24. 
THE COURT: All right. It will be 
14 received. 
15 
16 (Whereupon, the document referred to was 
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2 Q Can you tell the jury what you did to 
3 ,repare this domonatration, and tnen we will try to go 
4 through the proparation step by step. 
5 MR. TURNER& Your Honor, if the record 
6 could reflect our objections for the previously stated 
7 reasons. 
8 THE COURT1 That, of course, amply 
9 reflects ~ince we spent many, Qany hours going over all 
10 ot this. 
11 •tR. 'I'URllER: Thank you. 
12 'l'BE lfiTNESS: I first obtained a 197 S 
13 Chevrolet ~onte Carlo that was built in the same model 
14 year as the accident vehicle and was, as tar as 
15 equipment goeG, identic~l with the accident vehicle. It 
16 had the same engine, same everything, same ~oriel number. 
17 The only thiny it varied witb was the serial nuraber of 
lB the vehicle. I prepared -- oh, I toor. out the steering 
19 system that was in the vehicle at the time anu cleaned 
20 it. 
21 
22 DY :IR. FAR~1HAH: 
:?3 Q tlhen you say • steering sy ste:n, • the other 
24 day when you referred to •system,• you referred to the 
15 wnol~ thing. ~re you referring to the-whole system? 
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1 A Not the mechanical portion. What I am 
2 referring to now is the s~eering gear, power steering 
3 pump, the pcessur~ hose, and the retur~ hose, which is 
4 the hydraulic portion. I took those parts out and 
5 cleaned them to make sure that they had nothing in there 
6 that I didn't know about, no particulate or anything. 
7 Everything was new. At least I controlled it. And I 
8 prepared a sample of particulate of a known quantity. 
9 First of all, I took twenty-eight pieces 
10 of shim stock, which was two-thousandths of an inch 
11 thick, and I cut them approximately thirty-five 
12 thousandths wide by eighty-thousandths long, and of 
13 course the material is two-chousandths thick. I 
14 prepared twenty-eight such pieces. I also prepared two 
15 samples, one called A and one called a, and in eacb 
16 sample I had three hundred and sixty milligrams of 
17 i:talleable iron, macl1ine chips. These were-- tile 
19 housing of the steering gear is made of m~lleable iron, 
19 so these were chips made from housing of a steering 
20 gear. The chips are all sizes, the way they come when 
21 ~he manufacturing process takes place. 
22 I also took two hundred wna nineteen 
23 milligrams of aluminum die cast chips, which ara the 
24 type of material from which the aluminum side cover of 
25 this particular gear and the aluminum end plug of the 
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1 housing are made from, and I took cwenty-one milligrams 
2 of Teflon chips. The total is six hundred milligrams. 
3 The reason I took this amount ~as because it's fiity 
4 times more material than has ever been found inside of a 
5 steering gear as manufactured. 
6 When we manufacture these gears, we do 
7 our best to keep them clean on tbe inside by cleaning 
8 and washing and demagnetizing and using cutting fluids 
9 to rinse the cutting site and filtering the fluid -- the 
10 cutting fluid, but we can't always get every single 
11 speck out. So we know by auditing gears over a period 
12 of time -- we continually audit the gears, and we find 
13 that the average amount of material would be in the 
14 neighborhood of one or two, possibly three milligrams. 
15 ~le have found as much as twelve milligrams of material 
16 in a ~ystem as manufactured so --
17 Q Let me stop you. You are looking at it 
18 as it comes off the assembly line before it goes in any 
19 car? 
20 A That's right. We have found as much as 
21 twelve milligrams. So I have taken fifty times that 
22 amount, the tot~l, and the proportions that we find the 
23 ~aterial. If we take every gear that we made and washed 
24 all the material that was in them as manufactured out, 
25 we would find that there would be a ratio of the 
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1 mat~rial of malleable iron three hundred and ~ixty 
2 parts, and aluminum two hundred and ninet~en parts, and 
3 Teflon twenty-one parts. 
4 0 Is that by weight or by voluae? 
5 A By weight. 
Okay. So that's the ratio. Since the 
7 maximum was twelve, \ole take fifty times that, which is a 
8 total of six hundred milligrams. 
9 Now, at the beginning of that evaluation 
10 we put -- inside of the valve body I put a little dab of 
11 vaseline in each one of the grooves and placed in that 
12 vaseline one of the particles tbat I mentioned that was 
13 thirty-five thousandths by eighty-thousandths and 
14 two-thousandths thick. 
15 Q Let me stop you there, if I could. The 
16 sample 01: :oaccrial that you described, dicl you save an 
17 exampl c --
18 A Yes. 
19 Q or half the sample as it existed 
20 before you put it in the car? 
21 A Yea. 
22 Q All right. 
23 A And it's illustr3tca in the documentation 
24 that the sample A was placed in the steering system, the 
25 sample B was reserved, and another sample bottle was 
A 621 
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1 reserved \thich had the remnants or tile remains of the 
2 small pc"lrticles that -..,ere cut thirty-iive thouoandths by 
., 
J ~ighty-thousandths • 
4 MR. FARNHA~: If Your Honor ~lease, the 
5 three bottles that he just referred to I would ask be 
6 ~arked as the next defendan~'s exhibit, which I believe 
7 is Defendant's Exhibit 30. 
8 ~tn. HARLAt~: tie have a continuing 
9 objection to this experiment, Your Bonoc, for all 
10 reasons Get forth. 
11 THE COURT: Certainly. It really is not 
12 necensary to ever state that again because we have spent 
13 a whole day talking about it. The objection is well 
14 documented, well recorded. 
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1 DY i1R. PARNHAf.l: 
2 Mr. Drouillard, you mentioned that as you 
J vere driving the car in tho parking lo~ you could feel 
4 nibbles or glitches. would you expl~in to the jury what 
5 zensation you telt as you were driving in the parking 
6 lot in the demonstration we just saw. 
7 A Yes, sir. My notes indicate that I felt 
8 six nibbles in the garage and parking lot. After 
9 leaving the parking lot, I felt no more nibbles. 
10 A nibble is descriptive ot what you feel. 
11 It's like 3 -- when you are steering very -- I guess I 
12 would have to say you would have to be perceptive and 
13 you have to be watching for it1 otherwise, you wouldn't 
1~ even feel it. And it's-- the only thing-- the closest 
15 I could-describe it is like a kid fishing for little 
16 perch or little fiah. It's just a little peck. As you 
17 turn tne wheel, you cnn feel a momentary glitch, which 
1a experience has indicated to me is the cutting of a 
19 particle tnat•s in the valve itself, between the valve 
20 valving edges of the valve spool. And the evidence of 
21 that is that the particles that go in, you can observe. 
22 The particles that come out, you can also see, and they 
23 are always all smaller. 
24 Q Have you had occasion to test steering 
25 gears by placing particles directly in-other parts of 
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1 the gear ~uch as the rack piston, the worm, et ce~era? 
2 Yes, sir. 
J Q In your experience, wh~n particles are 
4 placed directly in locations other than :he ~alve so 
5 that you know what you are ge~ting is 1n the -- some 
6 other location 3t least momentarily, can you feel 
7 anything on the wheel? 
a A No. If I place chem -- for example, i.E I 
9 place particles in the between the sector of the 
10 pitcan shaft and the rack of tne rack piston, actually 
11 place them right in there, and drive it, where those are 
12 the only particles that are in che system, I nave -- I 
13 can't feel anything, feel nothing. If I place them 
14 above tbe rack piston or below the rack piston, I feel 
15 nothing. If I place them in any of the lower aroas of 
16 the upper valve cavity where they arc not in the valve, 
17 I feel nothing. If I place them in :he pump reservoir, 
18 I don't feel any nibbles. So 1f I place them in a 
19 position in the ~ressure hose co go into tbe valve 
20 directly in quantity or I actually place them in the 
21 valve itself, I do feel nibbles4 
22 Q All right. Do these particles have the 
23 C3pacity to be transpor'ted by the hycir.:lul ic fluid to 
24 various parts oi the system? 
25 A Oh, yes~ they do. 
I 
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1 Q Now, after --
2 And we find them -- after we examine a 
3 ~ysteo th~t•s been ~eing evaluated, w~ find them 
4 throughout the ay2tern. 
5 After the demonstration that we saw in 
6 the Defendant's Exhibit 32, did you continue to drive 
7 the car with the particlea in the gear? 
8 Yes, sir. 
Q And c.:1n you tell tile jury hr iefly the 
10 places that you -- don't go down the log Qay by day, but 
11 juse cell us the kinds of conditions you drove under in 
12 terms of road surfaces, temperatures, and otherwise. 
13 A What you saw in the videotape took about 
14 twenty minutes, so I didn't drive it actually very far, 
15 but I did continue to drive the vehicle tor my own 
16 transportation as if it were my own car, and I drove it 
17 wherever I went in Saginaw, in Saginaw County. I drove 
10 it up north in the a~ate of Michigan. I drove it to 
19 Ohio. I drove it to Detroit a number of times in my 
20 ~usiness. I drove it to Norfolk, Virginia in November 
21 of 1985. I cirove it back to Sagina\"t from norfolk by a 
22 different route, carne down through Washington and 
23 Richmond just ~head of the flood and went back through 
24 Virginia and West Virginia and Kentucky and tbat way on 
25 the way horne. I then continued to drive it in the state 
A 626 
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1 of Hicnigan until I naa -- agllin, on blacktop roads, 
2 ~xpressways, country roads, all description oi county, 
3 country, state, ana o.s. hight.,ays :.~nd .interstat.ea. uncil 
4 I had thirty-seven hundr~d -- thirty-seven thousand two 
5 hundred and fifty-five miles. I started at thirty-two 
6 thousand tnree nunared and thirty-five miles, so I drove 
7 it for ~ total of iorty-nine hundred and twenty miles 
0 with this syster.l t:hat you saw me prepare and install in 
9 the vehicle in the videotape. 
10 Q All right. After driving it the miles 
11 that you s~y, did you once ~gain drive the venicle with 
12 the particles in it to Norfolk? Was it driven to 
13 Norfolk? 
14 A No, I didn't drive it to Noriolk, but at 
15 the termination of the evaluation I just described, I 
16 disus~embled the gear and ~ump and hoses ana replaced 
17 che~ ~ith ~nother set of pumps, gear, and ho3es. 
13 Q Do you have tha material that you 
19 cemoved? Can you tell us when you disasaembled the 
20 ~ump, gear, and hoses? 
21 A Yes, on February the 17th, 1986. I 
22 disaGsembled it and took out ~he fluid, recovered as 
23 ~any particles dG I could. The ones tha~ I did not 
24 recover were still in the Zluia, so I have recovered 
25 fluid witn particles, particle& which were ilushed out 
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1 or the system with solvent ana the solvent evaporated, 
2 and I also have recovered the magnet which bad a 
3 considerable number of particles attached to it. The 
4 magnet, by tbe way, when I started the evaluation was 
5 cleaned. It had no particles.be~ause it was-- it was 
6 replaced at the beginning of the evaluation so I would 
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Q Mr. Drouillard, the irregularity or rough 
edge, have you marked with a black pen along the top of 
this spool a land that is negt to the edge that has the 
irregularity in it? 
A Correct. 
Q And this spool was a spool that waa taken 
from the production line before it ever was put into an 
assembly? 
A Yes. They all were sized and ready to go 
in. They are all number tens. 
0 The only way you can feel it witn is your 
fingernail. 
MR. FARNHAM& It will be 10. 
THE COURTa Eighty. 
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1 MR. fARHBAMa Here it is. It's 82. 
2 ~BE COUR~I And I tbink that's right. 
3 Bere•s sticker Number 80. 
4 MR. PARHBAMa That's the one. 
5 I didn't mean to leave them up there. 
6 TBB COURTa Over objeGtiOD of plaintiff, 
.. , ....... · 
-~ 
7 tbis is received as Humber so. 
8 
9 (Whereupon, tbe example referred to was 
10 received in evidence as Defendant's 
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12 BY HR. FARNHAI·t: 













case, there nas been testimony a~out mechanical 
advantage and specifically the ~echanical advantage that 
one has with a steering wheel that is mechanically 
connected to the spool. Could you just state briefly .. 
what that refers to? 
A Well, it refers to the mechanical 
advantage of the steering wheel, \'lhich has a larger 
diameter than the spool itself, so you could liken it to 
a lever, whereas a lever moved through a large distance 
a long lever moved through a long distance will equate 
to a large force moved through a small distance. 
Q I show you what has been marked for 
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1 identification as Defendant's Exhibit 84 and ask if you 
2 can explain to the jury what is shown on this exhibit. 
3 A Yes. This has two forces, force F, which 
4 is representative of a force at the diameter of the 
5 spool between the spool and the valve body, and the 
6 force E, which is representative of a force at the 
7 steering wheel rim, and it's the force that the driver 
8 puts into the system. The force at the -- the driver"s 
9 force times the momentum, which is seven and a half 
10 inches, is equal to the output force times half tbe 
11 diameter of t."le spool, \ihich is point five seven seven, 
12 and those -- when you make the equasion and multiply it 
13 out, round it off to the nearest pound, the forces at E 
14 will equal the forces at F based on the mechanics of the 
15 system, so one pound at the rim of the wheel will exert 
16 thirteen pounds at the spool. 
17 In a like manner, ten pounds will exert 
18 with a hundred and thirty pounds and so on. It isn't 
19 necessarily so that you have to have one pound or five 
20 pounds at E. You could take and say 20 pounds, which is 
21 ten pounds in each hand would be the same as ten 
22 pounds in each hand is the same as 20 pounds at E, so it 
23 could be read that 20 pounds, one 10 pounds in each hand 
24 is equal to 260 pounds of force, F point, or you could 
25 say 20 pounds in one hand is equal to. It doesn • t 
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2 MR. FARNHAM: If Your Honor please, I 
3 would ask that this be marked received in evidence the 
4 next defendant • s exhibit. 
5 THE COURT: This is Defendant's Exhibit 
6 84. 
7 
8 (Whereupon, the document referred to 
9 was received in evidence as Defendant's 
10 Exhibit 84.) 
11 
12 BY MR. FARNllAM: 
13 Q Based on your understanding of the system 
14 that has been described here now for several weeks now, 
15 that is the rotary valve power steering gear in this 
16 car, do you have an opinion that you can state with 
17 reasonable engineering certainty as to whether or not a 
18 particle in any of the locations that we discussed 
19 yesterday can cause a steering input into the system, in 
20 other words, cause the car to steer without some 







25 do that. 
Yes, sir, I nave an opinion. 
And what's that opinion? 
The opinion is that it cax.not.. It cannot 
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Q Do you have an opinion which you can 
state with reasonable engineering certainty as to 
whether or not -- and I am going to ask you to make an 
assulltption as was made in t.he testimony of plaintiffs' 
experts if Mr. Lupica were driving west on Interstate 





-- if at that point the finger of God 
·10 welded the spool to the valve body so there could be no 
11 further displacement of the spool relative to the valve 
12 body either way -- Are you still with me? 
13 A Yes, sir. 
14 0 -- would the steering input initiated by 
15 the driver, ~1r. Lupica, by reason of this welding be 










A No, sir. 
Q That is, would there be aaditional 
steering input because of the phenomenon I've just 
described? 
A No, sir, because I said fixed, welded in 
a fixed place, so that it would continue in the same 
path providing he hangs on to the steering wheel. 
~lR. FARNHAf.i: I have no further 
questions. 
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3 BY MR. HARLAl~: 
4 Q Good morning, Your Honor. Good morning, 
5 Mr. Drouillard. 
6 A Morning, Mr. Harlan. }~ .... _ 
7 Q Every one of these gearboaea .-or gearing 
. .; . 
.. . 
8 gear assemblies that you have disassembled after --
9 during the course of your investigations,· you have found 
10 metal particles in them, have you not? 
11 A After I ran an evaluation, yes. 
12 Q No, not after you ran an evaluation. 
13 A Because I put them in. 
14 Q When you opened them up and examined them 
15 for the first time, every one of them you found metal 
16 particles in them, did you not? 
17 A In the system? 
18 Q Yes. 
19 A In the gear? 
20 0 Both. 
21 A Not always in the gear but always in the 
22 system somewhere. 
23 
24 
25 * * * * * * 
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U.S. Dl!rAI~TMl!NT OF Tf~ANSl'ORTATION 
NATIONAL tUCI-C\VAY 1 RAfTIC SAFCTY ADMINIS1.1li\TION 
WASICINGTON. D.C. 10~90 
FED G 1974 
IN REPLV R&:F'I:ft TOt 
• 
Mr. John C. Bales 
Director, Service Section 
General l\.fotors Corpora lion 
3044 'Vest Orand Bo\\lcvard . 
Detroit, Michigan 48202. 
Dear Mr. Bates: 
C4-Z6:N·ll-61 rc 
t.EC£1\tD 
F£B 11 JQ'"'·' 
, vl•t 
J. C. DAT£S 
For your tn!ormation one nc\v investigation lnto potentially sa!ct)' 
related 1notor \'chicle defects concerning Genet•al ~l{otors products 
. \vas ope·ned by the National High\vay T1·afCic Safety .~dmir.istration. 
during the month of December 1973. For our Office of Consu1ncr 
A!fnirs and Public Information \V.e ha\"c prepared a resume 
covering the description and function o! the co1npol)ent or systesn 
invo\ vcd, the failure n1ode as \\•ell as the potential consequences 
or such failure. Enclosed is a copy oC the resume. 
Enclosure 
Sincerely, 
,., . 4 • ,, 
{
1' 1: /. ~~· ..... - .~ .. , 
\ 1 t f I / . • 1 •• ·• •. ./ /. . . '.~ v .. " .• '· · .... l~ • • .... " 
., ··"', ., .. . . . . 
And1·cw 0. Detrick 
Acting Director 
Office o£ Defects Investigation 
Motor Vehicle Programs 
, 
A-· 636 
.. ./:"'. . ., 
• • . . .. , .... . ,, ..... . 
' . . -
.. 
·-· 
SUDJRCT: Potcnti~l Power St~cring Problem in 
19G0-1973 Gcncrnl Uotor.~ (GN) I'atHicngcr Cnrs 
1
· ODI Cafic No. C4-2G 
. :
·, .· '. 
BASin FOR IUVESTIGl\'i'TON: 
• • 
Tl,is case \·las opened follo\·ting reports from the Center· for 
Auto Safety of possible steering problems in 1968-1973 GM 
passenger cars, such as steering lockup,·s~eerin~ bin~ing~ 
s~lf-stcering and los~:~~~power ~ssist. Most of the alleged 
-i\'~· ! :.•.!.~ • 
~ problems in the repor~b ·were attributed to sticking or binding 
spool valves in the power steering assemblies. The·purpose 
• 
• of the investigation is to determine if the ·alleged malfunction 
of the spool valve and its consequences represent potentially 
a safety related defect within the meaning of the National 
Traffic and l-'.otor yehicle Safety Act of 196G. 
DESCRIPTIO!~ l~ND FUNCTION OF PONEn STEERING SPOOL VJ,J,j\1E: 
• The spool valve is a cornpon~nt of the steering qearbo~ which 
controls.the amount and the direction of the power assist 
force which aids the driver in steering. The spool valve 
consists of concentric hollow cylinders with machined ports. 
The ports direct the flo\·1 of oil from the po\'lor steering 
pump through both cylinders \·tith minimum restriction \·:hen 
the &tearing shilft tors.ion bar is not str<~!Jscd by a turning 
force. In a turn the torsion bar is dcfloctcd. Thit: chilnges 
the relative ponitions of the !;lots in the vulvc :::pool und 







,;,,lvc body ilncl tlirccts the flo\-1 to thnt end of the rack 
• piston to. \·lhich the iltlclcd fore~ is npt>licd for a given 
~ 
direction. Removal of tha.turning·force parrnits the return 
• 
of the spool valve to neutral position. This relieves the 
hydruulic pressure that assisted the turning force. 
PROBLEl·1: 
Failure l·~odc: 
Reportedly., the rotary valve (spool valve) in the po\"er 
• 
steering assembly may become clogged '~ith dirt or 'metal 
particles and resist returning to center when steering torque 
is removed. Hydraulic pressure remains on the rack piston 
2 
causing the car to continue steering in the direction originally 
-
selected by the driver. ThiG can occur \-:i thout \·tarnin;; durir.g 
a turn. 
. . 
Potential Safetv. Related Consacuencc: 
~he resulting loss of steering control in cnrtain situations 









U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOSIO 
.j 
• Mr. John c. Bates 
Director, Service Section 
General Motors Corporation 
3044 West Grand Boulevard 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 
Dear 1-ir. Bates: 
FEB 211974 
IH..,.._YRCPUTOI 
C4-26:N4l-6l re .... __ . 
.. .-.-..-- ------
.. ··-· ........... -··~- . 
•. 
Subject: Alleged Steering Lockup and Self-Steering 
Problems in General Motors 1967-1973 Passenger 
Cars - ODI Case No. C4-26 
The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 
provides for a program of Federal safety performance 
standards for motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, 
and for safety defect notifications by manufacturers, to 
reduce accidents and to reduce deaths and injuries. The 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
investigates· reports that suggest significant safety 
defects involving groups of vehicles. 
The NHTSA has receivea reports, copies enclosed, of alleged 
power steering system lockups or self-steering in 1967-
1973 Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Chevrolet and Cadillac 
vehicles. Some of the ~ncidents have reportedly caused 
property damage, accidents and injuries. Some of the 
reports attribute the alleged steering problems to 
unpredictable actibn of the spool valve in the steering 
gearbox. Metal particles or other foreign material in the 
power steering fluid are reported to be the cause of the 
alleged erratic action. In view of the potential motor 
vehicle safety hazard presented by loss of steering control 
without warning, the following information is requested 
from the General Motors Corporation (G~1) : 
1. GM's analysis of the enclosures.· Please advise 
as to their authenticity. 
~ DEPENDANT'S 
EXHIBIT 
~ fil-.a_ ..., /,.._ I 
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2. A summary and analysis of all other reports 
including but not limited to owner reports, . 
warranty reports, field reports,· etc., 
received by or otherwise known to GM alleging 
problems of self-steer or steering lockup of 
the power steering units on the cited vehicles. 
Include all reports regardless of whether 
they have-been verified by GM or not. 
3. A list of reported accidents allegedly caused by 
the cited problems. Identify the names and 
addresses of owners, the vehicle identification 
numbers, the dates of the accidents and describe 
the extent of injuries involved. 
4. Furnish the r·esul ts of GM' s investigation of the 
accidents cited in response to item three. 
s. If the conditions of power steering lockup and/or 
self-steering have been treated by GM as a problem, 
.please summarize the results of actions, including 
corrective measures taken, validation tests con-
ducted and initial production dates for each 
corrective action. 
6. GM's rationale as to why the reported steering 
problems may·or mey not constitute a safety hazard. 
To provide for a basic understanding of the steering gear 
manufacturing procgsses and measures employed to assure 
cleanness of the end product, it is requested that an 
engineering meeting be scheduled at your Saginaw steering 
gear plant. In addition to an overview of the production 
facility, it is requested that ·there be made ready for 
discussion examples of production rejected steering system 
components or completed units as well as examples of field 
returned units removed from customer's vehicles as a result 
.. 
• 
of complaints of self-steer or steering lockup. It is further 
requested that necessary training aids or charts be available 
for use in discussing operating principles and differences 
between the various units produced. Expected to be attendance 
from this office will be Messrs. John A. Dunsmoor and Welfred M. 
Redlerr:. Please contact either Mr. Joseph E. Gauzens, Jr. or 
Mr. Jo A. Dunsmoor on (202) 426-1690 for arrangements for 
·the en ineerinq meeting. . 
• # • • 
o.Lo.o ~I)~ ~~ tJ.o.T. 












A written reply, making reference to the NHTSA's identification 
numbers which appear in the upper right-hand corner, shall be 
submitted within 15 working days of the date of this letter. 
It is expected that information presently available will be 
transmitted within this time frame.. If any portion of the 
requested information cannot be furnished within the 15-day 
period, a reasonable extension of time may be sought for that 
portion. Requests for such time extensions will be granted upon 
the establishment of clear justification therefor. 
Enclosures 
• 
. .. . . -
Sincerely, 
a~~./.~. 
Andrew G. Detrick 
Acting Director 
Office of Defects Investigation 
Motor Vehicle Programs 
.' 
.• • .-. w 
-· 
• • I ••• 
. . ~ 
' ... _ . 
. . ~ -... 
. . 
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I . 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
April 26, 1974 . . 
Mr. A. G. Detrick, Acting Director 
Office of Defects Investigation 
MOtor Vehicle Progr~~ 
National High~~y Traffic Safety Adm. 
U. S. Depart~ent of Transportation 
400 7th Street~ S.Y. · 
Washington, D. c. 20590 
Dear 1-fr. Detrick: 
Subject: IR C4-16 Alleged Steering Lockup 
and Self-Steering Proqle~s in General 









.. ::. . .. !JtJ!J; ........ 
. :~/x{~~ 
This is in response to the subject inquiry and supp1eaents the info~tion 
which ~~s presented to members of your stnff on ~~rch 29, 1974, at Saginaw 
Steering Gear Plant. ___ •. 
. . 
Yith particular reference to questions No. 2 and No. 3, ve have not cade 
a search of fteld offices or other places ~here soQe of this infor-~tion 
\ is initially teceived •. Such a search ~~uld be extremely tiee cons~ing, 
· ~~ensiv~ and ~~ulc be unlikely to pr~duce any significant additional 
info~tion because in the ordinary course of business, such iufo~tiou 
is trans:itted to the locations ~ich have been searched. · 
Your q~estions and our responses are as follows: 
1. GM's analysis of the enclosures. Please ad~~se as to their 
authenticity. 
l~ile your letter inrlicated that you had enclosed copies of reports of 
alleged pow~T steering system lockups OT self-steP.ring in 1967-1973 Buick, 
Oldscobil~, Ponti~c, Chevrol~t and C~dillac vehicles, ~ r~vie~ of the 
·docu:::cuts you suboittcd indicates they rel:ttc only to Cadill41c. Regarding 
these Cadi ll::tc rlocc.::aents, ';e can ned thcr confiu:1 nor deny that the Jl•S 
sheets of pap~r suboittcd ,.,ith your letter arc copies of :1uthentic internal 
docur.:~nts \o:ithout being ~b le to co::1parc: thco ,;ith t!le ori&ina,l papers \:h'.ch 
Tl)•stcriously dise!ppcared froo Cadillac 1-!otor Division files in 1-~y. 1971. 
Jlo\:\!Vcr, ';e c~n st~tc th3t those copies \o:hich arc legible. appear to be 
... 
.. 
. . ,. 
,r• ~ 




copies of the subject :atcri~l but ~e cnnnot offer any assur~nce that 
these ohcets of paper ct:1'rcsent copies of all of the 1r:1terial on· this 
subject l.-hich l.-as con:· ~l·.:,ac:d:::f.n the origin:1l papers or are merely sel-
ected excerpts. 
These enclosures included reports of twelve (12) Ca~lllac accidents. In 
eight of these inst~nces Cadillac found that no stceri~g defect ~4S present. 
. . 
Of the four re~inin~.cases, 9ne ·(Saisi) indicates the cause may have been 
due to a drag link t~~·-.::h separated froo the steering idler an::1 possibly 
· ~esulting.froQ damtg~-~~rf~rcd ~nen crossiDg railroad tracks. A seco~d 
case (Bu:pas) invof.-j.•!'··!. :. .. 1 .... 111'~r!Z' pitcan shaft seal. this vould permit 
loss of pm.-er stee~ .. :~j :-:.:J.\li::. ,;hich would be signaled by a· noise as the 
level of fluid gracually l<Nered. Even if the owner ignored this "'-a~­
ing and allo~~d the entire supply of power steering fluid to be depleted, 
the result ~~uld only be a loss of p~~~ assist. ~bn~l steering ~~uld 
still be available. 
A third case (Szkodzinski) involved loss of fluid due to a :issing res-· 
ervoir neck on the power steering pu~. The reservoir·neck could have 
broken off during the accident i~act. Here ag3in, noise would precede 
any loss of pucp effectiveness as the fluid level lowered •. In the fourth 
case (Pal~er), while the report is partially illegible~ the proble~ ap-
pears to have been caused by power steering pump failure. AssumiDg there 
vas such a failure, only pover assist would be affected •. 
None of tbese tw~lve accident reports indicate that metal particles or 
other forei~ ~terial in the power steering fluid was. involved. Only 
three of the~ involved an allegation of steering lockup,and'none in-
volved an allegation of self steer. 
In additio~ to these ~elve accident reports, your enclosures included 
235 camplaiDts about a variety of alleged steering system problems includ-
ing lockups, self steer, loss of e.ssist, binding~ hard steeriDg~ stickiness, 
leaks, noise, etc. Regarding the 34 c~laints of steering lockups, 9 ~f 
the~ indicate th~t ectal particles or other foreign material in the po~er 
steering fluid w~s found, but ~here is no evid~ncc th~t this w~s the cause 
of the alleged locl~up. Uith respect to the 16 complnints of self steer, 
7 of theo indicate th3t ~etal particles or other foreign ~terial '~s 
involved. 
General !-~tors rloes not believe that these enclosures indicate the e.~ist­
cncc of n safety Telatcd def~ct. !~nc of the accid~nt reports and only 
16 of the ot!':cr ceports indic:1tc th3t: ectal p:lrticlcs or other forcisn 
oatf!rinl were cve:n focnn. In no C(!SC! i.s it established th:1t such pa~­
ticl~s ~~rc the cause of the allce~d rAlfunction. 
2. A r.u::n-.. 'lrv :ancl l\n:.ly~i~ of ~11 othr~r rr.port:._ i.ncludin~ 
but not li:::ilcd CCI n•.:ncr ..-cp;;;~~r~.nc:y-r<:port:;, 
. . . 
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field T~norts, etc., rr.ccivcd bv or othcn1i$c k:~ow-n to CM 
!!!.!£~i:1!-! oroblt~!'::s of !a~lf-r.tc,~r or :;t~eri~L; loc~:t:-:t of th~ 
po-wer ~tc~ri.r.~ u~it:; on the cit~d vehicles. Inch:c!~ ~11 
rcoot"::s, :-cg.:1rd!es:; of \:lu~ther th~·t he!vc been v~!"ifit!d bv 
GM or not. 
A total of 79 u~er lettcJ§ were found in the files ·searched pursu~~ to 
your letter. In only 5 cases did the owner allege steering lockup or 
self-steer due to ~etal particles or other foreign ~ateri~l ~ ~,e poYer 
steering fluid. In the other 74 cases the owner alleged st~ering locke? 
or self-steer wiL~out any allegation as to the cause. 
In addition, 42 field reports we.re fonnd lotitich involved alleged steed"& 
lockup or self-steer due to cetal particles or other foreigu oateri~l ~ 
the po~er steeri~ fluid. Thirty-~~ of ~~ese reports contained allega-
tions of stee~~g lockup and the r~aining 10 involved self-steer. 
With respect to your request for varr~ty reports, we advise again ~~at . 
their prfoary purP.ose is to reimburse dealers for parts and labor in per-
forwing ~arr2.llty services for our custotlers. They are not reported in a 
. manner ~hich enables us to identify ,.;hich clai.!:ls involved alleged steeri£lg 
lockups or self-steer due to cetal particles or other·fo~~ign oaterial in 
the po~er staering fluid. The hes t we c.c:n. do is to rep or: t.~at ,.;e have 
records of a total of 33,911 claks by dealers for ~o~arrc...'lty rebbu:-s~cnt 
on 1967-1973 ~dels which ~st logicelly eight be expected to include some 
undeten::rl.nable number of repairs or rcplac~ents i!l.ade as a result of scch 
allegatio'C.S. 
3. A list of renortcd accidents all.e2:edlv c«!uscd bv the cited 
p.roblens. Identif·., th~ na~es and eddresses of o'm~rs. t.'1e 
v~~icle identific~tion n~~~rs, the d~t~s of the accidents 
and describe tha extent of injuries involved. 
4. Fu~ish the res~lts of G}l's investi~~tion of the accidents 
cited in rcsoonse to it~~ t~ree. 
lfuen accidents are reported to General }!otors :~ the greZ!.t ~ajority of the 
reports conta~ allcg~tio~s th~t a failur~ of either L~e stae~i~g syst~ 
or the bra~e syste~ was involved. As a conscqc~nce, a consicercble ~·~her 
of reports involving :;te~=ing !:ystc:t allegations had to be revieved i!l 
order to idcatify those re?orts lTa'H:: rc the allegation \·:as e:ither th~t stccr-
inz lockcp or self-steer had occurred ~r.d th~t netal particles or other 
foreign catcri~l uas alleged or found to be in the pO\Ier ~t:e:eri12g fluid. 
Many allegations rcg~rdinz ~ccid~nt5 arc rcc~ivcd lonz ~ftcr an inciea~:· 
occurred; nevert~c:lc!i:;, the i"nves ti~.:!to r attct.'!?t~ l~ i:-:spcct the v~h!.clc 
and obt.:ti:l info~ntion D.bout the incit!(!nt t!.nd its caus~. So::leti:-:~es a 
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mll not &ivc t'e't'Cission. On occ:as:;ion, a vehicle cannot be inspected 
bccnuse it h:au been destroyed by n salvage firm or c~nnot be located. 
Other ti:tcs, though the vehicle is avail:tble, the severity of the dam.:lge 
prevents meaningful inspection. 
\nten the allegatior.s involve the steering systc::~, the investig:ltor nor-
mally ~akes a functional check of the steering systeo to dete~~e its 
opeTating cor.dition. If this check indicates the likelihood of soee in-
ternal cause, then the systee is usually disassembled for further analy-
sis. 
Attnch~ent A sets forth those accident reports Yherc the presence of metal 
particles or other foreign 'C13terial ,;as allegr.d or ~"3f' discovered upon 
analysis of the po~er steering fluid. In none of these cases ~here steer-
ing loch~p ~as alleged bas it been est~blished that the ceta~ ·particles 
'\¥ere in any 'Tr:~Y the cause of the accident. 
S. If the conditions of po~er stcerin~ locl,up and/or self-
stceri~~ have been t-re~tcd bv ~·l ns a oroble~, 'Pl~ase sum- . 
. ~ze the re~ults of ~ctions, inclurliu~ correct:i,;e measures 
~n, validation tests conduct~d ~ncl initi~l procuction 
·dates for each corrective action. 
In ~he no~l course of business, m~ and its divisions revie~ the perforuance 
of vehicle co~po~~nt~ '\dth p~rticul~~ atter.tion to thos~ related to safP.ty. 
and tbose that r:.ay be a source of c~sto::er dissatisfaction. Pri;::a.rily, ~s 
a result of o~uer COQplaints ~nd field reports, the car divisions in coopera-
tion ~ith Sagi~a~·stcerir.g Gear Division, began in 1972 to collect ~:a~ples 
of power steering complaint3 by o~ers of alleged loss of 2ssist, bindin6, 
lockup, haoscp, bard steering, steering interruption, erratic~assist, stick-
ing, ~toricg, c~attP.ring;· etc. For each ~~aeple the com?lete po~er steer-
ing systco · .. "2s returned to Saginaw for evaluation \7hen installed in vehicles 
and fo't" tcardo·..;n analysis. Duri.ng the past tt-:o years, 260 such exo.t'\ples 
have been studied nnd in none of the~ was the ability to steer and control 
the vehicle lo~t. ntis study revealed that 62 p~rcent of the e>~cples in-
volved varying-·<.!egrees of loss of po~.;er assist. Included in this group 
were 53 cas~s ,.;~'lich h:!.d be:c!~l described as "lockup"; how-eva:: • no ''lock\!?" 
could be confir:::~d. It i~ belicv~d the:: th~ r~duc(~d pol.;£!:- ~ssist Dnc resul~­
ant higher stl:cring efforts at very low speeds Dnd during parking I;"..an\!u·J~rs 
~zs the ca~zc of th~se cust~~ar ·cc~~lnint~. 
In 3!• perc~nt of the c:!scs, the r<!turnecl syntt;~s \.:ere fou~~ to be ~dthin 
sp~cific~t.!.on~~. l:o confir:n:1tion of ~ny proulc~., could b~ fot.::ld during 
vchiclc c!ri·.r!.n:.t test!i or tc:arclo\-.'ll ;:n~ly:;is. 
' "}!otorinz (•r :;c!l[-!d:c<:r 11 ~::>.~• confir::·.;.•c.\ in the rc::\:.tl.iu.n~ 4 _parcen~ of the 
c~sf:!s. "Chis condition i!i :1 crCf!pin~~ rot:ati.on of th~ :;tce:r1~6 ,:;~~eel ~nd 
i:. notict::tLlc only ~1hr·u the vehicle ir, :;t:~nuin~ :;till ,.;ith the <:n~inc 
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runcing, or at a stop light, or at very low spced3. To initiiltc ''r-otoring". 
it is u~ually necessary for the driver to begin a rot~tional covcocnt of ~ 
the steering wheel and then rcitave hi!; hands from the ,.n~el to .allo~ the 
~oveocnt to continue. Tni~ ~ove~cnt c~n easily be stopped by holding one 
finger ~gainst the rim of the ~heel. 





0 Surface finish on rack piston bore in"housi"g ch~~ga~ fr~ 
No. 2 lubrite to No. 5 iron-free lubrite to reduce phosphate 
buildup. 
• Rack piston changed to add bearing area between ~ack piston 









Improved heat treat (deep freeze st~bilization) was incorpora~~d 
to stabilize spool valve di~ensionally •. 
Spool valve to valve body clearance iDcrcased to reduce stick- · 
ing potentiC!l. 
Spool valve grooves shorter.ed to reduce potential accu~lation 
of fine wear debris • 
Housing design change t~ ioprove ~nufacturing cleaning process. 
Grinding process ch,nged to icprove spool valve uniforcity. 
Icproved.cleaning of ~nufacturing fluids. 
¥.agnet added to pol.;er steering p~p reservoir to reduce cir-
culation of &agnetic foreign !"'...aterial and '-1ear debris. (Cadillac 
only in 1973; all GL-1 in 1974.) 
6. C!i's ration~le as to ,.;-h''l the renortcd stcr.r'l.n~ probl2~s r~v 
or =.ay no!.: c:onstit\!te ~ si!ict·,· 1~azz.'::'d. 
As <!:~laincd at th~ rnt!etii'lg held in Sn3in~'-;, Hichi~~n on :·!arch. 29, 1974, the 
design of the poc,.:cr stct-:t'ing ccar is ~u~h that ~ny rnove:u~e::nt of the ste~rinz 
\~lc~l i~ directly tr~nsnittcd to the '~eels of the v~hicle. Therefore, ~ 
locl<cp ch:e to tJCl::ll particl£:s or oth;;r for.::ign c..."\tcrial in the po:.:~r r.tcer-
inz fluid at th~ :;pool v~lv~ loc.:!tion c.:!r.not occcr. It is r~co3~ized th~t 
po~er ~ta~rinz a~sist c~n L~ rc~c:cd or even co~plclcly lost, but ip cv~ry 
in:;tancc t:.:lnunl !itccrin;.; i~~ avail~ble to th!~ driver. Self. :;tccr or cotori~~ 
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cnn and does occur, but is coc;>letcly controllable vi.tb very little effort. 
Accordin:ly. c~ner3l l'!otors does DOt beli.:!ve that the presence of ectal 
particles or other foreign catcri~l in the paYer steering fluid creates 
an unrc3sonablc ri~k of accidents occu=ring. 
Ve~ truly yours~ 
~(!·~---.... 
. .J. C. Bates 
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Subject: Alleged Saginaw Power Steering Gear Problems in 1967-1973 
Passenger Cars Manufactured-by. General Motors Corporation, 
Ford Motor Company, American l-1otors Corporation, Rolls-Royce 
Motors, Inc., Checker Motors and Excalibur Automotive 
Corporation. ODI Case No~ C4-26 
Thank you for your letters concerning the above captioned case. .Due to 
the information provided in your letters, no further response is 
required at this time. 
The contents of the investigatory file in this matter, except for any 
data which may have b~en afforded confidentiality, are being made public 
in conformance ~ith the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act 
of 1967. The contents may be reviewed by any interested person at the 
Technical Reference Division, Room 5108, National High~ay Traff!c Safety 
Administration, 400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20590. 
Copies may be secured through Mrs. Winifred Desmond (telephone n~bcr 







Lynn L. Bradford 
Acting Director 
Office of Defects Investigation 
Enforcement 
, .... 
.. - ·-·-···- -·. ·! 
Alleged Saginaw Po~~r Steerin~ Gear Problems in 
1967-1973 Passenger Cars.Hanu.actured by General 
Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co., American Motors Corp., 
Ro11s-Royce Motors Inc., Checkers Hotors Inc •• end 
Exca11bur Automotive Corp. - ODI Case Ho. C4-26 
Act1ng Chief 
- Inve~t1gat1ons D1v1s1on 
Acting Chief 
Engineering Analys1s D1v1s1on 
• 
• $EP 3 0 fJT7 
ih1s is 1n reference to the ettached R. l. Polk survey entit1Qd, 
•survey of Owner~ of General Motors 1967-1973 Fu11 Size and 
Intenned1~te Cars for Po.tent1a1 Power S~eer1ng Gear Problems.• 
Please have Or. Chiang rev1~ the R. l. Po1k •summary StatecentsM 
and prov1de..:an analysis thereof. 
- . 
.. . . -·· 
• Bobert ;r. Hellmu\11 
Robert f.. He 1 1rmJth 
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A 11 eged Saginaw Power S teer1 ng Gear Pt·ob 1 erns 1 n 1 967-
1973 Passenger Cars Manufactured •by General Motors 
naa_:Ecr: Corp., Ford Motor Co .• Ameri,an Motors Corp •• Rol is-
Royc:e Motors Inc., Ct•eckt!r Motors er~d £xca11bur 
Automotive Corp. - ODI Case No. C4-26 
DAn: t.CT 1 8 -Gn 
F~ow : Acting Chief. Investigations Of vi s1ora 
To : Acting Director 
: 
Offtce of Defects Investigation 
This ease was opened based upon complaints of power steering gear problems. 
The attached briefing resume s~t~ forth the basis fer the 1n~estigationt 
the description and function of the con1ponent and an analysis of.the 
alleged problem. 
The followtn9 ~ources either tnntributed fnformation, were ctntacted or 
were otherwise utilized in an effort to obtain pertinent data: 
Consumers 
General Motors Corporation 
Ford Motor Company 
American Motors Corpor~tion 
Rolls-Royce Motors Inc. 
Checker ~1o tor·s Co)~pal·a t 1 on 
£xcal1bur Aut.c:vnative CorpOrilt1on 
NtiTSA Vehicle O'lmer Letter File 
NHTSA Defect Campaign Log 
NHTSA M~nufacturer's Se~vice Bulletin File 
NHTSA P~rts Return Program 
NHTSA Office of Stati5tics and Analys1s 
NHTSA Technical Reference Service 
Department of Transportation Library 
Insurance In~titute for Highway Safety 
Public Interest Re~eareh Group 
Center for Auto S~fety 
Consumers Un1on 
Oep~rtment of Transport, Canada 
R. L. Po 1 J: atld Cn.mpany 
General Services Administration (GSA) 
Road and Tra·r.k t1c1g.:szine 
l~otOl' Tl" end N&l gcs z i ne 
Ro-ad Test t1b gd z 1ne 
Popul~t Scienc:~ Na'1CIZ1ne 
Popul~r M~chan1cs ~aqaz1ne 
Wom"n 1 s (l;.,. N~qa-ii ne · 
tid i ~rld Un t vers 1 ty 
DUY U.&. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROL.L. SAVINGS Pl.-AN 
.a . . .
Pft(YIUU~ tOlUOU "ILL 8( 113(0. 
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Value Engineering Laboratory 
f.!"\ · GAB Business Services lnc. . 
~ : Traffic Safety Research Corporat1on 
The following is a summary of the information acquired and the actions 
taken by the NHTSA. 
The total number of vehicles reported to have been produced with the 
subject power steering gear assemblies is 28,808,051. Of this total. 
27,218,607 were installed in GM vehicles. 
/ 
There have been a total of 402 alleged case~ of power steering gear 
problems reported by consumers, the vehicle manufacturers, R. L. Polk, 
the Canadian Department of Transport, General Services Administration, 
Indiana University a~d the NHTSA Parts Return Program. 
There were 73 alleged accidents included in the reports, 39 alleged 
injuries, and 13 fatalities from which arose 36 reported lawsuits. 
General Motors reported 38,930 '"arranty c1 aims for power steering 
problems of all causes, including leaks, noisy, belts, etc. 
The NHTSA had contractor interviews made in 31 selected instances 
involving alleged power steering gear problems reported by consumers. 
There were no fatalities reported. There were reported 15 accidents 
which allegedly resulted in seven minor ~nd six serious injuries. 
~he llHTSA also engaged contractors to investigate 63 of the manufacturer 
reported incidents involving accidents or litigation. 
Investigation revealed many of the accidents involved circumstances 
which included slippery, wet roads and driver error. 
2 
·Analysis of the lawsuits, which included many of the injuries and all of 
the fatalities reported, revealed most of the cases were terminated by 
action to dismiss by the plaintiff or verdicts were rendered for the 
·defendant (manufacturer). One case was thrown out.of court by the judge 
as having no merit. There·were a few out of court settlements. Some of 
:these were for nuisance cost. There are ten known cases pending trial. 
Analysis of the lawsuits and alleged power steering gear problems revealed 
;no pattern of steering lockup, binding, self-steering or loss of power 
·assist. 
.. ... 
-:-:-f. ··-···---·---~ ..... , "'!"'!' ...~ .••~ ••"""'!"'.:-9'-~.-: •• :-.~ .•-.:-:-.• ":":'.,------
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· The NHTSA disassembled and inspected three power steering gear assemblies 
for alleged binding or lockup. No cause for binding or lockup was found. 
If"\ 
3 
~ne NHTSA participated in a demonstration drive of v.ehicles made available 
by General Motors in which gtoss contamination was introduced into the 
po\lter steering gear system consisting of malleable iron chips, aluminum 
chips and teflon chips. The quantities were in proportion to residua1s 
found in audits lnd represented approximately 25 times the normal weight 
of residuals. No effects \'lere noted in the drives, but random somewhat 
abrupt change in effort of a relative m·inor magnitude could occur. 
Also observed was a demonstration of a stationary exhibit with a torque 
reading device and recorder installed. Even at the highest recorded 
torque readings the effort at the steering wheel over that in a normal 
system was only momentary and but slightly higher than normal. Only 
finger-tip pressure was needed to maintain control. 
ln addition to demonstrations, NHTSA representatives inspected the 
production facilities of Saginaw Steering Gear with particular 
attention being placed on those production and cleaning operations 
considered most critical to safety. After inspecting the production 
operations, it appeared highly improbable that gross amounts of 
contaminants could remain in a finished steering gear. 
General Haters stated that " ... the design of the power steering is such 
that any movement of the steering wheel is directly transmitted to the 
~eels of the vehicle. Therefore, a lockup due to metal particles or 
~:her for·eign material in the power steering fluid at the spool valve 
''ocation can not occur. lt is recognized that power steering assist can 
be reduced or even completely lost, but in every instance manual steering 
is available to the driver. Self-steer and motoring can and does occur, 
but it is completely controllable with very little effort. Accordingly, 
General Motors does not believe that the presence of metal particles or other 
foreign material in the power steering fluid cr·eates an unreasonable risk 
of accidents occurring." 
Ford f1otor Company stated, 11 Ford knows· of no competent evidence to support 
the conclusion that the claimed 'failure mode' occurs with significant 
frequency, if at all, in Saginaw power steering gears as employed in Ford-
built vehicles, nor are we aware of any evidence that the presence of 
contaminants in the quantities and compositions found in steering gears in 
the field would cause other than inconsequential, momentary interference 
with the steering that \•tOu1d be easily overcome by the driver, or a loss 
of power assist to the manually-operable steering system, such as would 
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: • l . t . 11 .f d ' •• ••• the presence of part1c es, 1s yp1ca Y man1 este by complaints. of 
~ noise, or gradual increase in steering efforts or, on rarer occasions, of 
~~· momentory binding which is overcome by turning the steering. Accordingly, 
' · Ford evaluation of the alleged problems reported to have been encountered 
with Saginaw power. steering gears employed in Ford-built cars is that 
those gears present no significant risk to motor vehicle safety, nevertheless 
any unreasonable risk of causing accidents or injuries." 
·Checker Motor Corporation stated, "Ct~C does not have the necessary infonnation 
·· available to even speculate as to what safety hazard may exist from the alleged 
malfunctions since we have had no experience with the malfunction." 
Rolls-Royce r~otors stated, "We obviously recognize the failure mode and 
symptoms as ones that might cause concern. However, we believe the alleged 
hazard to motor vehicle safety would be no more a threat than perhaps a 
'loose power assisted steering belt or pump that has gradually lost its 
~fluid in service.h 
, Of the original population of 28,808,051 vehicles produced \·:ith the subject 
.power steering gears, it is estimated that there remained 23,400,000 vehicles 






The NHTSA received 402 reports or allegations of power steering lockup 
and self-steering problems in the subject vehicles out of an original 
population of 28,808,051 vehicles. 
Descriptions of incidents in consumer letters and in contractor 
interviews provide no evidence of either problems in the spool valve 
or in the power steering gear itself. The effects described could 
equally.have occurred as a result of driver techniqu~ or errors in judgment . 
3. Consumer reports received by the NHTSA contained no verified reports of 
fa ta 1 i t i e s. 
··4. Fatalities were reported in the manufacturer-reported lawsuits based 
on allegations of steering problems. However, analysis of the 
allegations and particulars reveals no pattern or ·trend indicating 
or defining a problem in the power steering system. Therefore 
assignment of the fatalities to the power steering spool valve or 
the power steering system is not logical. 
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Analysis of all reported litigation reveals no case in which the 
court found for the p 1 a inti ff. A review of the i nterv i e\o~ reports 
disclosed nine cases in which the court found for the defendant 
(GM). The remaining 14 cases had either been djsmissed or had 
been settled out of court. In no case was there available technical 
data or infoMmation confirming the existence of a problem or defect 
within the power steering gear. 
6. Tests by General Motors and Ford l~tor Company demonstrated that the 
steering gear is capable of tolerating significant amounts of metallic 
and other foreign particles with little or no effect on steering 
operation. / : 
1. The position expressed by Ford, General ~Dtors and Rolls-Royce is that 
there is no hazard to motor vehicle safety from the alleged problem of 
lockup, binding or self-steering involving the subject power steering 
gear assembly. 
a. Further expenditure of agency resources does not appear to be justified 
in this matter. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
Uo trend of lockup, binding or self-steering or of lnJuries, property 
damage accidents or other safety-related problems has been demonstrated 
in the past by the subject steering gear spool valves in the Saginaw 
power steering gear assemblies. There is no basis for believing that 
such a trend did, in fact, exist or that one will develop in the future. 
RECOr~MENDATION: 
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•· ·'"SUBJECl: Alleged Sagina\-1 Power Steering Gear Problems in 1967-1973 
Passenger Cars l~anufactured by General Motors Corporation, 
Ford 1·1otor Company, American lbtors Corporation. Rolls-Royce 
Motors Inc., Checker ~totors Corporation, and Excalibur 
Automotive Corporation - ODI Case No. C4-26 
. 
' 
BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION: 
The c~se was opened fo11o\·ti ng reports from the Center for Auto Safety of 
possible steering problems in 1967-1973 General Motors passenger cars, 
such as steering lockup, steering binding, self-steering and loss of power 
assist. Most of the alleged problems in t~e reports were attributed to 
sticking or binding spoo1 valves in the po~er steering assemblies. 
The purpose of the investigation is to detennine if the alleged malfunction 
of the spool valve and its consequence represent a potentially safety-related 
defect within the meaning of the National iraffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act of 1966. 
DESCRIPTIO:: AND FUNCiiON: 
The spool valve is a co:nponent of the power steering gearbox. It controls the 
amount and the d;rection of the hydraulic power assist force which aids the 
driver in steering the vehicle. The spool valve consists of concentric hollo~t 
cylinders \·lith mac hi ned ports. The ports direct the flow of oi 1 from the po\t:er 
stecr·ing pump through both cylinders with minimum restriction Hhen the steering 
shaft torsion bar is not stressed by a turning force. In a turn, the torsion ~ar is deflected. This changes the relative position of the slots in the valve 
~pool and the valve body dir~cts the flow to that end of the rack piston to 
which the added force is applied for a given direction. Removal of the turning 
force permits the return of the spool valve to a neutral position. lhis relieves 
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ANALYSIS OF THE ALLEGED.PROSLEM: 
Failure Node: Reportedly the spool valve in the power steering assembly 
may become clogged with dir~ or metal particles and resist returning to 
center when steering torque is removed. Hydraulic pressure remains on 
the rack piston causing the vehicle to continue steering in the direction 
originally selected by the vehicle operator. · 
Failure Symptoms: During a turn in either direction, the steering wheel · 
may momentarily resist returning to its noMma1 position and require greater 
· than normal applied pressure to retur:n. .In some instances, self-steering 
(i .c., the steering whee1 ·t-urn~ ·;.-";·thcut pressure being applied by the 
. vehicle operator) allegedly has occurred without warning. 
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Defect Invt,t1gat1on Reports 
Act1 ng 01 rector 
Off1ce of Defects Investigation 
Defects Task Force 
c/o Frank Berndt 
/ 
In accordance with our understanding of July s. the following two 
reporu are be1~ fol'\lfarded with epproprlato recoumendat1on for 
review: ~ Alleged Seg1na'lf Power Steering Gear Problentl in· ~~ Var1ouJ Hakes . 
C4-52 - Alleged Erratic Servico Bra~e Operation or 
Perfo~~nca on 197D-1973 International Harvester 
Vehicles 
We rec~nd that beth cases ba closed on the basis of prosecutcr1a1 
discretion. 
.. ..... ..,_ t ..... ,JI d ~, .. !! '-• .:... r. ... :r 
LYnn l. Bradford 
.. 
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Revie~ the R.L. Polk' "Summary Statements" of a ~urvey of 
OWners of GM 1967-73 Full Size and Intermediate 
Cars for Potential Steering Gear Problems - ODI · 
Case No. C4-26 
Acting Chief 
Engineer~ng Analysis Division 
Acting Chief 
Investigations Division 
DATE: 2 s OCT 1977 
In reply rder to: 
NMV-62 ch 
This is in response to your memo of September 30, 1977 concerning 
the subject matter. After carefully reviewing the subject summary 
statements Dr. Chiang has made the following observations: 
The calculated percent of each event occurrence was obtained fro~ 
the actual number of survey responses. This process neglected the 
effect of the number of non-respondents by using an arbitrary 
assumption that the proportion of suspect owners experiencing a 
power steering lock-up among the non-respondents is no different 
than those found among the respondents. Such an assumption is 
subject to the error produced by the non-respondent, especially 
when the percent of non-respondents is high-over 75%. Tnerefore, 
the calculated percent of each event is subject to.an error. 
In the subject report it was assumed that a sampling of owners of 
1967 through 1973 GH full and intermediate size cars also results in 
a random sampling of ouners of other cars. These two samplings are 
dj.fferent in the Tandomness, sample size and population. For exa~ple, 
the first sampling contains a definite· sample number of 20,063 
1967-73 GM cars, yet the later one involves no definite number of 
non-C:H ca:-s. Tnerefore, using ~c tual responses of Q·1 nn~ non-~ 
owners as calculated sample sizes, and comparing the results of .two 
different samplings are also subject to error. 
One of the summary statements stated that it can only be p:-oven that 
.17% of the suspect cars experienced power steerin£ \:heel locl~-up as 
a result of a power steering gear failure. Tnis.l7 percent ~as 
calculated from 7 owners indicating that they had the power stce:-ing 
gear rep~ired out of 4,096 survey respondents. If we assume that the 
15,967 survey non-respondents did not have the pO\Jer steerin£ gear 
repaired as it vas highly possible, then we would obtain .035% cars 
which had the power steering genr repair~d instead of .17i.. Comparing 
with a zero occurrence in ~he non-suspect cars tl1e f~ilurc rate 
.035% of suspect cars indic~tes that the difference bet\:een the t~o 
is not statistically significant. 
BUY U.5. SAVINGS BONOS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS ~LAN 
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. \ It is insignificant to compare a small number of suspect vehicles 
(2 cars) and a small number of non-suspect vehicles (2 cars) involved 
in accidents as a possible result of a power steering gear failure. 
. t 
Tne last four summary statements are inaccurate, since they vere 
derived from two survey samplings which vere subject to error as 
described above. 
&.111{~ 
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:"'ote: Most noticeable at full 
wheel travel and stand stHr parking 
Swish in pump 
Whine in pump 
POSSIBLE CAUSE 
Scored pump pressure plates, thrust 
plate or rotor. 
Extreme wear of pump cam ring. 
Defective pump tlow control valve 
Pl'mp shaft bearing scored. 
STEERING 38-27 
CORRECTION 
Replace affected parts, flush system. 
Replace affected parts. 
Replace valve 
Replace housing and shaft. flush system 
Squawk in gear (not belt) Dampener "0" ring on valve spool cut Replace uo" ring. 
SYSTEM OPERATION 
Excessive wheel kick-back or lo.ose Backlash in steering linkage. Adjust parts affected or replace worn 
steering. parts. 
Poor return of steering. 
Air in system. Add oil to pump reservoir and bleed by 
operating steering. Check all connections. 
Excessive "over-center" lash. Adjust to specification. 
Loose thrust bearing preload adjust- Adjust to specification. 
ment. 
Worn poppet valve (Gear) 
Steering gear loose on frame. 
Steering gear tlexible coupling too 
loose on shaft or rubber disc mounting 
screws loose. 
Steering linkage ball studs worn 
enough to be loose. 
Front wheel bearings incorrectly ad-
justed or worn. 
Tires under-inflated. 
Lower coupling flange rubbing against 
steering gear adjuster plug. 
Steering wheel rubbing against direc-
tional signal housing. 
Tight or frozen steering shaft bearings. 
Steering linkage or ball joints binding. 
Steering gear to column misalignment. 
Tie rod pivoh not centralized. 
La~.:k of lubril.:ant in su:;pension ball 
joints and steering link:.tge 
Replace poppet valve. 
Tighten attaching bolts to 70 foot-
pounds. 
Tighten flange pinch bolts to 30 foot· 
pounds. if serrations are not damaged. 
Tighten upper flange to coupling nuts 
to 20 foot-pounds. 
Replace loose components. 
Adjust bearings or replace with new 
parts as necessary. 
Inflate to specified pressure. 
Loosen pinch bolt and assemble prop· 
erly. 
Adjust steering jacket. 
Replace bearings. 
Replace affected parts. 
Align steering column. 
Adjust tic rod ends as required to 
center pivots. 
Lubri<..ate and relubricate at proper 
intervals 
Fig. 38·34-Power Steering System, Diagnosis Chart B 
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38-28 STEERING 
CONDITION 
Poor return of steering. (Cont'd.) 
Car leads to one side or the other. 
(Keep in mind road condition and 
wind. Test car on nat road going in 
both directions) 
Steering wheel surges or jerks when 
turning with engine running especially 
during parking. 
Momentary increase in effort when 
turning wheel fast to right or left. 
Hard steering or lack of assist. 
POSSIBLE CAUSE 
Steering gear adjustments over 
specifications . 
Sticky or plugged valve spool. 
Rubber spacer binding in shift tube. 
Improper front suspension alignment. 
Tight steering shaft bearings. 
CORRECTION -:; :-:~ ~ 
Check adjustment with pitman il r 
disconnected. Readjust if necesscuv.:i\ 
-~-~ 
Remove and clean or replace valve. 
(Corvette only) Bleed excess greui 
from Pitman Shaft boot at control v~·; 
Make certain spacer is properly se~ 
Lubricate inside diameter with ~ 
cone lubricant. .~ 
Check and adjust to specifications. ,. : 
'." t 
Replace bearings. :.;~I 
Front suspension misaligned Adjust to specifications. :.~j 
Steering shaft rubbing ID of shift tube. Align column. 
Unbalanced or badly worn steering Replace valve. 
gear valve. 
NOTE: If this is cause, steering effort 
will be very light in direction of lead 
and heavy in opposite direction. 
Steering linkage not level. 
Low oil level in pump. 
Loose pump belt. 
Sticky tlow control valve. 
Insufficient pump pressure. 
Steering linkage hitting engine oil pan 
at full turn. 
Pump belt slipping. 
Low oil level in pump. 
High internal leakage. 
Adjust as required. 
Check oil level, add as necessary. 
Adjust tension to specifkation. ·t 
Inspect for varnish or damage, replac~t: 
if necessary. · ~ 
Check pump pressure. (See pump 




Tighten or replace belt. 
Check oil level. add as necessary. 
Check pump pressure (Test) 
-
High internal leakage. (Gear or pump) Chcl.:k pump pressure. (See pumP 
pressu rc test). 
Louse pump belt. 
Low oil level in reservoir. 
Adjust belt tension to specifkation. 
Fill to proper level. If excessively )ow, 
l.:h_eck all lines and joints for evidem:e 
of external leakage, torque to spe,s. 
-




!I !r~l Steering or 
:J.:k lll assist (Continued). 
POSSIBLE CAUSE 
Lack of lubricant in suspension 
or ball joints. 
STEERING 38-29 
CORRECTION 
Lubricate, relubricate at proper 
intervals. 
Tires not properly inflated. Inflate to recommended pressure. 
Sticky or plugged spool valve (Corvette only) Bleed excess grease 
from Pitman Shaft boot at control valve. 
Steering gear to column misalignment. Align steering column. 
Steering gear adjusted too tight. 
Excessive friction in steering linkage. 
Lower coupling flange rubbing 
against steering gear adjuster plug. 
Sticky flow control valve. 
Frame bent. 
Front springs weak and sagging. 
Insufficient oil pressure. 
low oil pressure due to restriction in Check for kinks in hoses. 
hl)ses: 
Foreign object stuck in hose. 
Low oil pressure due to steering gear: Pressure loss in cylinder due to 
worn piston ring or scored housing 
bore. 
Leakage at valve rings, valve body 
(See pump pressure test) to worm seal. 
Loose fit of spool in valve body or 
leaky valve body. 
Damaged poppet valve. 
Test steering system for binding w"ith 
front wheels off floor. Adjust as neces· 
sary. 
Check tie rod pivot points for exces· 
sive friction. Replace the affected 
pivot. 
Loosen pinch bolt and assemble 
properly. 
Replace or clean valve. 
Check frame for proper alignment or 
cracking. Repair or replace as neces· 
sary. 
Check standing height. Weak or sag· 
ging springs should be replaced with 
new ones. 
If above checks do not reveal cause of 
hard steering, diagnose hydraulic 
system to determine problem. 
Remove kink. 
Remove hoses and remove restricting 
object or replace hose. 
Remove gear from car for disassembly 
and inspection of ring and housing 
bore. Replace affected parts. 
Remove gear from car for disassembly 
and replace seals. 
Replace valve. 
Replace valve. 



















5. Start engine and check fluid level adding any fluid. 
if required. When engine is at normal operating 
t\!mperature, the initial pressure read on the gage (valve 
l)pen) should be in the 80-125 PSI (550-860 kPa) range. 
Should this pressure be in excess of 200 psi (1380 kPa) -
~heck the hoses for restrictions and the poppet valve for 
proper assembly. 
6. Close gate valve fully 3 times. Record the highest 
pressures attained each time. 
NOTE: Do not leave valve fully closed for more than 
5 seconds as the pump could be damaged internally. 
a. If the pressures recorded are within the listed specs 
and the range of readings are within 50 psi (345 kPa), the 
pump is functioning within specs. (Ex. Spec. 1250 - 1350 
psi (8620-9300 kPa) - readings - 1270 (8755) - 1275 (8790) 
· 1280 psi. (8825 kPa). 
b. If the pressures recorded are high, but do not repeat 
within SO PSI, the flow controlling valve is sticking. Remove 
1 he valve, clean it and remove any burrs using crocus cloth 
l)r fine hone. If the system contains some dirt, flush it. If 
it is exceptionally dirty, both the pump and the gear must 
be completely disassembled, cleaned, flushed and 
reassembled before further usage. 
c. If the pressures recorded are constant, but more than 
100 psi (690 kPa), below the low listed spec., replace the 
t1ow control valve and recheck. If the pressures are still low, 
replace the rotating group in the pump. 
7. If the pump checks within specifications, leave the 
\'alve open and turn (or have turned) the steering wheel into 
both comers. Record the highest pressures and compare 
with the maximum pump pressure recorded. If this pressure 
cannot be built in either (or one) side of the gear, the gear 
is leaking internally and must be disassembled and repaired. 
See the Chevrolet Overhaul Manual Section 38. 
8. Shut off engine, remove testing gage, spare hose, 




1. Wipe suspected area dry. 
2. Check for overfilled reservoir. 
3. Check for oil aeration and overflow. 
4. Check hose connections - tighten if necessary. 
5. Verify exact point of leakage. 
NOTE: Example: Torsion bar, stub shaft and adjuster 
seals are close together; exact leakage point could be 
confused. 
Example: The point oil drips from is not 
necessarily the leakage point - oil overflowing from 
reservoir for instance. 
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6. When service is required: 
A. Clean leakage area upon disassembly. 
B. Replace leaking seal. 
C. Check component sealing surfaces for damage. 
D. Reset bolt torque to specifications where required. 
Some of the customer complaints associated with the 
power steering system may be reported as: 
I. Oil leakage on garage floor. 
2. Oil leaks visible on steering gear, pump, or anywhere 
else on the left side of engine compartment. 
3. Growling noise especially when parking or when 
engine is cold. 
4. Loss of power when parking. 
5. Heavy steering effort. 
For the purpose of trouble shotting complaints of this 
nature, assume that there is an external leak in the power 
steering system. 
Leakage Diagnosis (Fig. 38-39) 
This section is a guide, which when used in conjunction 
with your service manual will enable you. a service 
technician, to locate, identify, and repair leaks in the power 
steering system. It contains: 
A. Diagram of the complete power steering system 
with the areas of potential leakage identified. 
B. Recommended procedure for locating external 
leakage in the vehicle. 
C. Areas of leakage to be checked. which can be 
serviced at once. 
D. Part replacement recommendations. 
E. Diagram of the actual areas where leakage will be 
observed and the action recommended to repair this 
leakage. 
Leakage Check 
The purpose of the diagnostic procedure is to pin-point 
the location of the leak. The method outlined in this manual 
can be followed to locate the leak and repair it. 
In some cases you will be able to locate the leak easily. 
However, seepage type leaks may be more difficult to 
isolate. For seepage leaks, the following method is 
recommended. 
A. With the vehicle's engine off, wipe the complete 
power steering system dry (gear, pump, hoses, and 
connections). 
B. Check oil level in pump's reservoir and adjust as 
directed in service section. 
C. Start engine and turn steering wheel from stop to 
stop several times. Do not hold in corner for any length of 
time as this can damage the power steering pump. It is easier 
A ·664 
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Fig. 38-46-Checking Belt Tension with Tool J-23600 
FLUID LEVEL 
1. Check oil level in the reservoir by checking the dip 
stick when oil is at operating temperature. 
2. Fill, if necessary, to proper level with G M Power 
Steering Fluid. 
ADJUSTMENTS 
Power Steering Gear 
All Models Except Corvette 
Adjustment of the power steering gear in the vehicle 
is discouraged because of the difficulty involved in adjusting 
the worm thrust bearing preload and the confusing effects 
of the hydraulic fluid in the gear. The steering gear 
adjustment is made only as a correction and not as a 
required periodic adjustment. 
The effect of improperly adjusted worm thrust bearings 
or an improperly adjusted over-center preload could cause 
a handling stability complaint. 
To properly adjust the power steering gear the 
assembly MUST be removed from the vehicle and 
adjustments performed as outlined later in this Section. 
For removal of the power steering gear assembly follow 
the procedure as outlined under "Power Steering Gear" 
later in this section. 
Corvette 
The steering gear used with Corvette power steering is 
adjusted in the same manner as the manual steering gear. 
Pump Belt Tension 
Strand tension of belt should be 125 lbs. on new belts 
and 75 lbs. on old belts, as indicated by Tool J-23600 {fig. 
38-46). 
1. Loosen pivot bolt and pump brace adjusting nuts. 
NOTE: On B-ear with V-8 engine, the power steering 
pump mounting bracket does not have a square drive 
hole for adjusting drive belt tension. A boss on the 
water pump housing provides a fulcrum for 
adjustment. 
:1 
CAUTION: Do not move pump by prying against I 
reservoir or by pulling on filler neck. • 
2. Move pump, with belt in place until belt is tensioned 1 
to specifications as indicated by Tool J-23600 (Fig. 3B-46). 1 
3. Tighten pump brace adjusting nut. Then tighten 1 
pivot bolt nut. i 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CHECKS 'j 
The following procedure outlines methods to identify ·. 
and isolate power steering hydraulic circuit difficulties. The _ 
test provides means of determining whether power steering 
system hydraulic parts are ~ctually faulty. this test will ; 
result in reading~. indicating faulty hydraulic operation, and : 
will help to identify the faulty component. 
Before performing hydraulic circuit test, carefully . 
check belt tension, fluid level and condition of driving 
pulley. ~ ·~ 
Power Steering Hydraulic System Test ~ 
Engine must be at normal operating temperature. ~ 
Inflate front tires to correct pressure. All tests are made with 
engine idling, check idle adjustment and if necessary adjust · 
engine idle speed to correct specifications listed in Section 
6C and proceed as follows: : 
I. With engine NOT running, disconnect pressure hose ' 
from pump and install Tool J-5176 using a spare pressure 
hose between gage and pump. Gage must be between shut-
off valve and pump. Open shut-off valve. 
2. Remove filler cap from pump reservoir and check 
fluid level. Fill pump reservoir to full mark on dip stick. 
Start engine and, momentarily holding steering wheel 
against stop, check connections at Tool J-5176 for leakage. 
3. Bleed system as outlined under Maintenance and 
Adjustments. 
4. Insert thermometer (Tool J-5421) in reservoir filler 
opening. Move steering wheel from stop to stop several 
times until thermometer indicates that hydraulic fluid in 
reservoir has reached temperature of 150° to 170°F (65° to 
77°C). ~ 
CAUTION: To prevent scrubbing flat spots on 
tires, do not turn steering wheel more than five 
times without rolling car to change tire-to-floor 
contact area. 
5. Start engine and check fluid level adding any fluid 
if required. When engine is at normal operating 
temperature, the initial pressure read on the gage {valve 
open) should be in the 80-125 psi (550-860 kPa) range. · 
Should this pressure be in excess of 200 psi ( 1380 kPa) -
check the hoses for restrictions and the poppet valve for 
proper assembly. 
6. Close gate valve fully 3 times. Record the highest 
pressures attained each time. 
CAUTION: Do not leave valve fully closed for 
more than 5 seconds as the pump could be 
damaged internally. 
a. If the pressures recorded are within the listed specs 
and the range of readings are within 50 psi {345 kPa), the 
pump is functioning within specs. (Ex. Spec. 1250 - 1350 
PSI {8620 9310 kPa) readings- 1270- 1275- 1280 psi {8755-
8790-8825 kPa). 
- - b. If the pressures recorded are high, but do not 
repeat within 50 PSI (345 kPa), the flow controlling valve 
is sticking. Remove the valve, clean it and remove any burrs 
using crocus cloth or fine hone. If the system contains some 
A ·666 
dirt, flush it. If it is exceptionally dirty, both the pump and 
the gear must be completely disassembled, cleaned, flushed 
and reassembled before further usage. 
c. If the pressures recorded are constant, but more than 
100 PSI (690 kPa), below the low listed spec., replace the 
flow control valve and recheck. If the pressures are still low, 
replace the rotating group in the- pump. . 
7. If the pump checks within specifications, leave the 
valve open and tum (or have turned) the steering wheel into 
.. ..,_,. -
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both comers. Record the highest pressures and compare 
with the maximum pump pressure recorded. If this pressure 
cannot be built in either (or one) side of the gear, the gear 
is leaking internally and must be disassembled and repaired. 
See the Chevrolet Overhaul Manual Section 38. 
8. Shut off engine, remove testing gage, spare hose, 
reconnect pressure hose, check fluid level and/ or make 
needed repairs. 
COMPONENT REPLACEMENT AND REPAIRS 
STEERING WHEEL 
Regular Production (Except Corvette)-Fig. 38-47 
Removal 
1. Disconnect battery ground cable. 
2. Remove steering wheel shroud screws on underside 
of steering wheel. 
3. Lift steering wheel shroud and hom contact lead 
assembly from the steering wheel. 
4. Remove snap ring. 
S. Remove steering wheel nut. 
6. Using Tool J-2927, thread puller anchor screws into 
threaded holes provided in steering wheel. Tum center bolt 
of tool clockwise (butting against the steering shaft) to 
remove steering wheel (fig. 38-50). Do not hammer on 
puller while turning. 
NOTE: The tool centering adapters need not be 
installed. 
Assembly 
CAUTION: See CAUTION on page 1 of this 
section regarding the lilstener referred to in step 
I. 
l. With turn signal in neutral position, set wheel onto 
steering shaft and secure with nut. Refer to torque 
specifications at rear of this section for correct torque 
values. 
CAUTION: Do not over-torque shaft nut or 
steering wheel rub may result. 
Fig. 38-47-Steering Wheel and Horn 
2. Install snap ring, making sure it is fully seated. 
3. Place the steering wheel shroud onto the steering 
wheel while guiding the born contact lead into the 
directional signal cancelling cam tower. 
4. Install the shroud attaching screws on the underside 
of the steering wheel. 
S. Connect the battery ground cable. 
Cushioned Rim Wheel (Fig. 38-49) 
Removal 
1. Disconnect battery ground cable. 
2. Pry off hom button cap and remove snap ring. 
3. Remove steering wheel nut. 
4. Remove three screws securing the upper hom 
insulator and remove the insulator, receiver, belleville 
spring and shim. 
S. Using Tool J-2927, thread puller anchor screws into 
threaded boles provided in steering wheel. Butt center bolt 
of tool against steering shaft and tum clockwise to remove 
steering wheel. 




STANDARD STEERING SPECIFICATIONS 
Vehicle Steering Gear Linkage 
-
' Gear Ratio Overall Ratio Type Location Tie Rods-
Malibu 28.1 28.7:1 _Parallel Relay Rod Front 2 .-.~ 
Camara NA NA Parallel Relay Rod Front 2 .~ 
Nova 24:1 33.1:1 Parallel Relay Rod Front 2 
, 
. ~-
POWER STEERING SPECIFICATIONS 
Vehicle Constant Ratio Variable Ratio 
Gear Overall Gear (STD.) Overall (STD.) Gear (Fast) Overall (Filii 
Malibu - - 16: 1 to 12.4: 1 18.6:1 to 15.1:1 - -
Monte Carlo - - 15 to 13:1 18.6:1 to 15.1: 1 - -
Chevrolet 






16:1 to 13:1 18.9 to 15.3: 1 - -
Camara 
- -
16:1 to 13:1 15:1 to 11.3:1 
- -
Nova - - 16:1 to 13:1 18.9:1 to 14.7:1 16:1 to 13:1 14.3:1 to 11:1 
Corvette 16:1 17.6:1 
- - - -
STEERING GEAR SPECIFICATIONS 
-Component Manual Steering Gear Power Steering Gear 
-Thrust Bearing Preload 5 to 8 in. lbs. 3 to 4 in. lbs.• 
-Adjuster Plug Locknut 85 ft. lbs. 80 ft. lbs. 
-
Over Center Preload 4 to 1 o·· in. lbs. 4 to s•• in. lbs. ~t 
-Over Center Adjusting Screw Locknut 25 ft. lbs. 35 ft. lbs. ., 
--Total Steering Gear Preload 16 in. lbs. (Max.) 14 in. lbs. (Max.) ~·. 
*In excess of valve assembly drag. 
••tn excess of ball drag and thrust bearing preload. 
POWER STEERING PUMP PRESSURES ...., 
Vehicle Constant Ratio Steering Variable Ratio Steering 
.....-
Malibu 
- 1350·1450 psi 
---Monte Carlo 
- 1350·1450 psi __.. 
Chevrolet 
- 1350·1450 psi 
---Camara 
- 1350·1450 psi ~ 
Nova 
- 1350·1450 psi ___.. 
Corvette 900·1 000 psi 
- .......-
A .. , 668 









GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
OIV lSI ON ___ Ch~-=-evro..;..;;;..=le.;;;;;.t--.,;M;....o.;;..t.-..o-..r...._D_i_v_i_s;...;!_o_n.;;._ _ _ 
ZONE ______ ~~=2:S_-~I~n~d=i~an~a~po~l=i~s __ _._.. ______ ___ 
OATE ______ ~J~un==e~2~9~,-=19~B=Q~8~---------....--------
DESIGNATION CODE a:Jc£tJai· PTP76-061337NC 
Royal 1 nC:!mnitY Company (local office) RE: Claimant __ Sh.....;.e_rry.;;..&..;.;;.l_K;;.;.;... _S;..and~_er_;~----------
i t address 
3845 :l. Herid.ian Street 
India.:lapolis, IN 46209 
Gentlemer.: 
Date":of Incident May 15 ~ 1978 
,. 
Form GM 1241 {1) and (2) is attached reporting information on the above captioned incident. This Report of Investigation 
is su~mitt:-::i to you for the reason(s) indicated below: 
1. i:x) The attached report is for your information and record. 
2. l J We believe this claim may deserve further investigation by you. 
3. ) (~O~t~~e~r~) __________________________________________________________________ __ 
We !':ave C"'l!cked the above items based upon the information we have at this time. If you do not agree, or if subsequent facts 
come t~ ·;our attention indicating the advisability of a different approach, we would appreciate being advised promptly. 
Forward c·:~im acknowledgements-to: 
: xx I ( 1) t·.e undersigned 
and/or 
l I (2)----------------------------
In a:~i:io- tc t!'\e GM 1241 ( 1) and (2) report, the 
fo1:c:1ir; :-~losures are attached (if none, so indicate) 
Police ?.eoort, Estic-.ate of ~ca!r. 
P~~air ~rcer (1), GSD-171. 
Further inquiries regarding this claim should be directed to: 




Very truly yours, 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Chevrolet Motor Division 
ADDRESS p o Box 1219 
-·-------------
UO I'IOt US't 
Automotive Division Completing Rfi~Art 
PTP76-0G1337U~ 
REPORT OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION Designation Code 
Serious incidents should be immediately reported to nearest office of Royal Indemnity Company 
Date of Incident 5/15 19 .1!._ Hour2:30 ~M 
--~-~-~~---~~------~---- I OWNER ·CLAIMANT 
. 
--~~~~~--~-~----~----~--
NameofOwner __ ~S~h~e=rry~L:l~K~·-=S~an~d~e=r~s~------------------------------------------------- Age 30 
Address ________ 7~5~0~3~Re~q~in~a~D~r~i~v~eL,~F~o~rt~~w~a~yn~e~,~n~~~~4~6~8=l~S----------------------------------------
r~ame of Driver --=S=ame=;.....------------------------------------------ Age 
Addreu ________________________ ~------------------------T-----------------
,i NameofCiaimant-=S=ame~;.....----------------------------------~~------- Age , 
~ddress ____________________________________________ ~~--------------------
•s claimant represented by an attorney? DYes (!]No 
f ··ves••, give name and address ------------------------------------------------~--
II VEHICLE ~----~~---~~------~----~-~· 
·1ake Chevrolet V .I.N. 1Z37US~03926 Year 1979 Model Monte carlo 
·rans. Turbo 200 Axfe Std. (no pos. ~ngine '1'0214CRD Mileage __ 1~4.;....2.;....9 ___ ~-----
,spection Sticker No. 1043394 Inspection Station No. 3613 Expiration Date· 4/25/79, 
late of Del. 4/2508 New, Used or Demo new License No. 2L748l State Indiana 
·eater DeHaven Chevrolet, Inc. Address 5200 Illlnois Road, Fort Wayne, IN 
rincipaf uses of vehicle Business/Pleasure 
pecial vehicle features or eQuipment _...;T;..-_t~o;;.lp~--------------------------------
~ vehicle is a truck. state gross pay load and location and description of load at time of accident. ______________ _ 
ature and extent of damages to vehicle and estimated cost of repairs. (Attach copy of estimate.) ----------------
See attached esticate 
vehicle subject to any product campaign(s)? 0 Yes filNo 
"Yes", identify campaign(s) --------------------------------------------------
----------------------- Ill PROPERTY DAMAGE ~~~~------~-~~~-~-------
- no 
1S another vehicle involved? -------- State make and model of vehicle --------------------
her\ehiclespeed estimate ---~~~PH By~ho~------------~---------------~ 
meandaddressofowner---------~-----------------------------------------­
me and address of driver--------------------------------------....,.------------
tent of damage ______________ ~--~-------------~---------------__. 
s property (other than a motor vehicle) damaged? (state kind, name of owner and extent of damage)-------------
IV BODILY INJURY-------------------------
icate following information on injuries and whether the injured person(s) were riding in (A) owner's vehicle, (8) other vehicle. 
pedestrian or (0) other: ~ 
r;tJ 
Name and address Sherry! K. Sanders (see above) M 
Age l2_ Code A. B, C or 0 A Seating position Driver ln 
Nature of injuries Bruised knees & ribs, bite through lower lip. 0 
Name and address C~ 
Aqe -- Code A. B. C or 0 Seating position 
Nature of injuries --------------------------------------------------
Name and address -------------------------------------------
Age -- Code A, e. c or 0 Seating position A ' 6 71 
Nature of injuries -------~--~---------------------------
re were injured treated and bv whnm? Parkvi 1'\Y t:""e--..& ~-, 
L 
• 
PATD. u.S.A.. Go'·72 
V INVESTIGATION ---------------------------------~--~------~----. . 
· . 1 owner/driver called zone office How •.•;as Zo="'! "'~!i!!e:f of incident 
Locat;on nf ir.c·~!~t i:esignate exa:tlocation) 1100 Spy Run near Old Fort Wayne, 1 block south of 4th St 
Fort •!a;nte , I:l 
Kind of road: ....Jcor:crete -gravel jXasphalt J:: crushed rock 
Condit;on of reao: .....! wet =dry hicy ~other ----:------
Kind of should!r: co~crete _gra\fel hasphalt r-; crushed rock [idirt 
Condition o! sho~.der: x wet _dry -·icy L..,- other ----------
Nature of weat~er clot:dy Vision obstructi~n (if any. describe) _ _,~n:.:.;O:.n=e:...-. _________________ _ 
Name and ad~r!ss of euler who to.•.-ed, stored and/or provided temporary service to damage:d vehicle -------------
Fgrt J·:ay:,.e City Police storage lot. 601 Superior St. 
~\'here can vehicle ~e setn? T.nipcheer, Inc. , Body Shop, 7 4 9 W. Superior, Fort Wayne, IN 46802 
Did vehicle turn over? (]Yes .~No Vehicle speed estimate ----=3~0=------- MPH 
Source of estirr.ate · Driver Posted speed limit 30 MPH 
Brand and size tires Goodyear P20 5/70 R14 
Condit:on R.F. :!Good 












fofave you ma:je a s~areh for and located putinent vehicle service repair orders? (]lves []No 
lf''Ves~, attac~ cc~i~sof R.O.'s. lf"~o~. explain---------------------------------------------------~ 
'olice report at:ac~ed? Lives -.No If .. No". what station or officer made report? 
·.-
James and a:ld~I!Si~S of .vitr'leues ......;n;.;;.o~n;.;::e;.._ _______________________________________ ....;:. ___ _ 
\'ere p!':otos tal(. er:? ·DYes ~No If "Yes,., how many ------ By whom (name and address) ----------
lote: Furnisn :;,n::os to Roy1l Indemnity Company with this form. 
lame o~ Ro•;illnc!mn:~y Co~pany Representative, if present, at the investigation __ n;.;;.o.;;;.;;.;;n;.;:e;.._ ________________ _ 
VI DESCRIPTION OF CLAIM ~-----------~-~-------~ 
)river's descrip~;o"' n to how incide:1t happened and his statement of the cause. Driver was in far left lane of 3-lan 
SPY Run. headed north when she saw an emergency vehicle in her lane ahead about 1-1/2 
bloc}:s. l·T."!.en she atteapted to ehanqe lanes to her right, the vehicle at first seemed 
to respo:ld and then, as she puts it. "a powerful force" caused her to swerve shafoly 
left, da.caginq the front left corner of the tmi t when· it struck and came to rest against 
an unused liaht pole. (steering difficulty) 
,id you personall~ spea< with driver? [!jves If ••No", !]ive source of driver's description.---------
lid you persor.allv i,.,sP!ct vehicle? ~Yes 0 No 
/hat vehicle =~~p,n!nts are aiJe;edly detect•ve? ~--~----~~~~~e~r~~s~t~ci~e~r~i~n~g~~~,,~~~----------~---~ 
lho made allegati::n of ~efe~? For & Pox Frar=e Send ce ·lerey Fox - Owner 
1 the aileged d!!~e:ti'."!! part nu b!e~ removed from the vehicle, indicate exact part(s). present location and who is custodian. 
Po•·er Stee,_i ... r; Gfb - Fox & Fox Prams Service - Terry Fo .. custodian 
lformation ~r:;,: .,..ther investicati:)n of incident, ir.cluding examination of vehicle and scene of incident. The il':lpact centered 
on L.F. frar:.o rail c!ead-on. Windshield carcl~ed at L.F. pillar post. Left crosstnE!lnber 1f.) 
bent baci:, can-ti."'lq top of Left wheel inboard. #1 pluq is cracked off at porcelain, enqii{l) 
coc~ed to t."le right, L. co tor l:'.oun t and steering coupling shield cracked. nLUI:TCy" feel C'!) wh~~ steerL~q wheel is turned, pe~haps due to pot-joint break~·er & bent steering shaft. ~ 
"YG2l ~ P/S pu::::p resertoir taq. Unit has a firm brake pedal. DeUaven Chevrolet to tearcCl~ 
stcer~q gea= lookinq for defect in ~terials & workmanship. Cause of accident unabl~ to 
be dete~~ed after e~~ation of vehicle and scene of accicent. 
A-· 672 Investigated by: h. H. Jones, ASM ----------------------------------~----~ 
,!T~ -: t•···:~- ~ ·.-•'"'1•• 6/7/70 . - • · 1 
.. 
. .. 
,ROLET MOTOR DIVISION 
1 Motot• Corporation Inter-Organization t-etter 
Mr. N. Kellin 
D. R. Harrig 
GM-1241 Information 






September 21, 1978 
·~ 
This will have reference to your letter of July 6, 1978 
request.ing the results of of dealer tear down and inspection 
of steering. 
Our Area Service Manaqer advises that the disassembly and in- . 
spection of the power steering qeat.box revealed no defects due 
to materials or workmanship that could have been responsible 
in any way for owner's accident. He further advises that the 
Royal-Globe representative was satisfied that Chevrolet had no 
responsibility to owner at this time. 
Very truly yours, 
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• 
he car val retaruct to • oa '••t. 29. After CIUtn1~•LII 
:er, I vaa told a barr b- t...a ia a 
--~·~~.~~. loa1 ot ~t.wt·t_ 
. : :• .-,. ··~·<:..· :· .• ~.,~-~~--. ···.r. .... , .....  
I bope thia letter will renlt. 1a a olo•• iupeatt.e. ·ot ,.ir Mo.te · .. · _ 
t.b1a type of detect. 11 aot o~ to all tM• uclela. .'· .. - .··-~: ... ~.-;:· ............... --CJ-..,.., 
F.llcl .... are eopl .. of tho npa1r 1'-rdl tor.,.., w .... ti •• '-: ··~{~~1>:. 
7 • :-·;· --~ t). _::_-l:::;•~c.:.·•.w 
CCI 
bel.oeuN a I 
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·--&~ ...... .-~"'" ..-e~ ttl',:.:..- ........ ·'~-=~ ....... · .. --:. . . _ . .,: ..• .-" 
Mr. W•rn. Cll• 
60]7 Clevel V•r• .. •tt. 
ClnclftAICl, Ohlo ~JZll 
Deal' Mr. Cllnet 
OCtober S, 197e 
T" 11 11 ln r•f•r•ace to your corroapondance date4 Sepc•Ml': ····-·. ~.:.:ji'N'l'o,..,.~j 
1978, to our Ceacral Offl~• 1n D•trotc. The corre•poadt~-
forvarde4 co the Clacluact. ZOM ""-'• the eituact.oo ...... ~~~~ 
we are lndeecl •orrt ch&c )OU .,,ert•ncecl dt.fflc•lt? .,~·,. -~ 
- ·· 1978 ~onte Co..rlo. Wl'lll• lt f• •.snicrcun.ace that we 1\ava -.1il'IDfef~~.;r. 
preblcmt vlth 1~y c~cncnt of a ¥ahtcta, !~ 1l ~11 tD. ~-:-.lnJ"~ 
abl• vheu tt hap,ene co a •ta~rtns •y•t••· Pet f.tdOI'MtU.: .-~~~~~ 
we have wrlfl•d vt.th th• dttaler, que•" Clty Ch•'lfolec, eu.··~-~~ 
Repair Cfd•t '13104 dated August Z4, 1978. ytJUtt at•erlna .... -~~~·~~:·::· 
indeed overhauled. A •pool v4lve w•• replaced &ad dlta. MlrNUiill 
your 1teerln1 difficulty. ' 
Chevrolet Motor Dlvtalon h4&1 a procedut'e whereby ·'! ~ t tuca...t:.::• 
of thts nature are reported to oetrotc. Procedur~i aod (~11M~~~-.:~~~ 
can be chanaed thereby •1 tmtnatins fal \ure8 of thi-: t~ la tlla !\11=-t••~~; 
Thank you for the opp~tunlcy to r~vt.v thl• eltuatton. 
CSM/td 
~ .. • ~ 'lUttt!'ll ':lty l:hc•vrut••t cu. 
J, H. C~ftMdon, ASM 
~; ··~ • . • ........................... t)NI··''_,' ··•·•4-lt ... l.l•lf•.t•'••l•""•'·, .... ;" • 
. ~~~ .....,.....,~. "'"'' ....... "'''; .. , ... ' .................. , .... ., . ..,. 
-N~Iil'Rf~:-:, .,.~.. .. ·~ ·~ 
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GINIRAL MOTORI CORPORAnGN 




'Simalft ..,,,.,,H 'll 
t II - GIIIMr ••••~sw ~ 'tNfRAI. 
.r 0 
~.a._., u, 1m • 
DESIGNATION CODI •11311 1£1 ..... JW • 
RO¥" lndeiNNIY CofttJiftY Cloclll om.t 
..., .. 
*'• DIARI8 _,_, CIA* •• IIW 
aoral-alelle Ju. c ...... .. 
•221 C..._ ftnft 
OMha, ....... 11101 
GtntlttNn: 
F "" m C' -1 1 ~4' C t) l"d '2t it ettldlld reporting Information on the IIMM CIIMIOftld lllcldln~. Thlt R~port of IMIIIIdl··~ 
it tubmttttd t~ you foe ,,. rtiiOftbt indictttd below: - - · 
1. C I The tttac:hed ''"'' •• for your inforiNtlon lftd record. 
2. C)(l W• btteewlhtt cl11m m1y dtterw further lftWIItlptlon t.v you. 
.. : · ... , 
3. f ~~~~-------------------------------------------------------------··-·-·--~ 
W• h1ve chtcktc1 the 1tKJYP tttmt bl\ed UPOn tht enformttion we htvt It thit time. If you do not ..,.., or If .._.&JIM fl.-
l'ome ,, your auent1on tndecat•ne thl adviubUity of 1 difftrtnt tpproach, WI would tpprtdatl btl .. IChllld ......... ~ 
Forward clttm Ktcnowltdgemenu to: 





In ..Sdefton to the GM 1241 ( 1 I and (2) report, tht 
followtnt endOtuttt .,, 11t1chld fif none, 10 inchcatt) 
.. uuu.lt&ta &aaol.l417 .-L.12·U-71) 
••·• • """"' 221 J U+·17•7 ..... a ...a...._ __ _ 
·-·~~ ......... __ ...... -·. ··~·-· ..... -...--. 
F urthlr ,nqulrltt reprdlftl thlt dafm thoulcl Ill dlriOIM 
Ot 
D ,2, ------------.: 
A .. 679 
Ytrt ttufy yours, 
GINIRAL MOTORI CORrcHIATION 
CMneln Moe. DiftiU. 
l·n'l 
• "''l¥ ', •• t 
••ov••••• 
AIPORT OF 'RILIMINARV INVESTIGATION 
Oau of II'Cident Dee. 2J 11 ..1!. 
lo."!""t 
~7HfU21• 
.,... .... c... 
·-----------------------
t OWNIR ·CLAIMANT ••••••••••••••••-••••-•-. ... 
.,.,,. of <Jwnet 
1\•td'~" . 




·;~ ~e ot Cl"'"*"' --•••t•ttS-•111•~1U'rJ1~··---------------------------- ··----• ~ .• ,, _JilllJZ-••~.~·~--~·~-~~~-l~Lii!~~~~~--Wl------------~----------~-~---~~===-~~" 
It cf••m¥1t '"Pfttant.cf by 1ft lltOf~W¥1 fi]v" 
·• tt··~"··.~~~~~~,•---------~-~--~~~--~~J~J~•~~-~~~~·~·-~,~~-.~--~·~·-~~••"a----
-~---- -- - .. -- ----·----
---~~------~--~---~------~ tt YIHICLI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
M..a.• _. Cbenol·~-- .. ·--- V.l N. ~~~-~J45 -~~?- Yur 1171 Modtf - CUie 
Tr~n• Ill'&---------·--- A•le -~----- En9u,. --.4 Mllellf J.MI 
tn,!_..,.,,un )r,rhr No. D1~Q2G44J ------ ln\pechon St111on No. 167 --· ExrMIItiOft DICI -~!'I;,!:~CI!tRJ!!it: 
O.tt·• 'Jt 0~1 llrt~71 -·- -· . N~M, U\..0 or Demo ___ .. ____ Lir..tnM No .. 17'79!!.._ Sa. I 
o ... ;,., Midway Chtl¥~ole~- ________ ---- __ Addr111 ••9brar .llS..-- V•118J1 %bc .. • • p,,,., q)JIU\1'\ of Yl!htcfe JatoatJ 
s, .. , .. ,l ~·n.rlt fe .. turet or fQUIPf'1•nt B/A ___ ---· 
If •t~tn•clt •t I ltu"', ttate ~Otl JMY lo.cl IM lc.cabOn •nd dltCIIptton of IOid It time of ICCtdtnt. :f:Jo11AL.a-------------
--· .. -.... - . . ... .. -.-- - --- ---· --- --------·- --·--------------------------
-..,,·J'" ,,,, '"•'""' uf rlJ~t~qtt to v"h•cle Jf'cle~tim-111d cou of repdlf$. IAttKh copy of tlttmateJ ......... ___ a._.ps_g.., ________ _ 
(o.mu vU.l.. aupplr ccpr oL utt•t:e . .ta.a-m'•& !Me Olft•.l-
-·- ---- ----------------·-·- --- -·----------------
1\ , .. h:rh! ,.Jhto~d ttl •nv puduct c.mJI••Qt·(SJ 1 I ~j y~, f~No 
If -.~ .... • ·•!ft•r.~y r:o~mr'.a"J"''l . ------. - . -- ..... _ .•. 
. ... ---------·---------
- - - - - - -- - --- - -- - - ------- Ill PROP£ ATV DAMAO£ 
------------------------
Other \eh•Cit' )peed ett•m11tt 
N ,~,. Jrld ····It••\\ of l)wn .. , 
N .. ,.,., "'"' .t•1drttu of •Jr;v•• 
E •'~"' tlf d•""191 
_W/A •• --·-- _ . Statt m•ke and model of vth•clt --
\•PH By whom __________ ·-----
·-··-- ____________ , ___ _ 
w.~ uropPrty tother thtn a motor vth•cl'ft dtmlgld7 (ttate kind, name of owner ind uttnt of d•m•t ------------
- --------.-.----.-.-----------------------·----------------------------------------------
----~--------~~--~~------ IV BODILY INJURY ---·------·-·-··--••••••• 
'"''·' oth• ''•ll.,w•nq '"'""" .. hun ''" lt'lfUI•f\ •"d ~hetht!r the lnJUrtd per•o"h) Wfrt ••d•n«J '" (A, own.r'l vtniclt, 'I) 0..,_, wttNdl, 
CC) ,,..,, .. '\II•Jn t)f (0) nthP.I 
en N .. ""• -tnd ~chen __ fl!~~~!~~llf~-------------------------------.~.~ 45.... Cocte(!)B. Cor 0 S.4t1n9 pos•hon __ Dzin,.c _______________ _ 
,.~Jt•J•r. ,,, '"'u"" _ ••aataw V•rt•h•••a 
(]\ ~~-·~ •nd Jddrttt _ .• _ _ __ 
A';~' . Ct)de A, 8, C or 0 
~~.ff.JI~ 'If •OJUflfS - -----
411 ~hme •nti ldd"'' . --· 
•na• eed OM•t 
/\•.,. - -- Cudt A, B. C or 0 _ . __ ----- S.tt•nt PGt•t•on 
N•turt of •r.tu''" -------------------------






,,,. ••lo,.. "'lt•••• of •fteldeniP Te19t.- Ca_1_1J~ .~1~!---· -·----·-
or:et•Qft nf aMtdeftl C.,..._ ..... ~ea~t•t _1Ll..!!.,!t_louU. . ..9!...!J.~..,..!l- ~7J_,~4 J\lftdioll - lfatal9!e 
_ ~5 _ten_~ll ol JUJt - I 
:.nd,t ,,., ~conefttl ~trMf ~---t c:~--~~ ~ 
:uudot••ln of trJotd ~Mt ~dry ,_tCY ~ot----...o~~-----
(,ncj uf ot\I')U 1tWf ~COflCf .. f -·IWI ~.......... c' crYINd,... (EtMft 
:c''"''''unofthOUICIIf· '-tllfet ·_dty _tey ottw ________ _ 
•• ,...,,. uf ~"•'""' Cl..__ V••.on nbttructron Cit lf'y, dttertblt 1/A~----~-~-~-~----~ .. tN •nd Mtdrtta of «M1Iet 'Nho tCMect, 1tattd 1ttd/01 provtded ''"''*''¥ W~Vict to dAmiOid vthtele lt4 ' fw'" MM 
PUti£-I!St.~?IJ~.ltft, IO.r..:U:.::U=...--,--------------------~h4tr• r.en ~tuc .. bl '""' _ ---~~ 
),rf .-•thc:lt tur" cner7 C.Jv" .:,!No Vtftacft •s-ed tttlr'Ntl -· 41 • 50 
it•utt .. uf "''""" --~iftW 'o.ttd •.-.d hmlt . II ~t.tnd .. 1d ''" '"'' .m~JID!Nt ern• n-71 14 !/!1 •• , .cocouq , ...... 
:;,,.,.,, .. rm "·' =Good ~POOt ~Flat ~.~. {)]Oood a~· 
r»t '''"' \. F LI..Good _JP001 L]Fiat '-·"· f!jOoocl nll'tilllf 8 .... ..... 
Oltwr Urudll --------- ---------------ioiiiiiiii 
H.av• you mJ~It • Wlfdt fOf and locat~ ..,,,,..,, .. ttedt .. ,.,.c:e rtraetr atdtfiP 'AjYtt QNo 
tt··v.~· .,,,rh~p~tof AO''· lf''N~·.•·~~" ~~~~~-~~-~~~~~-~-~~~~~~-~---~~~ 
-··· ----·-·--··--------
Pr,lu.• reoclft tua,;h•d7 ~Tv" r-No If "No", wh•t '''''""or off•cer mldt rtJIOrt1 , __ , -J 
N•"'"\ .!\,, .11,., .. ,-~~ ~~~.'"~'~; ori_,.i~~.--~~ .r~-.. WbO ~~· oa1114 4a "''"' 
Police do not kMW wt)O cr.ll..S~ _ --·------·-----------------
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GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
D. L. Flesher 
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December 17, 1974 
The po\o~er steering gear from the subject O\"lners 1973 Cutlass 
Supreme Coupe, Vehicle Identification Number 3J57i~3R216594, was 
received by Product Engincerinq for examination. The driver 
reportedly clairr.ed his steering stuck while rounding a curve 
and the car struck a tree. The odometer reading \tlas 29,708 
miles. 
The steerin9 gear \'las placed on a test stand to be operated. 
The valve effort, internal leakage and bearing preloads were 
normal. There were no external leaks. The steering gear 
operated normally from stop to stop. The steering gear was 
then disassembled and the internal parts were examined. A fe\-1 
meta 1 particles were found at the for\·lard end of the pis ton. 
These particles \'Jere very soft and \'IOuld bend easily. There 
was a slight amount of darra~e to the lands of the valve indi-
cating that some foreign rr.a teri a 1 had pt1 s sed thru the va 1 ve. 
flo foreign rna teri a 1 \t~as found in the va 1 ve. A 11 parts \'lere 
then reassembled and tested and they performed properly. 
Product Engineering concludes that the power steering gear valve 
appeared to have passed foreign ~aterial and under the circu~stances 
o~ this incident, the driver may have needed added steering control 
to negotiate the curve. · 
Q:/,;Nt«/ 
D. l. Flesher 
Sr. Project Engineer 
jt 
- ... 
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8-25-69 1 Self steers to left when hot. Needle frosa thrust bearing janaed in 
spool valva. 
9-10-69 I Gear locked at times. Chips throughout systea. Chips fm. bousllig 
want into spool valve c cause.lock up. 





Gear locks on turns. Chips in syste~~ 
Gear binds on turns at times. 
system 
Pu1rp vanes aco~aea·. Me~al; througho•lt 
Car self steers.. c:-.._ps in syste•. 
~-18-70 I Car self-steers. atipa ln aystea. 
4-14-70 ~Gear leaking ana binding. ForeJsn 11Dterla·M.~~~­
Ii-2G-70 t Bln4 in either cJJ.rection. Metal flllnp la oll~· 
3-15-71 ~~ump vAnes and robar scored. Plne particles circulate th~~gh •r•t•• 
~ and caused spool val vas in ge!r to bind. 
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Steering Defects Fof!:nd i~ fad~!~cs 
, .. . . .. -. ~.. .... ' . 
By Jack AndersoD wheel can loek, stiet brJefiJ or · · · ·. · . to ian out the ehlPI wttll 
More thaD 13 llifllion Cadi!· even "self-steer." The result, of ID ~ altboqh it ltilllet 
are loose on the Dation's may be • wildb' ·swan-- d and other dirt 10 tlu'oqL 
l~!dl•rays with poteatiSU, dan· totallJ out of eoatroL · thea, more tbu 1.3 mllli• 
iD their power Cad!Jlaca wre a~-· 
eould have been road. 
lco:rrecrt.ed for peDDies. 
meta]. sand or other 
-•H"1·•• are not fuliJ fil. 
from the steering meeh• 
ftlves, the steeriq 
Detroit, a GK spotesmaa 
us that since 1959, Cadillac, 
with other GK ean. hu llad 
fine mesh filter aeree11; • • fi 
power relief area ol aD • • • 
0 steering pumpi. Al-
less thu two-WrdJ fll 
ol dealer wa.n'&llt!Y 
'treDai:rs on Cadillaes relate to 
steerilll response, cadil· 
a magnetic plug to ita 
steering S)'stem ill JB13 to 
even the smallest metal 
1Particl4!S • • • To our knowledge 
DO steeriDI Joekups, 
Fillall)', m the 1973 Cadillaes,lacc:idents..or injuries related to 
small magnet costing peDDies condition." 
was installed in the steering UailcdreatwtSJZidielta.IIL 
A ·691 
.· 
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~! 972 Gndj J 1;;.-: \·.hir.h 1 hn\pc hccn dri vin::; •••••• 
l .bonci1L it. H'!! .. f· arc a. fe".·t r;Je1.s: 
1. fr.bl·t:~::-" 1971 .. , I r:ct ne"' tires n.nd ·a ,.,heel aliffTL~cnt at, 
'-'i 1(\00 miles. 
2. Ju:~c 19'/h, J nn:'iro::.chcd Heid Hrot.he:r~• l·;otcr ~;nJcs J,td., 
Arnnrior: unt.u~io, l-:hf:r<· l hout~hl, the c~r, bcc~o.t:se the 
car ":'~~:; c;oinn aJ~ ovt:r t.hc road. l·:ilt:~t;c wa3 )J,.,ooo. 
). Rcit!•~ 1::hc-el~~ the: car nntd Stlid I nt::.C.d(;r! front (7nd pnrt~ bcfn:-e 
the~· cc.;ul d alip:r, the front ~nd and correct, the ear • o go inc nll 
O"le:r the road. 
4.. ~lul~· 18, 1<?74, the received pnrt.~ wcr~ in:;taJ led and the 
front end ml.S alip1cd. CnT still ,O:i!Tid crett· all over 'the Tnt-.u. 
Jteid's replied that the front tires were cnusinr, the erratic 
.steering. So I Rot. ne,.; tirc~s 0:1 the front \-:heels. 
5. J~ll~ 25, 197l~, I returned to };e~.d'~ to h~~e ther.t ctJccl< out \othy 
the cr.a.t'" was stil 1 5Wc:rvinr.: l-ti th the nc.,·: tirf.:s. Their reply \·tO.& 
tu I'Ct my c::lr cht1Cked at nnotllcr re'ljab:t! r~r~t;c nnd chcc1< bock 
"··ith t~u.:m ns tlH.!J cculdn• t. !ir.d rt.nyt.hin~~J''l'onr,~ 
6. Jnly '-6, 1971 .. , I left on n v:.cntion to F·lorida ( 6, t:UO !:lj lc tr-tp) 
ar1ri h:.;d to fi&at t.he whr;c] t:.J 1. tt~c w:.ty do,·m and b~~l:~ !:' 3:tT~•C'iSfl1 
n m"nt~ l:l.tl ... r, I :tl:::n~~. ~~a·;hcd into a r·nrkorl cur n..n-rn:: st.cer:in£ 
fni]c-!:.1 nnd l couJ:ln'~ t~n t.b~ ":hcc~. Luckily, l wan :ible to 
t;Lclp on time.~; 
?. I l>.'cnt:, t.o D. ;-a:r:1r;c ~., !1yrr.~~u;.c., I-1.'!.; the:,• ~h~c~·:c..d tn·~ \-!heel 
allfrn:;:cnt nnc.l ~~i.e\ it c:unl.dn' t be set ~r.:..· cJ t.lJar ~•:i it, •.r1.~ 
rJ•.: .... ~t"!r:'t.jy i.f') =»1r,~ejfi ~:t"t,i O:l:l. Tht~:r !1\lllt.·1. t.hf! !'r:ln1. "\-:'ht::l~; off 









JJ. ~:!;.•:'!; rc.! .. :t!"J;t;:! i.<l UL~.n.·.-·~L, 1 hh•l }h~td !:rt-,·:. ila:,~.all n~.-1 
U!·~~l:c n~•~">·.·:' •.r;rl turn r),)•t:• l,h·~ uru.~::t. ~·, fi,,.~ P..! l rr;p!l. i rti 
\:C.·:--~ r.,i::•r· t '~~c:.J, the · c:.u· :;~i ·, l \~:Hl~lc.J"' ·d in hu1~h (li.rt:ct;i on~ 
r~·t·~,_~.t·:--.1~_:_., •. 'i'!t• .. ~~ :!'. ::~ ~-·:l ttl ~~~~ .. ·::.: \.!'::: ,,r .... ,·:;• !:\,f ~-:;•j:t.· :;:·1r! 
l't~:i:VJ :: ) <,; ot j rnu f j 1} n;~.~~ in 1.!.•: r~·:~r::i·~;' 1 r :tt1:1 1.c.': ·! li••.: 
thh l~ 1.!\i.r: \-::.:; w},:-, ~ \·'· ~::; ca~::~ . .tn ~ n J.J. the trrJtlbl t! 
~-~- ·~--
.......... ~----- --lit -..... 
Reid '~ro:l. ~hc~·:c~1 th.: defccti v~ p;trt,s t,o lir. Uilt~ Pi lk\}v. 7our 
G .. ~·i. Hcr:rc:;t~J~t:~liYn rro=r· 'i'or~!'lto; he ,~o-.11:ln't CVt~n b .. ~t ;.L~ (.~;re1.n~b 
to,,ar~:o a f•;]!.. !;c• .. ~ .. l<:r.h!t1t o~ th·:· bi11 , .. ·hich Ctlr.JC to t.5C<).!.)() 
appr:);~ i;: • .:l1..c.1;; \·:!·.ic:h ~,;:l'Ln.in:!y dfJe~; not cu•J•!r the C:A.JlCllr,eo aud 
.mnny iucc:~ .. reni~n:-:~s which led to thir, findine. 
t-lay I h·~n.r rrom you in the Vf:Z'Y Jlca.r t.ut.l!re, please. 
Yours ~ruly., 
L l I ~·~A /_. • . 0 1 !7, ..._,,.. ~ .b4~cC 
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October 25, 1974 
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Mr. Samuel v. Dicola 





.:::_,: .. :.· .. :. ·:. ' . '•· L ;.= =·· : ~: 
Our President and General Hanager, Hr. D. C. Collier, 
would like to thank you for your letter of October lOth, 
1974, regarding your 1972 Cadill~c. He has a~ked the 
undersic;n.ed to ansv.rer on his behalf. 
We wish to express our sincere regret for the inconvenience 
and hardship that this r.1a·tter hcls cau&ed you, Hr!. Dicola. 
Ho\·~ever, we cannot agree that \•rc are e>tpe:riencing difficul·ti.as 
-with Cadi llec pO\'ler steering uni t.f:. The u:ni t used i,. this 
car reflects the same quality as the rest of the v~hicle'.s 
components and indeed all of tha other compo~ents used by 
Ganel·al Motors. 
As you are a'"are, the \-Jarrantl' on your vehicle \vas for 
- .... 
12 months or 12,000 miles \t1hicheve.r occurred· first. There 
eventually arrives a tima when the manufacturercs responsibility 
must cease and the O\':ner must accept full financial responsi-
bility for the maintenance of his vehicle. At 34,000 miles, 
,,c:. f.ael that th:! s t_ir!-:-;. ha.: ~r-cived. 
We note that our Ottat>~a ~one Office has Tevim'led this matter 
with you and has come t-o the same conclusion as us. tihile 
we share your concern, we are happy to see th~t your vehicle 
has been repaired. We apprecinte the opportunity to offer 
our comments, f~'I'. Dicoln, unfortunately our position does 
not. al~o·.·: us to offer any financinl assistance. 





IC1y No. P•tf N1me 
1 - HOUSING, STEERING GEAR , • 
2 - RACE, THRUST BEARING (WORM) 
3 - BEARING ASSY., ROLLER THRUST (WORM) 
C - RACE, THRUST BEARING (WORM) 
5 - WORM, STEERING 
6 - SEAL. ··o· RING (STUB SHAFT) 
7- SHAFT, STUB 
8 - SPOOL, VALVE 
P - SEAL, "0"' RIUG (SPOOL) 
10- BODY, VALVE 
1t- RING. VALVE BODY (3) 
11- SEAL. "0"' RING (VALVE BODY) (3) 
U- RETAINER, BEARING (ADJUSTER) 
14 - SPACER. THRUST BEAR!NG 
15- RACE. UPPER THRUST BEARING (SMALL) 
16 - BEARING, ROLLER THRUST 
17 - RACE, UPPER THRUST BEARING (LARGE) 
18 - SEAL, "0" RING (ADJUSTER) f 
Key No. Part Heme 
18 - PLUG, ADJUSTER 
20 - BEARING, NEEDLE 
21 - SEAL, STUB SHAn 
22 - SEAL, STUB SHAFT DUST 
23- RING, RETAINING 
24 - NUT, ADJUSTER PLUG LOCK 
25- BEARING ASSY., NEEDLE (PITMAN SHAn) 
26 - SEAL, PITMAN SHAn (SINGLE LIP) 
27 - WASHER, SEAL BACK-UP (PITMAN SHAFT) 
28 - SEAL, PITMAN SHAFT (DOUBLE LIP) 
29 - WASHER, SEAL BACK-UP (PITMAN SHAFT) 
30- RING, RETAINING (PITMAN SHAFT SEAL) 
31 - WASHER, PITMAN SHAn LOCK 
32 - NUT, PITMAN SHAFT 
33 - NUT, RACK PISTON 
34- BALL 
35 - GUIDE, BALL RETURN (2) 









Key No. Pelf N•me 
37- SCREW ASSY., LOCKWASHER & (2) 
38 - PLUG, RACK PISTON 
3i - SEAL, "0" RING (RACK PISTON) 
CO - RING, RACK PISTON 
41 - SEAL. "0" RING (HOUSING END PLUG) 
42 - PLUG, HOUSING END 
43- RING, RETAINING (HOUSING END PLUG) 
44- GEAR ASSY., PITMAN SHAFT 
45- SEAL ASSY., GASKET 
46 ·-COVER ASSY., HOUSING SIDE 
47- BOLT, HEX. HEAD (SIDE COVER) (4) 
41 - NUT, LASH ADJUSTER 
4i - CONNECTOR, INVERTED FLARE 
50 - POPPET, CHECK VALVE 
51 - SPRING. CHECK VALVE · 
52 - CONNECTOR. INVERTED FLARE 









' i ! 
The plaintiffs have introduced in evidence certain reports 
of other incidents which were alleged to have occurred prior to 
the accident in this case. These are the reports in Exhibits 108, 
109, 110, 124, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134, 135, 136tl'7. 
Because the documents are being offered by the plaintiffs 
for a limited purpose, the Court permits the documents to come 
into evidence without requiring either the witnesse·s who wrote the 
document or whose statements are supposedly contained in the docu-
ment to be present for cross-examination. 
The reason the Court permits this is that the documents are 
being offered solely on the issue of notice to General Motors 
Corporation that other persons claimed to have experienced 
difficulty with power steering geers. Plaintiffs do not offer 
the documents, and will not argue that the documents prove that 
another driver did, in fact_, experience power steering difficulty. 




























seen these and can do that to the further 
extent that you deem it necessary. 
THE COURT1 Might I just interrupt 
at this point? You say it 1 s not 
substantially similar. Well, it is 
different to the extent that in that case, 
the wheels turned in both directions, so 
it's different. In this case the wheel 
turned in only one direction, but it does 
have some similarity, does it not? I 
mean, there was no control by the driver. 
There was -- is that the one where they 
talked about the powerful force? Perhaps 
it was not. 
MR. FARNHAM: I think the powerful 
force one was the Saunders one, the first 
one. 
THE COURT: My point is this. 
When you use the words •substantially 
similar, 8 I don't think that you 
necessarily -- that that means exactly the 
same. 
MR. FARNHAM: And the case says 
that. It says it does not have to be 
identical. I agree. And in order to try 





























to find out what the court means in 
drawing the line between those 
circumstances which are identical and 
those cases -- circumstances which are 
substantially similar, I went back and 
read the case, which was the one that this 
frank language was taken from. ~bis case 
involves a tractor, and it ran over a 
child and killed him. And the allegation 
was that the brakes failed, that there 
were improper brakes. And apparently, 
evidence was proffered that the tractor on 
prior occasions had inexplicably rolled, 
from which the plaintiff wanted the jury 
to draw the inference that the brakes were 
bad. They said, No. In one of those 
instances, it was parked on an incline, 
and there was no evidence that anybody 
tried to set the brakes. 
Anyway, the court distinguished 
the four prior instances where the same 
tractor on the same farm went forward 
inexplicably and said, Well, it ~ay be the 
same tractor, and it may be the same 
phenomena; that is, rolling at a time when 
'-----------------·--------------·--·------



























* * * * * * 
THE COURT: Now, you've already 
touched on this to some degree, but I 
think it requires some further 
examination. Of course, I understand your 
argument that the reports --
1-~R. FARNHA~S: 1241s. 
THE COURT: 1241 forms. I 
couldn't remember that -- were not 
inadmissible hearsay. That's the way I'll 



























characterize it. Hearsay is a word of 
art. It has a special meaning, not 
inadmissible hearsay. I understand that 
argument. 
Second argument has been made that 
emphasis have been laid upon the fact that 
they were necessary for the punitive 
damages aspect. The effect of Mr. 
Farnham's argument, I think, is this. 
He's saying, in effect, well, once that 
was out of the case, as a result of the 
motion to strike, we should have gone back 
and taken those documents out of the case. 
Ano when he said that, before you started 
to mention it, I thought I didn't remember 
being asked to take the documents out of 
the case after the motion to strike was 
granted, and I can see his argument now, 
and I am not saying that I would have done 
so because we still have that other aspect 
that you have already argued and mentioned 
in your brief, but I really don't recall 
having it put to me on that basi$. during 
the trial. 
MR. FARNHAM: I have no total 































recall of the record. I do not recall 
doing that, and I don't know whether Mr. 
Reynolds has any recollection or not. I 
certainly --
THE COURT& It will speak for 
itself. 
MR. FARNHAM& I certainly have no 
recollection of saying at the conclusion 
of all the evidence, all right, now that 
the punitive damage issue has been struck, 
we would ask that the exhibits that were 
previously admitted strictly on the issue 
of notice be -- because my recollection, 
to be honest with you, was that the fight 
on those documents was with respect to 
notice and not with respect to punitive 
damages. 
Now, the record obviously will 
speak for itself. My recollection is that 
we were really joining the battle over 
whether or not we could, in effect, be in 
a position where we had to let the 
documents in simply by reason of.the fact 
that they would not stipulate the issue, 
because I remember specifically making the 


























argument to you, Judge, we will stipulate 
the issue of notice and having Your Honor 
say, Well, I can't make them stipulate it. 
THE COORTt That's exactly right, 
and if anybody would .like to talk about 
that particular subject anymore, I'll be 
glad to hear what you have to aay about 
it, but in fairness to everyone concerned, 
I didn't think of the idea of, well, now 
that punitive damages is no longer an 
issue, that removes one of the reasons to 
have these documents come into evidence, 
and I better look at it again and decide 
whether that's -- that changes the 
situation. I didn't think of it. I 
didn't think of it until you mentioned it 
a moment ago. 
MR. HARLAN: I don't think the 
court's obligation is to think of it. 
It's the party's obligation to protect 
their own record. The court has brought 
up a very cogent point as to the issue of 
punitive damages, which completely moots 
the argument by the defendant on this 
point by their simply not asking the court 
.....__ _________________________ ._ ------- -·- ·--





























to go back and instruct the jury disregard 
all issues of notices as to punitive 
damages. They have waived the point. It 
is a waiver. 
MR. FARNHAM: Well, I would 
disagree with that, but I would also say 
to the court that I did think about doing 
and concluded that it was better not to 
have the whole issue reintroduced to the 
jury with another instruction that it was 
to try to obtain the benefit of the 
instruction. 
THE COURT: Right. Well, that's 
fine, but I wanted to make clear what 
happened in my mind. 
MR. FARNHAM: I have no contrary 
recollection. What I don't remember is 
whether or not at the time we were arguing 
about the adm~ssibility of the notice 
documents, the 124ls, et cetera, whether 
or not punitive damages was discussed at 
that time. I do definitely recall that we 
were arguing about the stipulation and 
your saying, I can't make them stipulate. 
I remember that. 



























THE COURT: Let's lay that on the 
table. I mean, can I make them stipulate? 
MR. FARNHAM: No. But you can 
clearly put them on terms. 
THE COURT& Of course, what you 
are saying is, and I don't -- by 
responding, I don't necessarily accept 
what you say, but what you say is that 
they wanted to get this in and use it for 
several purposes. Lots of lawyers do that 
all the time. Even defense lawyers ao 
that sometime, believe it or not, and I 
remember, of course, that one of the 
things that was talked about was just what 
will you stipulate? How much notice are 
you ~oing to stipulate? And we never 
really explored that because it was 
obvious we weren't going to go anywhere 
with the stipulation but 
MR. HARLAN: I think the court is 
c~rrect in its recollection that you put 
that to them one evening, How much are you 
willing to stipulate? And I think as a 
result, and this is not intentional on 
anyone else's part, but I don't think the 



























court ever got a reply from General Motors 
as to that issue. 
THE COURT& I know it came up in 
one instance. This is not the time that 
you are talking about, Mr. Barl~n, but I 
do remember that we were reading some of 
those letters that baa gone back and forth 
between General Motors authorities and the 
federal government authorities. 
MR. FARNHAMt National Highway and 
Traffic Safety Commission. 
THE COURT: This was all out of 
the presence of the jury. The jury never 
saw any of this. And at one point we 
looked at some of the letters, and we were 
going to try to make a determination as to 
how many instances General Motors was 
concedin9 in the letters that it was 
writing to the federal government 
authorities, and I think we adjourned one 
night, and I was sort of halfway expecting 
to come back the next morning and get from 
General Motors a suggestion, Well~ we've 
gone through the letters and we concede 
that these letters indicated 15 times or 
---------------------·---- - - ---



























45 times. They were saying 39,000 times, 
something like that. 
MR. HARLAN: Twenty-eight 
thousand. 
THE COURT: Right. And you, Mr. 
Farnham, at some point making a comment 
that you had gone through it a nuaber of 
times but you could never really make a 
conclusion, a firm conclusion as to how 
much --
MR. FARNHAM: I remember that 
incident. I do not remember ever coming 
up with a specific number or having 
THE COURT: No, you didn't. You 
said you couldn't, said you could not, and 
I thought, really, that that was going to 
answer the question, that we were going to 
get a concession that because we had it in 
black and white from General Motors in 
response to the government authorities, we 
had 35 complaints or we had 48 or 
whatever, but we never got to that. 
* * * * * * 




























unnoticed at the time, and that's the 
precise reason the arguments as to 
hearsay, their arguments as to 
authenticity were decided first, and what 
we spent time on and what you took home 
with you to review was for the purpose of 
deciding substantial similarity. 
THE COURT: All right. Well, 
let's take a recess and everybody can go 
out and stretch their legs, and we'll be 
back in just a few minutes. 
(Whereupon, there was a recess from 
3:32 p.m. to 4:08 p.m.) 
THE COURT: I've read the two 
cases again, and, of course, in one case, 
the Roll 'R' Way Rink case, the judge let 
the evidence of the other incidents in, 
and the court said that was right. In the 
o~her case, the Spurlin case, the judge 
kept the evidence of the other incidents 
out, and the court said that was right 
also. So we've got it going both ways. 
All I can do is to reiterate 
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1 what's already been said, and that is, 
2 that I think we made a conscientious 
3 effort to comply with these rulings with 
4 the concept of substantial similarity. 
5 Now, where you draw that line, where you 
6 split that hair is difficult to aay. Each 
7 case stands on its own. Each incident has 
8 to be examined. 
9 I don • t find that these ·cases 
10 have or reading these cases again at 
11 this stage changes my feeling about the 
12 way we approached this particular problem. 
13 I feel that this court has done the best 
14 it can with the case on the basis of what 
15 we've done so far, and I'm going to 
16 overrule the motions which are before me 
17 at this stage in both instances. I 
18 overrule the defense motion and overrule 
19 the plaintiffs' motion and have the 
20 judgment entered on the basis of the jury 
21 verdict. 
22 Now, would you like to have the 
23 clerk do that, or would counsel like to 
24 prepare a judgment order? 
25 MR. TURNER: I've prepared one, 
! 
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PETER J. LUPICA 
VS AT LAW LSl-1002 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, on the 
, in the year 19 86 
AII'I$-K"& 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED WITH: 
LUANN K. ROANE 
VS AT LAW LSl-1056 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 






This day came all the parties, by counsel, to be heard on a 
11 motion filed by the Defendant to set aside the jury verdicts that were 
;· 
recorded on the 28th d~y of March, 1986 as being contrary to the law and the 
ii 
evidence and enter summary judgment, or in the alternative to grant a new trial, 
.· and as being contrary to the law and the evidence and excessive and to grant a 
1! new trial, and on the motion filed by the Plaintiffs for a new trial on t}.~ 
II issue of punitive damages only. 
j; 
,, Thereupon, after hearing all the arguments of the Plaintiffs 
j: and the Defendant, by their counsel, the Court denied the Defendant's motions 
11 













and as being excessive and to grant it a new trial, to which a~tions of the 
Court, the Defendant, by counsel, noted its exceptions. 
The Court further denied the Plaintiffs' motions for a new 
trial on the issue of punitive damages only, to which action of the Court, the 
Plaintiffs by counsel, noted their exceptions. 
Whereupon, it is Ordered by the Court that the Plaintiff, 












Motor Corporation, in the sum of One Million Dollars and No Cents ($1,000,000.00) 
! 
with interest to be computed at the rate of twelve (12) percentum per annum 
from the 28th day of March, 1986 until paid, together with his costs about his 
suit herein expended. 
Whereupon,- it is further Ordered by the Court that the 
Plaintiff, Luann K. Roane, recover of and have judgment against the Defendant, 1 I General Motors Corporation, in the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars and No 












percentum per annum from the 28th day of March, 1986 until paid, together with 
her costs about her suit herein expended. 
. 
Robert W. Stewart 
Judge 
A COPY,_ TESTE: WI~~' CLERK 
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General Motors Corporation, Appellant, 
against Record No. 860897 
Circuit Court Nos. L81-1002/Lll45-86 
and L81-1056/Lll46-86 
Peter J. Lupica, et al., Appellees. 
From the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk 
Ooon the petition of General Motors Corporation an appeal 
is awarded it from a judgment rendered by the Circuit Court of the 
City of Norfolk on the 20th day of June, 1986 in certain consolidated 
motions for judgment then therein depending, under the short styles 
of Peter J. Lupica v. General Motors Corporation, et al. and Luann K. 
Roane, et al. v. General Motors Corporation. 
And it appearing that appeal bonds totaling $1,400,000, 
conditioned according to law, have heretofore been given in accordance 
with the provisions of section 8.01-676.1 of the Code, no additional · 
bond is required. 
This appeal, however, is limited to the consideration of 
assignment of error No. 1 which reads as follows: 
1. The trial court erred in admitting th~ notice exhibits. 
On further consideration whereof, it is ordered that the 
parts of the record to be printed or reproduced in the appendix are 
to be limited to those parts of the record germane to assignment of 
error No. 1, and the briefs to be filed shall be limited to such 
A-· 713 
discussion as is·relevant to the assignment of error upon which this 
appeal is awarded. 
The petition for appeal is refused as to the remaining 







ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
I. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ADMITTING THE NOTICE 
EXHIBITS. 
